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Abstract
Deep learning (DL) has emerged as the leading paradigm for predictive modeling in a variety
of domains, especially those involving large volumes of high-dimensional spatio-temporal data
such as images and text. With the rise of big data in scientific and engineering problems, there
is now considerable interest in the research and development of DL for scientific applications.
The scientific domain, however, poses unique challenges for DL, including special emphasis on
interpretability and robustness. In particular, a priority of the Department of Energy (DOE)
is the research and development of probabilistic ML methods that are robust to overfitting
and offer reliable uncertainty quantification (UQ) on high-dimensional noisy data that is
limited in size relative to its complexity.
Gaussian processes (GPs) are nonparametric Bayesian models that are naturally robust
to overfitting and offer UQ out-of-the-box. Unfortunately, traditional GP methods lack the
balance of expressivity and domain-specific inductive bias that is key to the success of DL.
Recently, however, a number of approaches have emerged to incorporate the DL paradigm
into GP methods, including deep kernel learning (DKL), deep Gaussian processes (DGPs),
and neural network Gaussian processes (NNGPs).
In this work, we investigate DKL, DGPs, and NNGPs as paradigms for developing robust
models for scientific applications. First, we develop DKL for text classification, and apply both
DKL and Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) to the problem of classifying cancer pathology
reports, with BNNs attaining new state-of-the-art results. Next, we introduce the deep
ensemble kernel learning (DEKL) method, which is just as powerful as DKL while admitting
easier model parallelism. Finally, we derive a new model called a “bottleneck NNGP” by
unifying the DGP and NNGP paradigms, thus laying the groundwork for a new class of
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Deep learning (DL) has emerged as the leading paradigm for predictive modeling in
a variety of domains, especially those involving large volumes of high-dimensional spatio-
temporal data such as images and text [84, 9, 97]. At the heart of the DL approach is a
parametric model called a “neural network” (NN) that usually consists of an alternating
composition of affine transformations and nonlinear “activation functions” and that is trained
by optimizing a loss function with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or some modern variant
of it. One of the most powerful features of the DL paradigm is modularity and composability,
where a zoo of various NN architectures can be generated by composing simple building blocks
or “layers” in different combinations. This feature also allows practitioners to incorporate
various forms of inductive bias into NNs by restricting the network topology based on
intuition about the problem at hand and then quickly testing their hypothesis empirically on
real datasets. This flexible paradigm led to the development of various convolutional NN
architectures such as the VGG-16 (Fig. 1.1) that have found great success in computer vision
and attention mechanisms that are now ubiquitous in natural language processing (NLP).
Given the great success of DL and machine learning (ML) in general, the Department
of Energy (DOE) now has considerable interest in scientific machine learning (SciML)– the
research, development, and application of ML methods for scientific and engineering problems,
such as using ML to find patterns in large volumes of scientific data or developing a data-
driven model that is more efficient than one based on first principles [12]. However, scientific
applications pose unique challenges for ML; for example, it is common in science to ask
questions such as: How reliably will a given algorithm work? How robust is a certain solution
that is based on a data sample? How rigorously have assumptions and results been verified
and validated? In ML, however, answering these questions can be challenging.
In response to these challenges of SciML, the Office of Scientific and Technical Information
(OSTI) published a report in 2019 that outlines six priority research directions (PRDs) on
foundations and capabilities needed in SciML [12]. One of the PRDs focuses on applications
involving complex high-dimensional noisy data that is either limited or is time-consuming or
expensive to collect or generate. The PRD specifically highlights the need for probabilistic
(e.g., Bayesian) ML methods that are robust to overfitting, reliably quantify parameter
uncertainty, and scale well to high-dimensional data. In this thesis, we focus on this PRD
because of (1) its applicability to observed, experimental, and simulated data and (2) possible
implications for other PRDs such as interpretability and robust validation of ML results.
One example application of SciML arises as part of the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI’s)
cancer surveillance program, which aims to track and understand trends in cancer incidents
and mortality across the United States1. Cancer pathology reports are the primary source of
pertinent information for this surveillance effort, and thus a central task in this endeavor is to
extract key data elements from these reports such as tumor site and histological type. Given
the national scale of this activity, developing a model that can automatically extract key
data elements from cancer pathology reports is imperative for a cost-effective and real-time
surveillance program. In 2016, the NCI partnered with several DOE national laboratories
to develop such a model; currently, DL is the state-of-the-art methodology for tackling this
information extraction task (see Sec. 2.6). However, given the difficulty of the task and the
high parameter complexity of the DL architectures that are required, the risk of overfitting
1https://seer.cancer.gov
2
Figure 1.1: VGG-16 network architecture, a composition of many simple convolutional
layers. (Source: https://neurohive.io/en/popular-networks/vgg16/).
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cannot be ignored and thus there remains a need for a robust model with reliable uncertainty
quantification (UQ) capability.
In this thesis, we develop Bayesian DL methods for scientific applications with the aim
to improve robustness on high-dimensional noisy data that is limited in size relative to its
complexity. Although the Bayesian methodology is well-established for traditional parametric
models such as linear regression [55], extending it to DL models is nontrivial; Bayesian neural
network (BNN) inference is in general intractable, and approximate sampling-based inference
methods scale poorly to large BNN architectures with possibly millions of parameters due
to the curse of dimensionality [114]. Moreover, BNNs carry a large number of “weight
symmetries”, where different parameter configurations correspond to the same input-output
function; this makes it challenging to understand how parameter distributions translate into
predictive distributions in function space, which is the more natural setting for predictive
modeling.
The issues of parameter complexity and symmetries can be circumvented by moving
to nonparametric Bayesian methods, where inference is performed directly on functions–
or rather, on function values conditional on inputs. The nonparametric approach may be
appropriate when the parametric alternative requires more parameters than data points,
which is often the case in DL.
One of the most popular nonparametric Bayesian methods in ML is the Gaussian process
(GP) [125], which informally speaking, places a Gaussian prior on function space. Unlike
BNNs, GP inference admits a closed-form posterior that is itself a GP. A GP prior is usually
specified through its “kernel”, which determines the function space on which the GP is
supported as well as which functions are likelier than others apriori. Analogous to network
architecture in DL, the main work of GP methods is in building a kernel with the right
balance of inductive bias and expressivity.
A recent strategy for incorporating powerful inductive bias into GP kernels is to combine
DL—which has proven itself to be a powerful paradigm for specifying inductive bias—with
GPs; we will call such hybrid models GP-DL models. Perhaps the three main GP-DL
paradigms in the literature are deep kernel learning (DKL), deep Gaussian processes (DGPs),
and neural network Gaussian processes (NNGPs), illustrated in Fig. 1.2 (see Secs. 2.3-2.5
for more background). Each paradigm has its own costs and benefits, resulting from the
trade-off between (1) striking a balance between flexibility and robustness and (2) efficiency.
In this thesis, we ask the following question: How can we combine the GP and DL
methods, leveraging the strengths of both, and are the resulting GP-DL hybrid models
useful in practice? We investigate the three GP-DL paradigms described above, looking at
applications to real-world datasets as well as deriving new methods based on these paradigms.
In Chapters 3-4, we develop both DKL as well as BNNs for text classification and in particular
apply them to the problem of information extraction from cancer pathology reports– the main
scientific application considered in this thesis. We note that although BNNs are parametric
models, they are a generalization of certain simple DKL models and a special case of DGPs.
In Chapters 5-6, we introduce two new methods that extend the existing GP-DL paradigms–
deep ensemble kernel learning (DEKL) and the bottleneck NNGP. DEKL is a more efficient
and often more powerful extension of DKL, while the bottleneck NNGP is a unification of
the DGP and NNGP paradigms that circumvents the parameter complexity of DKL, is
4




Figure 1.2: Three main paradigms for combining GPs and DL. In DKL, the final layer of
an NN is replaced with a GP (oval). A DGP goes further, with every layer a GP. In contrast
to both, the NNGP emerges as a limit of a sequence of BNNs.
5
better integrated with DL compared to DGPs, and is richer than (no-bottleneck) NNGPs.
By developing new GP-DL methods while also evaluating the applicability of existing ones,
this thesis advances the budding area at the intersection of nonparametric Bayesian methods





2.1 Bayesian Neural Networks
The most direct approach to Bayesian DL is simply to place prior distributions on the
parameters of an NN and then infer a posterior distribution using Bayes’ Rule; such a model
is called a “Bayesian neural network” (BNN). Because the BNN makes predictions for all
parameter values under the posterior distribution—instead of relying on a point-estimate
of the parameters—the BNN exhibits the robustness that we desire from Bayesian DL.
Unfortunately, exact BNN inference is intractable and must be approximated.
Perhaps the most popular framework for approximate BNN inference is currently
variational inference (VI), where we seek the member of some variational family of distributions
that is closest (in terms of KL divergence) to the true posterior. In practice, this amounts to
recasting Bayesian inference as an optimization problem where we maximize the “evidence
lower bound” (ELBO) with respect to the variational parameters. The original BNN
VI method considered only small networks for which the ELBO admitted a closed-form
expression [118, 71]. More recently, however, VI has been scaled to larger BNNs by
approximating the ELBO with stochastic integration, meaning that the variational model
must be sampled at each iteration of SGD [56, 19]. The variational model is therefore typically
chosen to be a simple distribution– most commonly a joint normal distribution with diagonal
covariance; VI with this choice for the variational model is called mean field variational
inference (MFVI), since we assume that the model parameters are independent under the
posterior. However, there is some work showing that correlations among parameters can be
efficiently modeled if parameterized correctly and that including these correlations in the
variational distribution improves performance [100, 135]. Another related idea is Monte Carlo
(MC) dropout proposed by Gal and Ghahramani [48], who showed that the popular dropout
method in DL [70, 134] can be interpreted as a mixture-of-deltas variational distribution for
a BNN; since dropout masks entire weight vectors, this variational distribution also models
some dependence among weights. All of these VI approaches, however, require sampling from
parameter space (under the variational distribution) and therefore do not scale well to large
network architectures containing millions of parameters.
Some recent works have proposed strategies to help reduce the sampling complexity
mentioned above. For example, Kingma et al. [82] proposed the local reparameterization trick
for linear layers, where instead of sampling the parameters, we directly sample the Gaussian
marginal distributions of the (preactivation) outputs of the layer. This method is less efficient
for convolutional layers, where the outputs are correlated. Instead, convolutional layers
can be handled with the recently introduced flipout method [150]. Ideally, we would draw
independent parameter samples for each input into the BNN, but this is inefficient. On the
other hand, drawing a single sample for an entire batch of inputs leads to high variance, which
is one limitation of traditional MFVI methods for BNN inference. In flipout, all inputs and
outputs of a layer are multiplied by IID draws from {−1, 1}, which helps to reduce correlation
across the batch of samples. In this thesis, we use both the local reparameterization trick
and flipout when implementing BNNs.
Despite some methods to reduce sampling complexity, BNNs still suffer from two key
problems, both of which relate to limitations of the parametric viewpoint. First, there is
reason to believe that the true posterior is highly multimodal, and thus it is unclear if a
Gaussian variational distribution is sufficiently powerful to accurately model the posterior [63].
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Second, there is the problem of selecting an appropriate prior. The prior (as well as the
variational distribution) is typically defined in “weight space”– the space of parameter values.
However, in predictive modeling, the parameters are unimportant, and we are only interested
in the function that the parameters define. NNs exhibit a large number of symmetries in the
sense that many parameter configurations define the same function [63, 27, 86]. as a result,
how a Gaussian prior in weight space translates to function space is unintuitive, and thus it
is unclear how one should go about selecting a weight prior that has desirable properties in
function space. Recently, functional variational inference (FVI) was proposed to circumvent
these issues of the parametric viewpoint by placing the prior and variational distributions
directly on function space [136]. However, because a Lebesgue measure does not exist on a
function space of infinite dimension, the ELBO is ill-defined, and its approximation requires
drawing either adversarial or random out-of-distribution samples from input space, which
could be high-dimensional. Moreover, the variational distribution remains a mean-field BNN.
An alternative is to instead start with a model that is naturally function-centric, such as
GPs, which we discuss next.
2.2 Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process (GP) is a nonparametric Bayesian model that can be understood as a
random function f such that given any finite collection of inputs x1, . . . , xN , the random
function values f(x1), . . . , f(xN ) follow a joint normal distribution [125]. A real-valued GP on
an input space X is completely determined by a mean function µ : X 7→ R and a covariance
function or “kernel” k : X ×X 7→ R that are used to specify the mean vector and covariance
matrix of the GP when restricted to a finite set of inputs. Since the mean function of a GP
prior is often set to zero, the kernel completely characterizes the structure of the prior. Once
a GP prior is specified over a space of functions, Bayes’ Rule can be applied to infer a GP
posterior distribution over the same space of functions. In contrast to BNNs, GPs offer a
number of advantages:
1. By being nonparametric, they allow us to circumvent the issues of exploding parameter
complexity and weight symmetries.
2. A GP prior is placed directly on functions, saving us from having to figure out how a
prior over model parameters translates to one over function values and thus making
the specification of priors more intuitive.
3. GP inference with a Gaussian likelihood admits a closed-form expression for the
posterior, which is itself a GP.
As Bayesian models, GPs maintain the advantages of robustness when data is limited
and UQ. GP methods have therefore traditionally been applied to small datasets with only a
few thousand examples. However, there are great efforts to extend GP methods to the big
data setting, where their advantages may still prove beneficial if overfitting remains an issue–
e.g., if a classification problem is sufficiently difficult. There are three main challenges to the
application of GPs to big data, all being active areas of research:
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1. Applying GPs to large volumes of data: Exact GP inference involves a Cholesky
decomposition that has complexity O(N3) in the number of data points N , and it is
therefore nontrivial to perform GP inference for more than a few thousand data points.
2. Applying GPs to high-dimensional data: The most common kernel used in GPs is the
radial basis function (RBF) kernel, which is an example of a “local kernel”. Local
kernels have been shown to suffer from the curse of dimensionality; they degenerate to
one-nearest-neighbors regressors and classifiers in very high dimensions and therefore
generalize poorly in such settings [14].
3. Incorporating more sophisticated inductive bias into GPs: The specification of a GP
prior boils down to the choice of a kernel, as it completely determines the expressivity
of the GP as well as how it will generalize to unseen data. It is therefore crucial to
select a kernel that carries good generalization properties for the problem at hand.
These are the three challenges that must be overcome in order for GP methods to become
comparable to DL.
There is a large body of literature on scaling GP inference to large-volume datasets [99].
The state-of-the-art scalable GP method is the “sparse variational Gaussian process” (SVGP),
which approximates the GP posterior in the framework of VI [139, 64, 66]. More specifically,
if we want to perform SVGP inference given a training set (X, Y ) of N points, then we learn
a smaller dataset (Z,U) of M points (M  N) such that a GP fitted to (Z,U) best explains
(X, Y ); here the elements of Z are called inducing points and U inducing variables. We do so
by approximating the posterior P (U | Y ) with a Gaussian variational distribution Q(U)– i.e.,
minimizing their KL divergence and deriving an ELBO. The ELBO can then be optimized
with SGD or some related gradient-based method. The SVGP approach can be made to scale
to even billions of data points if the inducing points are taken to lie on a regular grid and the
kernel is factorizable over input dimensions, leading to symmetries in the covariance matrix
that can be exploited for fast matrix computations [152, 73]. Finally, GP inference—including
approximate SVGP inference with SGD—admits parallelization, and thus specialized GP
inference libraries have been built that can take advantage of GPU acceleration– e.g., GPflow,
which is based on Tensorflow, and Gpytorch, which is based on Pytorch [39, 53]. GP inference
has also been implemented in distributed computing environments [50, 144].
Although the above approaches such as SVGP address scalability with respect to sample
size, they do not address the issue of high-dimensional inputs. Since the RBF kernel and
its variants work best in low dimensions, the primary strategy to addressing this challenge
is based on the assumption that the data manifold has low intrinsic dimension. Given this
assumption, the idea is to first map all inputs into a low-dimensional latent feature space and
then apply a GP on this space; this approach is generally known as GP manifold regression
in the literature [162, 25, 57]. A more recent extension of this idea is deep kernel learning
(DKL), where the nonlinear function mapping inputs into the low-dimensional latent space is
represented by an NN [154]; we discuss DKL in more detail in Sec. 2.3.
Finally, at the heart of GP methods is the specification of the kernel, which plays a role
analogous to the feature extraction network of a DL model. The goal is to design kernels that
are expressive (i.e., the GP sample space contains flexible functions) while simultaneously
limiting the expressivity through inductive bias that informs how the GP should generalize
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to unseen data. Given the success of the DL paradigm to encode inductive bias in network
architectures that still remain highly expressive through high parameter complexity, a major
approach to designing new kernels is to take inspiration from DL. We mention three such
approaches to combining GP and DL methods—deep kernel learning, deep Gaussian processes,
and neural network Gaussian processes—which we proceed to discuss next.
2.3 Deep Kernel Learning
Deep kernel learning (DKL) is perhaps the most direct approach to incorporating DL inductive
bias into a GP model [154]. Given a GP with kernel k : RD × RD 7→ R (such as the RBF)
and an NN φ : RM 7→ RD, we can construct a “deep kernel” by the composition
kdeep(x, x
′) = k(φ(x), φ(x′)).
The NN parameters are then interpreted as additional kernel hyperparameters that are
optimized through maximum marginal likelihood or some approximation to it. Observe that
the input dimension M of the deep kernel can be large since inputs first pass through the
NN before being passed to the base kernel k.
We can take two perspectives on DKL; a DKL model is
1. a GP with a highly flexible kernel, and
2. an NN where the last layer is a GP.
The first perspective clarifies that a DKL model is a bona fide GP model and is therefore
amenable to approximate inference methods such as SVGP. In contrast, the second perspective
reveals that “most” of the model is a traditional NN for which we still learn only a point
estimate; we therefore expect that the benefit of DKL may be limited, at least compared to
more encompassing Bayesian methods.
There are two main approaches to implementing and training DKL models: Stochastic
variational inference (SVI) [155, 76, 21, 73] and semistochastic block gradient descent [3, 32].
We focus on the former, as it scales better to large datasets. The motivation of this approach
is the observation that a DKL model is just a GP with a very flexible kernel and can thus be
implemented as an SVGP as discussed in Sec. 2.2. However, it may be inefficient to take the
inducing points Z to lie in the input space, which may have high dimension; instead, we take
the inducing points to lie in the low-dimensional feature space to which the NN maps and on
which the base GP is applied, thus significantly reducing the dimensionality of the inducing
points. Note that this strategy becomes necessary when the input space is not Euclidean–
e.g., text documents. The rest of the DKL implementation follows that of the SVGP; we
obtain an ELBO that we maximize with SGD.
By adapting the NN feature extractor of a DKL model to different inductive biases, we
can apply DKL to various domains. For example, DKL has been successfully applied to image
classification using a convolutional architecture [155] and to autoregression on time series for
autonomous vehicles based on a recurrent architecture [3]. DKL has also been applied to
reinforcement learning [157] as well as for quality assessment of machine translation [32]. We
note that the latter used only a fully-connected architecture, and to our knowledge, DKL has
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not yet been applied to any NLP task actually requiring a nontrivial NN architecture such as
convolution or an attention mechanism. Finally, we note that in almost all applications, the
NN feature extractor of the DKL model maps inputs to a space of only 10’s of dimensions,
and the base kernel is almost always the RBF kernel or some variant of it; non-local base
kernels that avoid the curse of dimensionality have not been tested with DKL.
2.4 Deep Gaussian Processes
Inspired by the modularity and composability of the DL paradigm, the deep Gaussian process
(DGP) was introduced simply as a composition of GPs. Because a GP can be viewed as
a wide BNN through random feature expansion, we will refer to the finite-dimensional
spaces between the GP layers of a DGP as “bottlenecks”. DGPs have indeed been shown
to outperform shallow GPs on a variety of regression and classification tasks, but they
were originally limited to small datasets with only a few hundred entries [36]. Much of
the DGP literature has therefore been dedicated to developing more efficient and scalable
implementations [65, 35, 23, 146, 129, 61]. Salimbeni and Deisenroth [129] in particular show
that DGPs can be put into a stochastic variational framework as in Hensman et al. [64],
allowing the models to be applied to much larger datasets.
DGPs offer the additional advantage that they can model non-Gaussian distributions.
For example, they can capture correlation between multiple outputs [146]. In contrast, the
outputs of a shallow multi-output GP are by default independent, which can limit predictive
performance for multi-output problems. Although methods have been proposed to model
correlation in a shallow multi-output GP, such as through linear mixing of latent outputs
[20], DGPs capture correlation naturally through shared feature representations in the latent
“bottleneck space”—similar to the approach taken with multi-task deep neural networks [127].
DGPs have therefore been applied to problems that can benefit from modeling correlation
between multiple outputs, such as multi-task regression [4] and tasks involving partially
observed multivariate outputs—i.e., missing values [146].
The DGP prior has been studied by Lu et al. [101], who show that for a single-bottleneck
DGP with a single response variable, the prior has heavy tails, in contrast to shallow GPs.
However, they only consider a bottleneck of width one and primarily focus on stationary
kernels that do not arise from NNGP limits (see Sec. 2.5) with common activation functions.
There is considerable interest in understanding the “deep limit” of DGPs—i.e. when
arbitrarily many GPs are composed together. Duvenaud et al. [45] and Dunlop et al. [43]
show that DGPs with a certain class of kernels have trivial, pathological, or convergent deep
limits, meaning that increasing the depth of a DGP beyond some point is either detrimental
to performance or diminishingly beneficial. However, they do not consider NNGP kernels and
thus do not analyze deep limits of architectures with both bottlenecks and infinitely many
infinite-width hidden layers (see Secs. 2.5).
Although DGPs were inspired by DL, there is little literature concretely establishing their
connection. Duvenaud et al. [45] discuss the connection between DGPs and NNs at a high
level to motivate studying the deep limit of DGPs with RBF kernels, but the implication for
NNs is not treated formally. Gal and Ghahramani [48] consider a DGP where the kernel of
each GP layer is an integral as in Williams [151]. They show that a Monte Carlo estimation
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of the kernels leads to a BNN approximation of the DGP, where the width of a hidden layer
corresponds to the size of the Monte Carlo sample. However, they do not formally verify
convergence of a BNN to a DGP in the limit of infinite width.
Not only has the relationship between DGPs and DL not been studied formally, but there
is little work on empirical comparisons between the two paradigms. Although highly scalable
to large-volume datasets, DGPs are primarily applied to low-dimensional datasets and are
mainly compared to other GP methods and not to DL. Recently, however, there has been
greater effort in incorporating DL inductive bias into DGPs. For example, convolution can
be incorporated into a GP by taking a weighted average of input-translated copies of the
kernel [142, 85, 17, 141], and a recurrent DGP can be constructed by essentially substituting
the affine transformations in a recurrent NN with GPs [107, 105, 47, 106]. These DGP models
outperform GP baselines that do not incorporate these architectures, and the recurrent DGP
even outperforms a DKL model with a recurrent NN as its feature extraction network when
data is limited. However, these methods still do not compete with traditional convolutional
and recurrent DL models. We believe the limitation is because these DGP models incorporate
DL only in spirit and do not correspond to traditional DL in any concrete way as does DKL;
for example, the convolutional DGP models use (possibly weighted) global average pooling
in place of max-pooling and RBF kernels in place of activation layers. Perhaps a DGP that
is more similar to DL models may also be more competitive with DL.
2.5 Neural Network Gaussian Processes
Perhaps the most interesting approach to incorporating DL into GP methods is to consider
infinitely wide BNNs. A foundational result in the study of BNNs came when Neal [113]
showed that a BNN with one hidden layer converges to a GP in the “wide limit”—i.e., as the
number of hidden neurons is sent to infinity. Shortly after, Williams [151] derived analytic
expressions for the kernel of the GPs corresponding to neural networks with sigmoidal and
Gaussian hidden units. These works connected neural networks to the world of Bayesian
nonparametrics and kernel methods and thus offered a new perspective to interrogate and
probe the behavior of neural networks.
Since the works of Neal [113], Williams [151], new insights into BNNs have steadily emerged.
Cho and Saul [28] interpreted a BNN as a feature embedding map and derived the equations
for the propagation of a kernel through the layers of a deep NN with rectified polynomial
unit activations. Subsequent works built upon these findings to elucidate key theoretical
aspects of NNs including expressivity [121], generalization power [62], initialization [37], and
trainability [130]. More recently, the original result by Neal [113] has been extended to deep
architectures by showing that a deep BNN converges to a GP as the widths of all hidden
layers are simultaneously sent to infinity [89, 40]. We refer to GPs that arise from such a
limit as “neural network Gaussian processes” (NNGPs). As the work of de Matthews et al.
[40] illustrates, this extension is nontrivial; the proof by Neal [113] relies on the Central
Limit Theorem, but the assumption of independent and identically distributed (IID) random
variables necessary for the Central Limit Theorem does not hold for deep architectures.
Since the extension of the NNGP limit to deep architectures, there have been a number
of works establishing and analyzing analogous wide-limit results for more modern NN
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architectures that are used in practice today. These include convolutional NNs [54, 117] and
in fact any NN architecture that can be represented as a “tensor program”, which includes
recurrent NNs and attention mechanisms [159, 160]. We note, however, that there is currently
no known closed-form expression for the wide limit of max-pooling layers. Alongside these
works, new insights into the trainability and generalization power of NNs have continued to
emerge, based on the tractable learning dynamics of NNs in the wide limit [75, 92].
One application of the NNGP limit that is of particular note is that it can make the analysis
of the “deep limit”—i.e., as the number of hidden layers is sent to infinity—tractable [121,
130, 161, 89]. Poole et al. [121] and Schoenholz et al. [130] show that the correlation between
two inputs transformed through an NNGP with bounded activation function has a fixed
point at 100% in the deep limit that transitions from stable to unstable (i.e., ordered to
chaotic) when the variance of the Gaussian weights are increased beyond a critical value; the
network is shown to be highly expressive in the chaotic phase and optimally trainable near
the phase transition. In contrast, for networks with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations,
the correlation between transformed inputs has a stable fixed point at 100% regardless of the
weight variance, implying that an NNGP with ReLU activation has no discriminative power
at infinite depth [89].
The works described above all consider BNNs in the wide limit, and thus the results and
insights therein do not apply to neural network architectures that require one or more finite
width or “bottleneck” layers. One of the most important classes of neural networks that require
bottleneck layers is that of autoencoders [69, 80]. Another example is neural networks with a
word embedding layer, which is currently key to the successful application of neural networks
to natural language understanding [111]. Both autoencoders and word embedding layers aim
to find dense feature representations and therefore depend on low-dimensional spaces. Even
for neural network architectures that are not directly meant for dense representation learning,
it has still been argued and demonstrated that bottleneck layers perform data compression
and therefore help to boost generalization power [138]. Although there is some evidence that
NNGPs can outperform simpler GP baselines—e.g., convolutional NNGP vs. RBF GP on
image classification—there is little evidence that NNGPs are competitive with traditional
DL; although we obtain a tractable GP model in the wide limit, this is also an extreme
deformation of the original architecture, which may negatively impact the original inductive
bias of the model. Incorporation of more “bottlenecks”—i.e., combining NNGPs with the
DGP paradigm—may therefore benefit the performance of such models.
2.6 Information Extraction from Cancer Pathology
Reports
The main scientific application we consider in this thesis is information extraction from cancer
pathology reports. It is projected that in 2020, there will be approximately 1.8 million new
cases of cancer diagnosed and that 606,520 cancer deaths will occur in the United States
alone1. When a physician suspects that a patient has cancer, a tissue sample is taken and sent
to a pathology lab to be examined. A pathologist then performs a detailed analysis of the
1https://www.cancer.org/research/cancer-facts-statistics
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sample and records all findings in a cancer pathology report [31]. The report usually contains
a wide range of information about the tissue sample—such as a gross description of the tissue
as seen by the naked eye, a description of the cells seen under a microscope, a diagnosis of
the tumor and grade (how abnormal the cells look and how quickly the tumor is likely to
grow and spread)— as well as additional information not directly related to the analysis,
including the name and birthdate of the patient and information about the pathologist and
laboratory. Since they contain comprehensive information about a potential cancer tumor,
these pathology reports are essential in cancer diagnosis and the development of a treatment
plan.
Cancer pathology reports thus play a central role in the NCI’s SEER program for
surveilling national cancer trends and statistics. Specifically, SEER cancer registries across
the United States collect pertinent information from cancer pathology reports such as patient
demographics, primary tumor site, tumor morphology and stage, first course of treatment,
and follow-up status2. Currently, trained human experts at these SEER cancer registries are
tasked with extracting this information manually– a labor-intensive process that requires
the human expert to read each pathology report and annotate the key data elements that
need to be tracked. Given the high prevalence of cancer in the United States and the goal to
perform this surveillance on a national scale, there is an urgent need to develop accurate and
effective automated methods that can assist or replace humans in classifying and extracting
information from these reports.
Most existing methods for automated information extraction and classification of cancer
pathology reports rely on rule-based approaches [26, 115, 149, 91, 156, 116, 30] or traditional
machine learning approaches based on n-gram features, such as Naive Bayes, logistic regression,
Adaboost, support vector machines, and conditional random fields [104, 96, 158, 164, 166, 147].
However, hand-engineered rules can fail when a document does not adhere to the pre-
determined rules, and n-gram features are unable to account for any potentially important
linguistic patterns that span beyond a short window of text [120, 165]. More recently, DL has
achieved state-of-the-art classification performance on cancer pathology reports by utilizing
a flexible network architecture with appropriate inductive bias that automatically extracts
salient features from the documents [122, 52, 51, 5]. In particular, the multi-task shallow-wide
convolutional NN (CNN) [5] outperforms a number of traditional machine learning models on
the tasks of extracting five key data elements (tumor site, histology, laterality, behavior, and
grade) on a dataset of nearly 100, 000 cancer pathology reports. In this CNN architecture
(visualized in Fig. 2.1), the words in the input document are first embedded into a Euclidean
space where distance reflects semantic similarity; the word-embedded document is then passed
through three convolutional filter banks in parallel with respective widths of 3, 4, and 5,
which scan the document for certain salient features regardless of location in the document;
after a nonlinear activation, a global max-pooling layer is applied to impose translation
invariance on the detected features; finally, these extracted features are then passed into a
linear multi-task classifier [79].
In this thesis, we place the CNN model in a Bayesian framework in order to boost its
performance further by reducing the risk of overfitting. We also do the same for more modern
architectures such as those based on attention mechanisms [51].
2https://seer.cancer.gov/about/overview.html
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Figure 2.1: Shallow-wide CNN architecture (modified from Figure 1 in [122]). The essential
component is the feature network. The linear (i.e., dense) softmax classifier can be replaced
by a deeper neural network or GP (see Secs. 2.3).
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Chapter 3
Deep Kernel Learning for Medical and
Non-Medical Text Classification Tasks
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Abstract
Pathology reports comprise a rich source of data for cancer surveillance across the United
States. Cancer registries manually extract key pieces of information from these reports
including tumor site, histology, laterality, behavior, grade, and metastatic status. Automating
this task is critical for a cost-effective and real-time cancer surveillance program. Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated impressive performance on this information
extraction task. However, CNNs are prone to overfitting when training examples are scarce
and have limited uncertainty quantification (UQ) capabilities– e.g., abstaining from decision-
making when not sufficiently confident. Deep kernel learning (DKL) is a recently introduced
probabilistic paradigm that hybridizes CNN and Gaussian process (GP) models, which tend
to be more robust to overfitting and offer a more principled framework for UQ. A DKL
model is obtained by feeding an NN feature extractor into a GP classifier and is trained
using stochastic variational inference. In this project, we build a DKL model for extracting
primary tumor site information from a dataset of de-identified cancer pathology reports. We
also apply DKL to text classification in general on two public datasets. Our study shows
that the DKL model often substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art CNN baseline, as it
learns better feature representations through Bayesian training that work well even when
transferred to a non-Bayesian architecture. We also show that DKL preserves the quality of
UQ as it boosts performance on subsets of increasingly more confident predictions, and that
it can help to attain target accuracies while abstaining on significantly fewer decisions.
3.1 Introduction
National cancer surveillance is a critical activity for tracking and understanding trends in
cancer incidents and mortality across the United States. Cancer pathology reports hold a rich
source of pertinent information for this surveillance effort. A key technical task is, therefore,
to extract relevant information from these reports including tumor site, histology, laterality,
behavior, grade, and metastatic status. Given the scale of the endeavor, the automation of the
information extraction task is vital for timely completion. However, automating information
extraction from unstructured text such as pathology reports is challenging because text
corresponding to the same concept can be highly variable, such as the description of a tumor’s
specific location on an organ.
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Deep learning (DL) has recently garnered significant attention for its state-of-the-art
performance on a variety of natural language processing (NLP) tasks [79, 163]. By casting
the information extraction task as a text classification problem, DL has been successfully
applied to cancer pathology reports, significantly outperforming other traditional machine
learning approaches [122, 52, 51, 6]. In the DL paradigm, a classification model is understood
as a composition of a multistage feature extraction pipeline and a classifier that is end-to-end
differentiable and hence trainable with gradient-based optimization methods. The key to the
success of DL is its ability to extract rich, generalizable feature representations from input
documents.
Although DL has achieved state-of-the-art performance on the cancer pathology reports
classification problem, several challenges remain. DL models are known to require large
amounts of training data for good performance and are otherwise prone to overfitting.
Moreover, even as pathology reports datasets grow in volume – presumably leading to more
stable performance of DL models – there is often a significant class imbalance in data, so that
the reports belonging to underrepresented classes may still fall in the low-sample regime; the
need for models more robust than traditional DL in the low-sample regime remains relevant.
Finally, uncertainty quantification (UQ) is a critical feature of any clinical information
extraction method, although UQ remains an open problem as DL classification models are
often overconfident in their predictions [58].
Gaussian processes (GPs) are Bayesian predictive models that perform well on small
datasets and also offer a natural framework for UQ as they return full predictive posterior
distributions [125]. A GP specifies a distribution over a class of “latent functions” through a
covariance function or “kernel”, which describes the covariance between function values at any
two inputs. Bayes’ Theorem is then used to infer the predictive distribution of outputs at new
input locations given a set of training inputs. Unlike non-Bayesian classifiers such as neural
networks, which make predictions based only on the most likely set of model parameters
given data, a GP model returns a distribution of predictions from all latent functions. If the
most likely function (i.e., posterior mode) overfits to the training data and misclassifies a test
input, other less likely functions may still classify it correctly. The predictive posterior mean,
which takes into account the predictions of all latent functions of the GP, is therefore often
more robust to overfitting than the mode alone. The kernel determines the expressiveness
of the GP model through a prior distribution on these latent functions and therefore plays
a similar role to the feature extractor part of a DL model. This connection has led many
researchers to wonder if DL can be used to derive new, richer kernels for more powerful GP
models.
There is a large body of work that connects and combines GP and DL models in a
meaningful way, with many works showing that the connection is even fundamental [113, 151,
89]. One of the simplest approaches is “deep kernel learning” (DKL) [154, 155, 76, 21, 73],
where inputs are first mapped to a latent feature space through a DL network, and a GP
model is then built on the latent space. The DL network can be fully encapsulated in the
GP kernel with the DL weights interpreted as kernel hyperparameters– hence “deep kernel”.
The entire DKL model can then be trained by maximizing the marginal likelihood as is
typically done for GP models. DKL has been shown to outperform traditional DL and GP
methods on problems such as image classification [155] and has also been successfully applied
to autoregression on time series [3] and reinforcement learning [157]. Besides an application
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to the quality estimation of sentence-level predictions [32], we are unaware of any other
applications of DKL to the NLP domain.
In addition to boosting predictive performance, DKL may also be able to improve the
UQ capabilities of a model. By UQ, we specifically mean the ability of a classification model
to abstain from decision-making when it is not sufficiently confident in its prediction, in
which case the decision may be defered to a human expert. A model can therefore remain
useful as long as it learns to assign high confidence only to predictions that are likely to be
correct and abstains on only a small number of low-confidence predictions. The key limitation
of traditional DL classification models for UQ is that they measure confidence in terms of
distance from the decision boundary, and may therefore assign high confidence to outliers
far from observed data. On the other hand, GP classifiers – including DKL – are capable
of outlier detection and will appropriately assign low confidence to such extreme examples,
assuming the right kernel function is used (or learned, in the case of DKL). Although other
UQ methods such as Bayesian neural networks [114, 77] and Monte-Carlo dropout [48] are
also formulated in a Bayesian framework, they require sampling from parameter space, whose
dimension can easily be in the millions. In contrast, since DKL is only partially Bayesian, it
could offer the right balance of precise and scalable UQ.
In this project, we develop a DKL model for extracting primary tumor site information
from cancer pathology reports. We also test this DKL model on text classification tasks
in general, specifically on the publicly available IMDB Movie Reviews and 20-Newsgroups
datasets. For the feature extraction network of the DKL model, we use a shallow-wide
convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture that was specifically developed for text
classification [79] and has already been successfully applied to cancer pathology reports [122].
The DKL model often outperforms the baseline CNN, and we show that this is because
the DKL model is able to extract better feature representations that work well even with
non-Bayesian classifiers. Moreover, the DKL model often maintains superior performance
as more low-confidence predictions are rejected, thus preserving UQ capabilities. Our main
conclusion is that DKL is relevant for text classification as it offers an effective and elegantly
simple framework to hybridize DL and Bayesian modeling.
3.2 Datasets
3.2.1 Electronic Pathology Reports
We used a dataset of 942 de-identified electronic pathology reports (EPR) gathered from five
different SEER cancer registries (CT, HI, KY, NM, Seattle). The reports were manually
labeled by the cancer registries using standard ICD-O-3 topography codes for encoding
primary tumor site as per the SEER coding guidelines. The topography codes for this
EPR dataset correspond to 7 breast and 5 lung topography sites. Descriptions of these 12
topography codes as well as their observation counts can be found in Table 1 of our previous
work [122]. We note that there is heavy class imbalance, with 6 of the codes having counts
fewer than 50. For this study, we only used the top six most prevalent classes, which are
more balanced. We will call this dataset EPR.
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The reports were preprocessed from their original XML format and tokenized to integer
word indices in identical fashion as in Qiu et al. [122], Dubey et al. [42]. Each tokenized
report was either zero-padded or truncated to a length of 1500– the 99th percentile of the
report length distribution.
3.2.2 Public Text Datasets
We considered two additional publicly available datasets that are common benchmarks for
text classification– IMDB Movie Reviews [102] and 20-Newsgroups [41]. The IMDB dataset
consists of 50000 movie reviews, each of which has been labeled based on apparent sentiment
as either positive or negative. The dataset has 25000 training and 25000 test documents
and has balanced classes. The 20-Newsgroups dataset contains 18846 newsgroups posts on
20 different topics. This dataset has 11314 training and 7532 test documents and is nearly
class-balanced with relative class-label frequencies between 0.033 and 0.053. The classes are
stratified between the training and test sets so that relative class-label frequencies are the
same in the test set as in the training set.
We used the pretokenized IMDB dataset shipped with the Keras library, and we tokenized
the 20-Newsgroups dataset using the default regular expressions set in the Keras tokenizer.
We restricted the vocabularies of IMDB and 20-Newsgroups to the top 5000 and 10000
most frequent words respectively, which account for about 90% of all words in their training
sets. We either zero-padded or truncated the documents in IMDB and 20-Newsgroups to
have lengths of 1000 and 2000 respectively, which are the 99th percentiles of the respective
document length distributions.
We were interested to see the effect of training sample size on DKL and therefore tested our
models on various subsampled versions of IMDB and 20-Newsgroups. We used 22% and 100%
of the 20-Newsgroups training set (20Newsgroups-22 and 20Newsgroups-100 respectively) and
1%, 5%, and 100% of the IMDB training set (IMDB-1, IMDB-5, and IMDB-100 respectively).
We chose the percentages such that larger datasets are subsampled to have an average number
of training points per class that matches that of smaller datasets (Table 3.1). We sampled
without replacement and with stratification to maintain relative class-label frequencies. We
did not subsample any of the test sets.
3.3 Classification methods
3.3.1 Convolutional neural networks
We used as our baseline model a CNN with a shallow-wide architecture first developed for
text classification by Kim [79] and later successfully applied to the EPR dataset by Qiu et al.
[122]. The CNN architecture is depicted in Fig. 3.1.
The CNN expects a text document x as its input, which is represented as a sequence of
integer tokens xi, with each token indexing a word in the vocabulary. The input sequence
is first passed through a word embedding layer that maps each token to a word vector of
dimension E, which is typically much smaller than the vocabulary size V . The embedding
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Table 3.1: Number of classes, average number of training points per class, and average
number of test points per class for each dataset. The six datasets fall into three sample regimes
based on training points per class: 20Newsgroups-22 and IMDB-1 have been subsampled
from 20-Newsgroups and IMDB such that they fall in the same regime as EPR, IMDB-5 has






EPR 6 123.75 13.75
20News-22 20 124.45 376.6
IMDB-1 2 125.0 12 500.0
20News-100 20 565.7 376.6
IMDB-5 2 625.0 12 500.0
IMDB-100 2 12 500.0 12 500.0
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Figure 3.1: Shallow-wide CNN architecture (modified from Figure 1 in Qiu et al. [122]).
The essential component is the feature network. The linear (i.e., dense) softmax classifier can
be replaced by a deeper neural network or GP (see Secs. 3.3.3 and 3.4.2).
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layer sends the document x to a matrix H whose elements are given by
hij = embed(x)|i,j = exij, (3.1)
where ekj are the elements of the V × E word embedding matrix E.
The embedding output is then passed through P convolutional modules of differing
“widths” in parallel. A convolutional module with F convolutional filters all of width M
returns a vector z whose elements are defined as









where wmnj and bj are elements of the M × E × F convolutional weight matrix W and
F -dimensional bias vector b respectively, and ReLU(·) is the rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation function. A convolutional module thus extracts salient features localized to M
consecutive tokens in the input sequence while respecting translational invariance. The output
vectors of all convolutional modules are then concatenated together, producing a final feature
representation z̃ of dimension P · F . That is, the architecture up to this point comprises the
feature extraction network of the CNN.









where C is the number of classes available as document labels, w̃ij and b̃j are elements of the
PF × C weight matrix W̃ and C-dimensional bias vector b̃, and softmax(·) is defined such






If we denote the CNN described above as the function φ(·;ω) with network parameters ω,
and if we are given a training set {(xi,yi)}Ni=1 of labeled documents with each yi a one-hot
vector encoding the class label of document xi, then the CNN is trained by minimizing the







At test time, the predicted class of an input document is the argmax of the output softmax
vector– i.e., the class with the greatest softmax score. We take the softmax score of the
predicted class to be the confidence of the prediction.
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3.3.2 Gaussian process classifiers
A GP classifier is a classification model obtained by mapping a collection of C independent
latent GPs f = (f (1), . . . , f (C)) to a probability mass function over C classes through an
inverse-link function g:
y = g(f(x)). (3.6)
A GP with mean function µ(·) and covariance function or “kernel” k(·, ·) is a random function
f such that for every finite set of inputs X = {xi ∈ RD}Ni=1, the corresponding function
values f(X) = {f(xi)}Ni=1 follow a joint normal distribution with mean parameter µ = µ(X)
and covariance matrix K = k(X,X), which have entries µi = µ(xi) and Kij = k(xi,xj)
respectively. We denote this by f ∼ GP(µ, k). Each latent function f (c) in Eq. (3.6) is taken
to follow the GP prior GP(0, k). The choice of kernel k is at the heart of GP methods since
it determines the class of functions that are used for modeling. Two of the simplest kernels






′) = σ2x>x′, (3.8)
where σ2 and λ are the variance and lengthscale hyperparameters respectively. The key
difference between the RBF and linear kernels is that the former is “local” while the latter
is “nonlocal”, meaning that the RBF kernel assigns high correlation only to points near to
one another while the linear kernel can do so even for distant points. This implies that the
RBF and linear kernels can behave very differently especially in high dimensions due to the
curse of dimensionality [14]. The inverse-link function g is designed to “squash” vectors
in RC to vectors in [0, 1]C , thus yielding a probability distribution over the C classes. The
canonical example is the softmax function, although this is not necessarily the best choice for
GP classifiers. We discuss inverse-link functions in more detail in Sec. 3.3.2.
Suppose we have a training set (X,Y) = {(xi,yi) ∈ RD × RC}Ni=1 for a classification
task where each yi is a one-hot vector encoding the class label of input xi. Given a set of
test inputs, X∗ = {x∗i ∈ RD}N∗i=1, we wish to make test predictions Y∗ = {y∗i ∈ RC}
N∗
i=1.
Consider the GP classifier model in Eq. (3.6). As shorthand, let F = {fi ∈ RC}Ni=1 and
F∗ = {f∗i ∈ RC}N∗i=1 be the latent GP function values over the training inputs and test inputs
respectively, where fi = f(xi) and f∗i = f(x∗i). The predictive posterior distribution over the
test set is then given by
p(Y∗ | Y) =
∫
p(Y∗ | F∗)p(F∗ | Y) dF∗, (3.9)
where p(F∗ | Y) is the GP posterior on the test set, and the likelihood function p(y | f) for
any vector f and one-hot vector y is given by
p(y | f) = y>g(f). (3.10)
For classification inverse-link functions g such as the softmax function, the GP posterior
p(F∗ | Y) is intractable and must be approximated. Moreover, GP inference involves the
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Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix k(X,X), which becomes challenging for
more than a few thousand training points.
The sparse variational Gaussian process (SVGP) model addresses both issues by
approximating GP inference with the inducing points method in the variational inference
framework [139, 64]. In our work, we use the SVGP model, which we briefly describe next.
The SVGP introduces a set of additional unknown variables, called “inducing points” to
address the scalability issue. It is assumed that all information in Y relevant to F is captured
through M inducing points Z ∈ RD and their corresponding latent GP function values
U ∈ RC , where (Z,U) = {(zi,ui)}Mi=1 for some M < N . The GP posterior on the training
set is then derived with these new variables as
p(F | Y) =
∫
p(F | U)p(U | Y) dU. (3.11)
This shifts the burden of the Cholesky decomposition of k(X,X) to k(Z,Z), thus reducing
the computation cost from O(N3) to O(M3), where the number of inducing points M is
typically much smaller than the training set size N . However, the term p(U | Y) remains
inexact; understanding it amounts to inferring the augmented posterior p(F,U | Y), which
SVGP approximates through variational inference. The SVGP introduces a variational family
of distributions q(F,U;θ) and searches for the set of variational parameters and inducing
points that minimizes the KL divergence between the variational distribution and target
posterior:
θ̂, Ẑ = argminθ,Z DKL(q(F,U;θ) | p(F,U | Y)). (3.12)
The SVGP model uses the variational family




N (u(c); m(c),S(c)), (3.14)
where u(c) = f (c)(Z) and θ = {(m(c),S(c))}Cc=1 are the variational parameters (variational
means and covariances of the latent function values at the inducing points).
The optimization problem in Eq. (3.12) is equivalent to maximizing the evidence lower





ln[p(yi | fi)] q(fi;θ) dfi
−DKL(q(U;θ) | p(U)), (3.15)
where p(U) =
∏C
c=1N (u(c); 0, k(Z,Z)) is the GP prior at the inducing points and q(fi;θ) is
the marginalization of q(F,U;θ) over U and all fj, j 6= i. We simultaneously maximize the
ELBO with respect to the kernel hyperparameters as well.
At test time, the SVGP infers the approximate predictive posterior distribution by the
formula
p(Y∗ | Y) =
∫
p(Y∗ | F∗)q(F∗; θ̂) dF∗, (3.16)
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which gives a multinomial distribution over the C classes, viewed as a C-dimensional vector
of probabilities. We take the argmax of this output vector to be the class label prediction
and the corresponding class probability to be the associated confidence score.
Inverse-Link Functions
The softmax function in Eq. (3.3) is a natural choice for the inverse-link function in the GP
classifier, since it is also commonly used in traditional DL classification models. However,
the integral in Eq. (3.15) with a softmax inverse-link function remains intractable; even an
efficient approximation remains elusive for a large number of classes C since the number of
samples required for the approximation grows exponentially with C. A popular alternative








for some small ε > 0. The robustmax is the default link function for GP classifiers in the
popular GP library GPflow [39] and has also been used previously with DKL [21]. The key
advantage of the robustmax is that it allows the C-dimensional integral in Eq. (3.15) to
be reduced to a one-dimensional integral that can be efficiently approximated using Gauss-
Hermite quadrature, thus circumventing the curse of dimensionality entirely. When we do
use softmax – e.g., on two-class datasets – we approximate the integrals in Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16)
with Monte-Carlo sampling instead of Gauss-Hermite quadrature.
3.3.3 Deep kernel learning
A DKL model is a GP whose kernel encapsulates a neural network for feature extraction [154,
155]. A deep kernel is defined as
kdeep(x,x
′) = k(φ(x;ω),φ(x′;ω)), (3.18)
where k is any kernel (such as the RBF or linear kernel) and φ(·;ω) is a neural network with
weights ω. The kernel hyperparameters of kdeep include all hyperparameters of k as well as
the network weights ω.
Since a DKL model is just a GP, then it can also be trained using inducing points in
the sparse variational framework. However, for high-dimensional inputs such as images or
text, having the inducing points lie in the input space may be inefficient or impractical. We
instead think of a DKL model as a composition of a neural network φ(·;ω) that maps inputs
into a feature space Z and an SVGP with kernel k implemented on Z ; we take the inducing
points to lie directly in the DKL feature space Z , whose dimension is typically much smaller
than the input dimension. This DKL model is trained by maximizing the ELBO given in
Eq. (3.15), with the only modification being that an input x in Eq. (3.15) is replaced with
φ(x;ω) where the network parameters ω are trainable.
The first DKL model introduced by Wilson et al. [154] made use of an additional
approximation by requiring that the inducing points lie on a regular lattice. This regular
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structure allowed the covariance matrix to be factored into a Kronecker product of circulant
matrices, which facilitates efficient and highly scalable GP inference [152]. However, this
approach also means that the number of inducing points grows exponentially with the
dimension of the DKL feature space Z and is therefore restricted to feature dimensions of
up to 5-10. In this work, we are interested in a DKL model whose feature network is a
shallow-wide CNN as described in Sec. 3.3.1; we replace the linear-softmax classifier with
a GP classifier. For a CNN with P convolutional modules each holding F filters, the DKL
feature dimension is P · F , which is easily on the order of 100. For this reason, we do not
impose any regular structure on the inducing points and allow the training data to guide
their positions independently; this approach was taken in Bradshaw et al. [21].
3.3.4 Uncertainty quantification
For both the CNN and DKL models, we calculate the confidence of a test prediction as the
likelihood of the predicted class. However, the CNN and DKL models encode very different
uncertainties in their confidence scores. Since the CNN and DKL models have identical
feature network architectures, this difference comes down to the difference between the linear
softmax and GP classifiers. For a binary classification task, the linear softmax classifier
measures confidence in terms of distance from the decision boundary; test points further from
the decision boundary are classified with higher confidence. Even outliers that are distant
from both the decision boundary and the training set are classified with high confidence,
which is undesirable. A GP classifier, on the other hand, can potentially detect outliers and
assign low confidence to their predicted class-labels. The variance of the latent GP value
f (c)(x∗) associated to class c at a test input x∗ under the variational distribution q is given by
var[f (c)(x∗)] = [k(x∗,x∗)− k(x∗,Z)a] + a>S(c)a (3.19)
a = k(Z,Z)−1k(z,x∗), (3.20)
where we use the notation introduced in Sec. 3.3.2. With the linear kernel, the first term in
Eq. (3.19) measures the squared distance of x∗ from the subspace spanned by the inducing
points Z. Test points far from the training set as summarized by the inducing points are
therefore assigned high latent variance, which translates to low confidence. DKL could,
therefore, offer more reliable UQ than vanilla CNN models.
3.4 Experimental setup
We compare the classification accuracy of DKL models [155, 21] with the state-of-the-art
CNN model [79]. We implemented all models in Tensorflow and used the Tensorflow-based
library GPflow [39] for the DKL models.1
For the EPR dataset, we performed ten-fold stratified cross-validation (CV) and measured
test performance on predictions aggregated from all ten test folds. For each of the ten training-
test splits, we further split the training fold into training and validation sets, stratified to
maintain relative class frequencies. We took the validation set to be 11% of the training set
1Code for this project can be found at https://code.ornl.gov/d0a/epath_dkl.
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so that it is approximately equal in size to the test fold. For the two 20-Newsgroups and
three IMDB datasets (see Table 3.1), we evaluated performance on the full official test sets
regardless of what percentage of the training set was used. For each of these datasets, we
still used 11% of the training set for validation.
To account for the variability in test performance due to random initialization and train-
validation-test splits, we ran each model for 20 different seeds for random number generation
(RNG). We believe this is critical to assess whether performance gaps between models are
significant or not.
3.4.1 Metrics
We measured the classification performance of all models with the F1 score– the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. We calculated both micro-averaged and macro-averaged F1
scores denoted by Fmicro and Fmicro respectively. The micro-averaged F1 score measures the
overall classification accuracy, while the macro-averaged F1 score indicates the level of class
balance in the predictions as compared to the relative class frequencies in the ground truth
labels. For example, the gap between the Fmicro and Fmacro scores of a random binary classifier
is minimized when the predicted and true class distributions are equal.
We measured the UQ performance of a model in terms of its ability to abstain from
decision-making when it is not sufficiently confident in its prediction. For every confidence
threshold, we calculate the rejection rate (fraction of predictions whose confidence scores
fail to meet the threshold) and accuracy on predictions not rejected, thus sweeping out an
accuracy-rejection curve (ARC) [29, 59, 112]. More precisely, we first rank the predictions
in order of increasing confidence. We assign correctness scores of 0 and 1 to incorrect and
correct predictions respectively. If a set of predictions has the same confidence, then we
re-assign their correctness scores to their average, thereby avoiding arbitrary orderings. We
then calculate rejection rate and accuracy while looping over the ranked predictions, where
accuracy is the average correctness score. A model with good UQ should assign higher
confidences to predictions that are more likely to be correct and should therefore exhibit an
increasing ARC. If a target accuracy is specified, then the model with the best UQ is the one
that achieves the target accuracy with the lowest rejection rate.
3.4.2 Models
We compared six models: CNN-1, CNN-2, DKL-lin, DKL-RBF, CNN-SVGP, and DKL-LSC
(see Table 3.2). All models share a common shallow-wide feature network architecture (see
Sec. 3.3.1) with embedding dimension 300 and three convolutional filter modules of widths
3, 4, and 5, each containing 128 filters. These models differ only in either their classifiers
or training approaches. CNN-1 uses a linear softmax classifier (one dense layer) and is the
main CNN baseline. CNN-2 includes a hidden 128-neuron ReLU activation layer before a
linear softmax classifier (two dense layers). We include CNN-2 in our experiments to examine
whether the performance of the baseline CNN can be further improved by merely increasing
the complexity of the classifier. DKL-lin and DKL-RBF use SVGP classifiers with linear and
RBF kernels respectively. We used the robustmax inverse-link function on EPR and the two
20-Newsgroups datasets but used softmax on the three IMDB datasets, since IMDB has only
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Table 3.2: Classifier, pretraining, and feature network specifications for each model. For










CNN-1 1 CNN-1, best DKL




DKL-LSC 1 best DKL
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two classes. We used 256 inducing points on all datasets except for IMDB-1, for which we
used 128 inducing points since the training set (excluding validation set) has less than 256
documents.
In these first four models, the feature networks and classifiers are trained together end-to-
end. To determine whether the DKL models outperform the CNN models merely because of
the SVGP classifier at test time or because the DKL feature network is better than the CNN
feature network at feature extraction, we introduced the latter two models. In the DKL-LSC
model, we train a DKL-lin model and keep its feature network, and then only train a linear
softmax classifier on the extracted features. In the CNN-SVGP model, we train a CNN-1
model and keep its feature network, and then only train an SVGP classifier on the extracted
features.
Pretraining is often necessary to train or improve the performance of DKL models [155, 21].
To pretrain a model, we initialize its feature network to the weights of another trained model
We briefly undertrain the classifier with the feature network held fixed, but afterward, train
the entire network (feature network and classifier) end-to-end. We tested each DKL model
both trained from scratch and pretrained with the CNN-1 model (Table 3.2). To examine
whether the pretrained DKL models have an “unfair” advantage over the baseline CNN
because of longer training duration, we also tested the baseline CNN models both trained from
scratch as well as pretrained with copies of themselves; Self-pretraining effectively extends the
training durations of the CNN models except that their classifiers are re-initialized half-way
through training.
Finally, we tested CNN-1 pretrained with the best DKL model. This model lets us
understand how a linear softmax classifier affects (e.g., corrupts or improves) DKL-learned
features.
3.4.3 Training details
We initialized the feature network weights of all unpretrained models randomly. We initialized
the GP inducing points of the DKL models by passing the training data through the feature
network and then performing K-means clustering on the resulting feature vectors; the inducing
points are initialized to the cluster means. We trained all models for up to 100 epochs using
the Adam optimizer with a minibatch size 32 and learning rate 0.001. We used early stopping
with patience 10. For the models with pretrained features, we briefly trained the classifiers
for 5 epochs with the feature networks held fixed before training end-to-end for up to 100
epochs. We took the model from the epoch giving the highest validation Fmicro score for
prediction on test sets for evaluation. We trained all models using L2 regularization on the
feature networks with a regularization coefficient of 0.001.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Model performance
For each model and each of the 20 RNG seeds, we calculated F1 scores on predictions
aggregated from all 10 test folds of the EPR dataset and on predictions made on the official
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test sets of the 20-Newsgroups and IMDB datasets. We therefore obtain test Fmicro and
Fmacro score distributions over 20 seeds for each model and dataset. Tables 3.3-3.4 list the
mean Fmicro and Fmacro scores respectively along with standard deviations over 20 seeds for
the CNN-1 and DKL-lin models and their pretrained variants. We list the results for the
CNN-2 and DKL-RBF models in Appendix A as we found that adding a second dense layer
to the CNN or using an RBF kernel instead of a linear kernel in the DKL model either hurt
or did not change model performance.
We compared the performances of all 11 models (across Tables 3.3-3.4, 3.5, and 1-2 in
Appendix A), giving 55 pairwise model comparisons for each dataset and each averaging
scheme (micro vs. macro). We compared the mean scores for each pair across 20 seeds using
a one-tailed paired t test at a total level of significance 0.05 and thus a per-comparison level
of significance α = 0.0011 after a Bonferroni adjustment.
The DKL-lin model (either unpretrained or pretrained with CNN) outperforms both
CNN-1 baselines (both unpretrained and pretrained with CNN) on all datasets, with the
performance gap statistically significant on the 20Newsgroups and IMDB datasets, thereby
allowing us to conclude that DKL can be beneficial for text classification. It follows that the
DKL models also outperform the CNN-2 models, telling us that the success of DKL is not
just due to a more powerful classifier. Pretraining DKL-lin with a CNN boosts performance
only on EPR and IMDB-1, suggesting that pretraining is sometimes beneficial on smaller
datasets. Since the CNN-pretrained DKL-lin outperforms the CNN-pretrained CNN-1 model,
the benefit of pretraining is more than just a longer training duration.
Table 3.5 lists both the mean Fmicro and Fmacro scores along with standard deviations over
20 seeds for the CNN-SVGP and DKL-LSC models, whose feature networks are held fixed
during training. CNN-SVGP performs poorly on all datasets– even worse than the CNN-1
model from which the feature network was obtained. This implies that it is not sufficient to
simply fit an SVGP classifier on fixed, already-trained CNN features; the effectiveness of DKL
rests on learning feature representations that are compatible with an SVGP classifier and
that are different from standard CNN features. Indeed, the dominance of the unpretrained
DKL-lin model over the CNN-pretrained DKL-lin model on most datasets again indicates
that DKL features trained from random initialization are often better than those that are
modified from pretrained CNN features.
DKL-LSC often displays performance comparable to that of the best DKL model from
which its feature network was obtained. This again suggests that much of the power of DKL
comes not from having an SVGP classifier at test time but from the DKL features that are
learned through Bayesian training; the DKL features are robust and remain useful even when
transferred onto a non-Bayesian architecture. Moreover, the DKL-pretrained CNN-1 model is
consistently worse than DKL-LSC, meaning that performance deteriorates as the pretrained
DKL features are updated through a linear softmax classifier with non-Bayesian training.
3.5.2 Feature visualizations
Our results suggest that DKL models are often able to outperform CNN models by extracting
better feature representations. We used t-SNE [103] to visualize the feature representations
of the 20-Newsgroups test set extracted by various CNN and DKL models trained on 20-
Newsgroups-100 (Fig. 3.2). The quality of clustering by true class label is better for models
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Table 3.3: Mean test Fmicro scores (as percentages) with standard deviations across 20
random seeds for each model and dataset. A score is in bold if the mean performance
of the model is greater than that of all other models for a given dataset, at a level of
significance α = 0.0011. The best DKL-lin model (either unpretrained or pretrained with
CNN) significantly outperforms the CNN-1 baselines (unpretrained and pretrained with CNN)
on all datasets except EPR. Pretraining DKL-lin boosts performance on EPR and IMDB-1–
the two datasets with the smallest training sets. The small performance gap between the best
DKL-lin model and the CNN-1 baseline on EPR and IMDB-1 may be due to a yet unknown
trainability issue due to small training sets, and the small performance gap on IMDB-100












EPR 86.2± 0.6 86.5± 0.6 86.6± 0.7 86.6± 0.4 83.8± 0.7
20News-22 68.9± 1.0 67.9± 0.8 70.0± 0.9 70.8± 0.7 75.7± 0.8
IMDB-1 72.8± 1.7 72.1± 1.7 69.9± 1.9 73.8± 1.9 73.5± 3.2
20News-100 79.0± 0.4 78.7± 0.5 79.0± 0.5 82.6± 0.5 83.4± 0.5
IMDB-5 79.2± 0.8 77.6± 0.7 77.5± 0.7 77.1± 1.0 82.9± 0.5
IMDB-100 88.7± 0.3 88.3± 0.4 88.8± 0.2 88.9± 0.3 89.1± 0.3
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Table 3.4: Mean test Fmacro scores (as percentages) with standard deviations across 20
random seeds for each model and dataset. A score is in bold if the mean performance of the
model is greater than that of all other models for a given dataset, at a level of significance
α = 0.0011. The Fmacro scores on the 20-Newsgroups and IMDB datasets are approximately
equal to the Fmicro scores (Table 3.3) since the test set and test predictions are both nearly
class-balanced. The Fmacro scores on EPR are lower than the Fmicro scores due to class












EPR 82.8± 0.9 83.4± 0.9 83.6± 1.0 83.6± 0.6 78.1± 1.3
20News-22 68.8± 0.9 67.8± 0.8 69.6± 0.9 70.3± 0.7 75.0± 0.8
IMDB-1 72.6± 1.8 72.0± 1.7 69.8± 1.9 73.8± 1.9 73.4± 3.3
20News-100 78.5± 0.4 78.3± 0.5 78.4± 0.5 82.1± 0.5 82.8± 0.5
IMDB-5 79.2± 0.8 77.6± 0.7 77.4± 0.8 77.0± 1.0 82.9± 0.5
IMDB-100 88.7± 0.3 88.3± 0.4 88.8± 0.3 88.9± 0.3 89.1± 0.3
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Table 3.5: Mean test Fmicro and Fmacro scores (as percentages) with standard deviations
across 20 random seeds for the models with fixed feature networks. A linear softmax classifier
trained on DKL features (DKL-LSC) often performs as well as the best DKL-lin model (either
unpretrained or pretrained with CNN, listed in Tables 3.3-3.4). A score is in bold if the mean
performance of the model is not different from or is greater than that of the best DKL-lin
model, at a level of significance α = 0.0011.
Micro Macro
Dataset CNN-SVGP DKL-LSC CNN-SVGP DKL-LSC
EPR 72.0± 2.2 85.3± 0.6 61.0± 3.6 81.3± 1.0
20News-22 69.0± 0.9 74.8± 1.0 68.6± 0.8 74.4± 0.9
IMDB-1 57.0± 4.6 73.9± 2.0 56.9± 4.6 73.8± 2.0
20News-100 78.6± 0.7 83.1± 0.5 78.1± 0.7 82.6± 0.4
IMDB-5 79.0± 1.5 83.2± 0.5 79.0± 1.5 83.1± 0.5








(d) DKL-lin (pre. CNN)
(Fmicro = 83.0%)
Figure 3.2: t-SNE visualizations of the 20-Newsgroups test set passed through the feature
networks of four different models trained on 20-Newsgroups-100. These models are based
on only one random seed– the seed giving the biggest performance gap between the CNN-1
and DKL-lin models. Each color represents one ground truth class label. The “pure” DKL
features (c) are clustered most clearly. The CNN-pretrained DKL feature clusters (d) are
not as well-separated. The quality of clustering declines further if the DKL features are
fine-tuned through a linear softmax classifier (b). The baseline CNN features (a) are the
least well-separated.
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that achieve greater classification performance. Moreover, the quality of clustering (and thus
classification performance) improves with the “purity” of DKL features; pretraining the DKL
features with a CNN or fine-tuning them through a linear softmax classifier deteriorates not
only performance but quality of clustering as well.
3.5.3 Comparison of uncertainty quantification
We examined the UQ capabilities of the DKL-lin and DKL-LSC models as compared to
the CNN-1 baseline. We calculated an ARC on the test predictions of each model on each
dataset for the 20 random seeds (for the EPR dataset, we first aggregated the predictions
from all ten CV test folds). We used the probability assigned to the predicted class label
as the confidence score. We averaged the ARCs over each set of 20 seeds by averaging the
accuracies at each rejection rate.
On almost all datasets, the DKL-lin and DKL-LSC models maintain greater accuracies
than the CNN-1 baseline (Fig. 3.3), indicating that DKL boosts performance while preserving
UQ. Furthermore, if we set a target accuracy of 95% and if we find the rejection rates at
which the CNN-1 and DKL-lin models attain the target accuracy based on their mean ARCs,
then we see that on the moderately-sized datasets (20Newsgroups-100 and IMDB-5), the
DKL-lin model rejects about 30% fewer test inputs as compared to the CNN-1 baseline–
highlighting the practical utility of DKL for UQ.
3.6 Discussion
Based on our results, we conclude that DKL can often be a useful paradigm for boosting the
performance of CNN models for text classification and that it can potentially be beneficial
for extracting information from cancer pathology reports. Moreover, when DKL helps, it is
often because it facilitates the model to learn better feature representations. We noticed high
variability in test performance due to random network initialization and train-validation-test
splits, with the standard deviations of the F1 scores often on the order of 1 percentage point.
This suggests that we cannot claim that a model outperforming a baseline by only a small
margin is truely a better model based only on single runs. It is instead critical that we
compare the distributions of test scores obtained from many trails of experiments with several
random seeds.
Our results also raise several questions that would be interesting to explore as future work.
First, when is it necessary to pretrain a DKL model? We found that pretraining helped
to boost the performance of the DKL model only on EPR and IMDB-1 – the two datasets
with the smallest training sets – although the DKL model outperforms the CNN baseline on
IMDB-1 even without pretraining. Pretraining should therefore be considered when training
examples are scarce. Even if data is abundant, some form of pretraining may still be needed
if there is sufficient class imbalance such that one class is comparable in size to, say, IMDB-1.
This may be relevant for tasks such as primary site or histology information extraction from
larger EPR datasets. Alternative initialization and training strategies that can rid the need
for pretraining altogether will be part of future work.
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(a) EPR (b) 20Newsgroups-22 (c) 20Newsgroups-100
(d) IMDB-1 (e) IMDB-5 (f) IMDB-100
Figure 3.3: Accuracy-rejection curves (ARCs) for the best models (DKL-lin and DKL-LSC)
and the CNN-1 baseline for each dataset. The accuracy at each rejection rate is an average
over 20 random seeds, with the shaded area indicating the range within one standard deviation
of the mean. The DKL-lin and DKL-LSC models often maintain higher ARCs than the
CNN-1 baseline on almost all datasets, suggesting higher overall accuracy while preserving
UQ. The accuracy gap between the DKL models and the CNN baseline is less prominent at
lower rejection rates on EPR (a) and IMDB-1 (d) – which have the smallest training sets
– and on IMDB-100 (f). We speculate that this is due to an unidentified trainability issue
on small datasets for EPR and IMDB-1 and due to a large class-balanced training set for
IMDB-100.
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Second, is DKL relevant to larger datasets? Bayesian approaches are expected to do well
on small datasets, where regularization is critical to avoid overfitting. The performance gap
between CNN and DKL models is small on very small datasets (e.g. EPR and IMDB-1),
possibly due to some trainability issues, where pretraining also remained necessary. The
benefit of Bayesian training contracts when more training examples are available, as observed
going from 20Newsgroups-22 to 20Newsgroups-100 and from IMDB-5 to IMDB-100. However,
DKL can still be relevant on larger datasets if there is enough class imbalance such that The
data belonging to rare classes fall into the low-sample regime. Such extreme class imbalance
is known to exist in larger EPR datasets [6], which motivates the application of DKL for
such problems.
Third, is DKL useful for pretraining traditional DL models? Our results suggest that a
CNN pretrained with the feature network of a DKL model can achieve performance that
often matches and even exceeds that of the DKL model itself. This suggests that DKL is
beneficial not just because it allows for Bayesian inference at test time but also because it
extracts robust features through Bayesian training that can be transferred to non-Bayesian
models. DKL can thus be understood as a method that augments a DL loss function to derive
better feature representations; once training is done, we may be able to discard DKL. This
viewpoint suggests that DKL may be an entire paradigm applicable to other DL architectures
such as attention networks that have achieved state-of-the-art performance on information
extraction from cancer pathology reports [52, 51]. Examining the robustness or sensitivity of
CNN features extracted through DKL – e.g., to adversarial attacks via small perturbations
in the input – is another avenue for future research.
Finally, is DKL useful for UQ? An important feature of a DKL model is that it returns
a full predictive posterior distribution, which may yield predictive class probabilities that
are better calibrated than the softmax scores of a traditional CNN. We found that DKL is
often able to boost the performance of a CNN model while preserving UQ, in the sense that
DKL remains beneficial on subsets of increasingly more confident predictions. DKL can also
often help to attain a target accuracy while significantly reducing the rejection rate. The UQ
capability of DKL will be even more prominent on out-of-distribution (OOD) examples since
GP models associate predictive variance with distance from the training set in feature space.
OOD detection can be relevant for pathology reports containing rare or even new cancers
not accounted for in training data. Additionally, in contrast to other UQ methods such as
Bayesian neural networks, the current formulation of DKL does not consider uncertainty
in the feature network. Incorporating variance into the DKL feature network could further
improve OOD detection, since it could prevent OOD examples from being mapped into the
linear span of the inducing points, where high confidence is assigned (see Sec. 3.3.4). However,
UQ in the DKL feature network is computationally expensive. The trade-off between UQ in
the feature network and scalability to large network architectures remains an open challenge
for future work.
The purpose of this study was to empirically demonstrate that DKL can be applied to
text classification tasks and that DKL can be beneficial for information extraction from
pathology reports. The questions raised in this discussion serve as motivation to extend DKL
to much larger EPR datasets with multiple classification tasks with extreme class imbalance.
The application of DKL to large EPR datasets remains an opportunity to be examined. We
will avail ourselves of this opportunity and address the associated challenges posed by the
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sheer scale of the data and the characteristics of different tasks and extreme class imbalance
in its entirety in a future study.
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Bayesian Neural Networks for
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Abstract
Cancer pathology reports are a rich source of information for the national cancer surveillance
effort. Deep learning is currently the state-of-the-art (SOTA) methodology to automate
information extraction from cancer pathology reports (IE-CPR), where information extraction
is treated as a multi-task classification problen, with each task corresponding to a key data
element such as tumor site or histological type. However, on tasks with extreme class
imbalance, the SOTA models perform poorly on the minority classes. Moreover, the tasks
require different training times, making early stopping difficult. Hypothesizing that both
challenges are due to overfitting, we propose Bayesian neural networks as a solution. In this
work, we implement Bayesian versions of two SOTA models– the shallow-wide convolutional
neural network (CNN) and the hierarchical self-attention network (HiSAN). We find that
the Bayesian framework boosts the performances of both models, with the Bayesian CNN
performing best, thus establishing a new SOTA for IE-CPR.
4.1 Introduction
National cancer surveillance is a critical activity for tracking and understanding trends
in cancer incidents and mortality across the United States. Cancer pathology reports are
the primary source of pertinent information for this surveillance effort, and thus a central
task in this endeavor is to extract key data elements from these reports such as tumor site
and histological type. Given the national scale of this activity, developing a model that
can automatically extract key data elements from cancer pathology reports is imperative
for a cost-effective and real-time surveillance program. However, automating information
extraction from unstructured text such as pathology reports is challenging because text
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corresponding to the same concept can be highly variable, such as the description of a tumor’s
specific location on an organ.
Deep learning (DL) is currently the state-of-the-art (SOTA) methodology for information
extraction from cancer pathology reports (IE-CPR), significantly outperforming rules-based
models as well as other traditional machine learning approaches [122, 52, 51, 6]. In the
DL methodology, the IE-CPR problem is cast as a multi-task text classification problem
where each task corresponds to a data element of interest such as tumor site or histological
type. The DL model is then a composition of some multistage feature extraction pipeline
and a classifier that is end-to-end differentiable and hence trainable with gradient-based
optimization methods. The key to the success of DL is its ability to extract rich, generalizable
feature representations from input documents.
Despite the success of the DL paradigm for the IE-CPR problem, a number of challenges
remain. In this work, we focus on two related challenges: First, many tasks display extreme
class imbalance; this is most prominent in the tasks with hundreds of classes– tumor site and
histological type, which also happen to be the most important tasks in the IE-CPR problem.
The class imbalance is reflected in the significant gap between the overall classification
accuracy on a task (measured in terms of micro-averaged F1 or “F1-micro” score) and the
unweighted average of one vs. all classification accuracies over all the classes in the task
(measured in terms of macro-averaged F1 or “F1-macro” score); in particular, the SOTA DL
models perform significantly worse on minority classes. Second, the SOTA DL models employ
multi-task learning, where a single feature extraction network is shared across tasks and
the tasks are trained jointly with a single objective function. Although multi-task learning
has been shown to boost performance on the IE-CPR problem [6], it makes cross validation
challenging since the tasks attain their optimal validation performances at different points
during training time. This is exacerbated by having two metrics—F1-micro and F1-macro—for
each task; because the loss function used by the SOTA DL models gives equal weight to all
classes in a task, the F1-micro score tends to attain its maximum value while the F1-macro
score is still rising. Consequently, the DL models tend to overfit on some tasks with respect
to one metric while underfitting on others.
We suspect that at the heart of both challenges described above is the issue of overfitting
and lack of robustness; in the first challenge, the models are not robust to limited data in
the minority classes, and in the second challenge, overfitting of multiple tasks and metrics
cannot be managed simultaneously with early stopping alone. To address both challenges, we
propose the Bayesian deep learning methodology [114, 56, 19, 150]. In the Bayesian paradigm,
the practitioner first selects and places a prior distribution on the model parameters and
then invokes Bayes’ Rule to infer a posterior distribution. Since Bayesian model predictions
take into account predictions based on every parameter configuration (weighted by their
consistency with observed data and proximity to the prior), these models tend to be more
robust to overfitting than point-estimate models. The Bayesian methodology is particularly
well-suited for DL when data is limited since DL models tend to require a large volume of data
to achieve good performance. Regardless of the volume of cancer pathology reports available
for training DL models, we inevitably find ourselves in the low-data regime when looking at
the minority classes, and we therefore expect Bayesian DL to assist with the class imbalance
problem and to help boost the F1-macro scores at the very least. Moreover, Bayesian models
typically do not overfit during training, and thus it is common in the Bayesian DL literature
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to train a DL model to convergence without early stopping. We think this property can let
us address the early stopping problem in multi-task learning by allowing us to train all tasks
to convergence; this will let the slower-learning tasks “catch up” to the faster-learning tasks
without the latter overfitting.
In this work, we implement Bayesian versions of two SOTA DL models for the IE-CPR
problem– the shallow-wide convolutional neural network (CNN) [6] and the hierarchical self-
attention network (HiSAN) [51]. We compare these Bayesian models to their deterministic
counterparts and find that in the case of the CNN, the Bayesian framework indeed results in
improved F1-macro scores, and in the case of the HiSAN, the Bayesian framework leads to
significant improvement if compared without pretrained word embeddings. Of all models
tested, we find the Bayesian CNN to perform best, resulting in a new SOTA on the IE-CPR
problem.
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Dataset
We used a dataset of 878, 854 cancer pathology reports gathered from four different SEER
cancer registries (LA, KY, NJ, UT). The reports were manually annotated by the cancer
registries using standard ICD-O-3 codes as per the SEER guidelines. We were interested in
the tasks of extracting six key data elements: Behavior, grade, laterality, histology, site, and
subsite1. Table 4.1 lists the number of classes in each task as well as the greatest-to-smallest
ratio of class prevalence. We note the extreme class imbalance in the histology, site, and
subsite tasks.
The reports were preprocessed from their original XML format and tokenized to integer
word indices. Each report was either padded or truncated to a length of 1500 tokens.
4.2.2 Models
Convolutional neural network
Our CNN model is based on the shallow-wide architecture specifically developed for text
classification [79]. This CNN represented the SOTA on the IE-CPR problem [122, 6] until
the advent of the HiSAN model (see Sec. 4.2.2); nevertheless, due to its simplicity the CNN
remains the primary workhorse for tackling the IE-CPR problem.
The CNN expects as its input a sequence of integer tokens, with each token indexing a
word in the vocabulary. The input sequence is first passed through a word embedding layer,
which maps each token to a word vector of dimension 300, which is much smaller than the
vocabulary size. The embedding output is then passed through three convolutional modules
in parallel with filter widths 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Each convolutional module comprises
300 convolutional filters followed by global max pooling and a rectified linear unit (reLU)
activation layer. These convolutional modules therefore extract salient features localized to
1Descriptions of these tasks and their respective possible values (classes) can be found at https://seer.
cancer.gov/tools/codingmanuals/
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Table 4.1: Class count and greatest-to-smallest ratio of class prevalence for each task (data
element to be extracted).








3-5 consecutive tokens in the input sequence. The output vectors of all convolutional modules
are then concatenated together, producing a final feature representation of dimension 900.
The extracted feature representation is then finally passed through a multi-task linear softmax
classifier
Hierarchical self-attention network
The HiSAN represents the current SOTA on the IE-CPR problem, achieving slightly better
performance than the CNN [51]. It is based on the attention mechanism that is now ubiquitous
in natural language processing [11, 163, 143]. More specifically, the HiSAN replaces the three
parallel convolutional modules in the CNN with two attention modules composed together;
the first attention module—applied to the output of the word embedding layer—operates at
the word level, while the second attention module—applied to the output of the word-level
attention module—operates at the sentence or line level, thereby facilitating hierarchical
feature extraction. Because of this hierarchical architecture, all input documents are reshaped
into arrays of lines and words. In this work, we simply reshape each 1500-dimensional
integer-tokenized report into a 150× 10-dimensional array, representing 150 lines of 10 words
each.
Each attention module comprises a self-attention layer and a “target attention” layer.
The self-attention layer first transforms its input by three separate linear transformations (8
attention heads each of dimension 64) to obtain “queries”, “keys”, and “values”. The value
vectors are then summed together, with the “similarity” between the key and query vectors
acting as weighting coefficients. Intuitively, each unit (either a word or a line) is weighted
by its relevance within the context furnished by the other units in the input. The output
of the self-attention layer is then passed into the target attention layer, which weights each
unit in its input by its relevance to a learnable query variable or context vector. In the final
output of the word-level (resp. line-level) attention module, each line (resp. document) is
represented as a 512-dimensional vector. The document embedding returned by the line-level
attention module is then fed into a multi-task linear softmax classifier.
Bayesian models
The Bayesian paradigm is appealing as it offers a principled approach to improve a model’s
robustness to overfitting. Unfortunately, however, exact Bayesian inference on neural networks
is intractable and must be approximated. We implement the Bayesian CNN and Bayesian
HiSAN models using variational inference (VI)– the most popular method for approximate
Bayesian inference on neural networks [56, 19]. In VI, we propose a family of variational
distributions and seek the one that best approximates the posterior in the sense of minimum
KL divergence. This results in a loss function that can be minimized with standard stochastic
gradient descent methods. In this work, we select a fully factorized (i.e., mean field) Gaussian
as the variational distribution. We take the prior distribution to be a zero-centered isotropic
Gaussian. We estimate the expected log-likelihood term in the loss using Monte Carlo
sampling and the reparameterization trick. We employ the local reparameterization trick on
the linear layers to reduce sampling complexity [82]. For the convolutional layers, we use
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the “flipout” method to reduce correlation between activations across different inputs in a
minibatch [150].
Most of the parameters in both the CNN and HiSAN models are contained in the
embedding layer, and thus an efficient and effective Bayesian implementation of the embedding
layer is paramount. Direct sampling of the embedding layer parameters would be extremely
inefficient due to the large parameter count, and in any case it is unnecessary since only a
small fraction of the parameters are active for any given minibatch of inputs. Moreover, the
out-of-the-box local reparameterization trick cannot be applied to the embedding layer since
its output activations are not necessarily independent; if a word appears multiple times in
an input document, then the sampled embedding vectors corresponding to all copies of this
word will be identical. To circumvent this problem, we adapt the local reparameterization
trick for the embedding layer by introducing the concept of a “local vocabulary”. For each
input document, we define its local vocabulary to be the set of unique words appearing in
the document. We use the traditional local reparameterization trick to draw one sample of
“local embeddings”– the embeddings of the local vocabulary; this works since the embedding
vectors of the (distinct) words in the local vocabulary are independent. We then transform
the document so that its words are represented as indices into its local vocabulary (as opposed
to the global vocabulary), and we pass this representation through the “local embedding
matrix” to look up the appropriate embedding samples.
4.2.3 Experimental setup
Metrics and validation
We measure the classification performance of all models with the F1 score– the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. We calculate both micro-averaged and macro-averaged F1 scores
(F1-micro and F1-macro respectively).
We perform ten-fold stratified cross validation (CV) and measure test metrics separately
on each of the ten folds. For each of the ten training-test splits, we further split the training
fold into training and validation sets, stratified to maintain relative class frequencies. We
take the validation set to be 20% of the training set.
Initialization and training details
We initialize all layers except the embedding layer in the deterministic CNN and HiSAN
models with Xavier initialization. We initialize the embedding layer randomly using the
uniform distribution [−0.05, 0.05] as we found it to work well.
For the Bayesian models, we initialize the variational means in identical fashion to their
deterministic counterparts (Xavier initialization). We initialize all variational variances to
a small value ln(1 + e−6). We set the isotropic prior variance of each layer equal to the
(Xavier) initialization variance of the corresponding deterministic layer, times some scalar
multiplier, whose value we determine through cross validation. Our motivation for this choice
of prior is that our best belief about the network parameters before training is precisely the
initialization distribution itself; we found in practice, however, that this does not always yield
the best validation performance– hence the introduction of the prior variance multiplier.
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We train all classification models using the Adam optimizer with learning rate 10−4 and
minibatch size 258 until the validation loss either converges or clearly starts to increase on
all CV folds (We use minibatch size 258 since it can be evenly distributed across six MPI
ranks; see Sec. 4.2.3). For each fold, we take the model checkpoint from the epoch giving the
lowest validation loss as the final model. We apply dropout on the convolutional modules
of the deterministic CNN and after the embedding layer and each of the attention modules
of the deterministic HiSAN; we use dropout rates of 0.1 and 0.5 for the CNN and HiSAN
respectively, as we found these values to work best in terms of validation performance.
Software and hardware resources
We implement all models and run all experiments in Pytorch. For the Bayesian models, we
developed a simple wrapper function that returns the Bayesian version of an input Pytorch
model.
We run all experiments on the Summit supercomputer. To speed up training, we implement
data parallelism, with each seed and fold distributed across six MPI ranks (each Summit
node has six NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs).
4.3 Results
Tables 4.2-4.3 list the mean F1-micro and F1-macro scores respectively along with standard
deviations over 10 CV folds for all models on all tasks. We use the prefixes “B” and “D”
to mean “Bayesian” and “deterministic” respectively. In addition to the deterministic and
Bayesian CNN and HiSAN models, we implement and include results for a deterministic
HiSAN whose embedding layer is initialized with word2vec embeddings learned from scratch
on the cancer pathology reports dataset (D-HiSAN-W2V), as this has represented the SOTA
on the IE-CPR problem until this work [51]. The B-CNN achieves higher F1-macro scores
than does the D-CNN, most notably on histology and subsite– the tasks with the greatest
numbers of classes and the most extreme cases of class imbalance. The performance gap
between the B-HiSAN and D-HiSAN is even more striking, with the former achieving better
performance across the board. However, the D-HiSAN-W2V remains the best-performing
HiSAN model, suggesting that a strong initialization of the embedding layer is more beneficial
than the Bayesian framework alone. Overall, the B-CNN is the best-performing model and
even outperforms the D-HiSAN-W2V, thus establishing a new SOTA on the IE-CPR problem.
The validation curves of the CNN and HiSAN (without word2vec) models on the histology
and subsite tasks (Fig. 4.1) illustrate how the Bayesian models are able to outperform the
deterministic ones. For the deterministic models, we observe that: 1) The D-CNN and
D-HiSAN eventually overfit on both tasks; 2) The F1-micro scores attain their maxima while
the F1-macro scores are still increasing; and 3) the F1-micro scores attain their maxima at
different epochs on the two tasks. In contrast, the validation curves of the B-CNN and B-
HiSAN appear to converge and thus allow for all metrics to attain their optima simultaneously
at some sufficiently large number of epochs; in particular, this allows the F1-macro scores to
continue increasing without the F1-micro scores deteriorating.
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Table 4.2: Mean test F1-micro scores (as percentages) with standard deviation for each
model.
Task D-CNN B-CNN D-HiSAN B-HiSAN D-HiSAN-W2V
Behavior 97.6± 0.3 97.6± 0.2 96.6± 0.3 97.4± 0.2 97.4± 0.2
Grade 74.3± 1.8 74.8± 2.1 71.7± 1.9 73.8± 2.1 74.0± 2.0
Histology 77.0± 1.0 77.6± 1.2 74.0± 1.3 76.7± 1.3 77.0± 1.2
Laterality 90.9± 0.7 90.9± 0.4 90.4± 0.5 90.8± 0.5 91.0± 0.5
Site 92.3± 0.5 92.5± 0.6 91.5± 0.6 92.3± 0.5 92.5± 0.6
Subsite 64.2± 1.1 66.4± 1.3 62.8± 1.3 65.3± 1.1 65.4± 1.2
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Table 4.3: Mean test F1-macro scores (as percentages) with standard deviation for each
model.
Task D-CNN B-CNN D-HiSAN B-HiSAN D-HiSAN-W2V
Behavior 89.6± 1.7 89.3± 1.5 83.2± 1.7 87.3± 1.2 88.3± 1.2
Grade 65.8± 3.2 67.8± 5.4 58.9± 5.1 65.1± 6.1 66.2± 5.1
Histology 31.8± 0.5 38.4± 1.2 24.4± 1.5 33.6± 1.7 34.8± 1.7
Laterality 51.1± 2.2 52.8± 1.4 48.2± 1.5 51.2± 1.4 50.8± 1.6
Site 66.7± 0.8 68.8± 1.0 63.0± 0.8 68.2± 0.8 68.8± 0.8
Subsite 29.6± 0.3 33.3± 0.7 26.0± 0.7 31.6± 0.5 32.6± 0.4
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Figure 4.1: Validation F1-micro (solid) and F1-macro (dashed) scores of the deterministic
(red) and Bayesian (blue) CNN (top) and HiSAN (bottom) models without word2vec on the
histology (left) and subsite (right) tasks during training.
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4.4 Discussion
Based on our results, we conclude that applying the Bayesian methodology to existing DL
models can significantly boost their performance on the IE-CPR problem for the reasons
surmised in Sec. 4.1. When making predictions with the Bayesian models at test time, we
use their most probable parameter values (i.e., the variational means), so that the Bayesian
models operate as deterministic models. This allows us to see the Bayesian methodology as a
regularization framework applied during training; in this light, our results reveal that good
regularization is as important as the network architecture. Indeed, the B-CNN outperforms
even the D-HiSAN-W2V– establishing a new SOTA on the IE-CPR problem and suggesting
that the key was to enhance the trainability of the CNN– not its expressivity.
As part of ongoing work, we are developing a Bayesian HiSAN that supports a word2vec-
initialized embedding layer (B-HiSAN-W2V), since we think such a model could outperform
both the B-HiSAN and D-HiSAN-W2V models. Moreover, given that the D-HiSAN-W2V
outperforms the D-CNN, we hypothesize that the B-HiSAN-W2V may similarly outperform
even the B-CNN model. To this end, we are developing and testing a Bayesian word2vec
model, so that we may transfer the entire variational distribution of the word2vec model
to the Bayesian HiSAN embedding layer. We suspect that the choice of an appropriate
prior will be critical for the success of the B-HiSAN-W2V– e.g., setting the prior of the
embedding layer in terms of the Bayesian word2vec variational distribution. Indeed, in the
experiments presented here, we found that setting the prior variance to be 100 times the
Xavier initialization variance worked well; we hope to explain this empirical finding in future
work.
As other avenues for future work, we plan to investigate more sophisticated Bayesian DL
methodologies, such as those that model parameter covariance [100] or initialize the prior
with empirical Bayes as in the recently introduced MOPED method [83]. Finally, we plan to
explore methods to control variance in Bayesian DL models using hyperpriors, with the aim
to further boost the performance of these Bayesian models.
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Chapter 5
Deep Ensemble Kernel Learning
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Abstract
Gaussian processes (GPs) are nonparametric Bayesian models that are both flexible and
robust to overfitting. One of the main challenges of GP methods is selecting the kernel. In
the deep kernel learning (DKL) paradigm, a deep neural network or “feature network” is
used to map inputs into a latent feature space, where a GP with a “base kernel” acts; the
resulting model is then trained in an end-to-end fashion. In this work, we introduce the
“deep ensemble kernel learning” (DEKL) model, which is a special case of DKL. In DEKL, a
linear base kernel is used, enabling exact optimization of the base kernel hyperparameters
and a scalable inference method that does not require approximation by inducing points. We
also represent the feature network as a concatenation of an ensemble of learner networks
with a common architecture, allowing for easy model parallelism. We show that DEKL is
able to approximate any kernel if the number of learners in the ensemble is arbitrarily large.
Comparing the DEKL model to DKL and deep ensemble (DE) baselines on both synthetic
and real-world regression tasks, we find that DEKL often outperforms both baselines in terms
of predictive performance and that the DEKL learners tend to be more diverse (i.e., less
correlated with one another) compared to the DE learners.
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in Bayesian deep learning (DL), where
the point predictions of traditional deep neural network (DNN) models are replaced with
full predictive distributions using Bayes’ Rule [114, 153]. The advantages of Bayesian DL
over traditional DL are numerous and include greater robustness to overfitting and better
calibrated uncertainty quantification [58, 77]. Furthermore, the success of traditional DL
already rests on a number of probabilistic elements such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD),
dropout, and weight initialization– all of which have been given Bayesian interpretations [133,
49, 82, 130, 75], so that insights into Bayesian DL may help to advance DL as a whole.
Gaussian processes (GPs) are nonparametric Bayesian models with appealing properties,
as they admit exact inference for regression and allow for a natural functional perspective
suitable for predictive modeling [124]. While at first glance GPs appear unrelated to DL
models, a number of interesting connections between GPs and DNNs exist in the literature,
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suggesting that GPs can constitute a valid approach to Bayesian DL [113, 90, 40, 75, 36, 129, 1].
A GP prior is typically characterized by its covariance function or “kernel”, which determines
the class of functions that the GP can model, as well as its generalization properties outside
training data. Kernel selection is the primary problem in GP modeling, and unfortunately
traditional kernels such as the radial basis function (RBF) kernel are not sufficiently expressive
for complex problems where more flexible models such as DNNs generally perform well. This
is the key motivation for kernel learning, which refers to the selection of an optimal kernel
out of a family of kernels in a data-driven way.
A number of approaches to kernel learning exist in the literature, including some that
parameterize kernels using DNNs [167, 94, 24, 132]. However, these approaches are not
specific to GPs and do not take advantage of a robust Bayesian framework. In contrast,
the deep kernel learning (DKL) paradigm does exactly this; In DKL, a DNN is used as a
feature extractor that maps data inputs into a latent feature space, where GP inference
with some “base kernel” is then performed [154, 155, 76, 3, 21, 74, 157]. The resulting
model is then trained end-to-end using standard gradient-based optimization, usually in a
variational framework. We note that the DKL model is just a GP with a highly flexible
kernel parameterized by a DNN. By optimizing all hyperparameters (including the DNN
weights) with type II maximum likelihood estimation, the DKL model is able to learn an
optimal kernel in a manner directly informed by the data, while also taking advantage of
the robustness granted by the Bayesian framework. A special case of DKL that is worthy of
note was considered in Dasgupta et al. [38], who use a linear base kernel and impose a soft
orthogonality constraint to learn the eigenfunctions of a kernel. Although similar in spirit
to the approach in this paper, their method does not make use of an efficient variational
method, nor is distributed training made possible since all of the basis functions are derived
from the same feature network.
In this work, we introduce the “deep ensemble kernel learning” (DEKL) model– a simpler
and more efficient special case of DKL with two specifications– the base kernel is linear, and
the feature network is partitioned into an “ensemble” of “learners” with common network
architecture. In contrast to nonlinear kernels, the linear kernel allows us to derive an efficient
training and inference method for DEKL that circumvents the inducing points approximation
commonly used in traditional DKL. The hyperparameters of the linear kernel can also be
optimized in closed form, allowing us to simplify the loss function considerably. Convenience
aside, we show that DEKL remains highly expressive, proving that it is universal in the sense
that it can approximate any continuous kernel so long as its feature network is arbitrarily
wide. In other words, we may keep the base kernel simple if we are willing to let the feature
network be more complex. The second specification of DEKL lets us handle the complexity
of the feature network; because the feature network is partitioned, it admits easy model
parallelism, where the learners in the ensemble are distributed. Moreover, our universality
result only requires the number of learners to be arbitrarily large; the learners themselves
need not grow (meaning fixed-capacity learners are sufficient), avoiding additional model
parallelism.
From a different perspective, DEKL may be regarded as an extension of traditional
ensembling methods for DNNs and in particular the deep ensemble (DE) model of Laksh-
minarayanan et al. [87], which is also highly parallelizable. In a DE, each DNN learner
parameterizes a distribution over the variates (e.g., the mean and variance of a Gaussian
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in regression, or the logits of a softmax vector in classification). Each learner is trained
independently with maximum likelihood estimation, and the final predictive distribution of the
DE is then defined to be a uniform mixture of the individual learner predictive distributions.
Although not Bayesian itself, the DE model boasts impressive predictive performance and
was shown to outperform Bayesian methods such as probabilistic back propagation [68] and
MC-dropout [49]. In contrast, in DEKL, the learners are trained jointly via a shared linear
GP layer. We surmise that this may help to promote diversity (i.e., low correlation) among
the learners by facilitating coordination, which we verify experimentally. Unlike non-Bayesian
joint ensemble training methods such as that of Webb et al. [148], we hypothesize that
the DEKL learners might learn to diversify in order to better approximate the posterior
covariance– an inherently Bayesian feature. We therefore expect DEKL to be more efficient
than DKL and more robust than DE, by drawing on the strengths of both (see Fig. 5.1 for a
comparison of model architectures).
5.2 Deep ensemble kernel learning
A DKL model is a GP whose kernel encapsulates a DNN for feature extraction [154, 155]. A
deep kernel is defined as
Kdeep(x1, x2; θ, γ) = K(ϕ(x1; θ), ϕ(x2; θ); γ),
where ϕ(·; θ) is a DNN with weight parameters θ and K(·, ·; γ) is any chosen kernel—called
the “base kernel”—with hyperparameters γ. Note that the kernel hyperparameters of Kdeep
include all hyperparameters γ of the base kernel K as well as the DNN weight parameters θ.
Given the expressive power of DNNs, the deep kernel is also highly expressive and may be
viewed as a method to automatically select a GP model.
Our proposed method, DEKL, is a special case of DKL. Whereas RBF and Matern kernels
are typically used as base kernels in DKL, in DEKL we take the base kernel to be the linear
kernel:
Klin(x1, x2;V ) = x
>
1 V x2,
where V is a symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix. In order to enable parallel computation,
in DEKL, we use a feature network ϕ(·; θ) that is partitioned into an “ensemble” of
subnetworks ϕi(·; θi) called “learners”, having identical network architectures; i.e., ϕ(·; θ) is
the concatenation of the outputs of the ϕi(·; θi). DEKL offers a number of advantages over
general DKL:
1. Unlike the hyperparameters of the RBF kernel, in DEKL, we can optimize the
hyperparameters of the linear base kernel in closed form.
2. The linear base kernel allows us to think of a DEKL model not just as a GP but as a
finite-dimensional Bayesian linear model (BLM), conditional on the feature networks;
this lets us derive an efficient inference method that is much simpler than the inducing
points method used in general DKL.
3. Finally, the partitioned architecture of the feature network makes it much more amenable
to model parallelism.
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Data Learner 1 NELL loss
Data Learner 2 NELL loss
Data Learner 3 NELL loss
(a) Deep Ensembles (DE)
Data Feature network GP VFE loss




Data Linear GP VFE loss
(c) Deep Ensemble Kernel Learning (DEKL)
Figure 5.1: Training various neural architectures considered in this work. Deep ensembles
(a) use identical prediction networks with independent initialization and training. Deep kernel
learning (b) uses a neural feature extraction network with an expressive kernel such as an RBF.
Our model, deep ensemble kernel learning (c) uses an ensemble of feature networks trained
jointly through a linear kernel that enables exact inference via minimization of variational
free energy for regression.
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A potential drawback to partitioning the feature network as we do in DEKL is that,
compared to general DKL, the network is less expressive. However, the following universal
approximation theorem for DKL implies that this effect can be compensated by adding
parallel learners:
Theorem 5.1 (Universal kernel approximation theorem). Let X ⊂ RD be some compact
Euclidean domain, and let σ : R→ R be a non-polynomial activation function [119]. Then,
given a continuous, symmetric, positive-definite kernel κ : X × X 7→ R and any ε > 0,
there exist a finite number H of affine functions βi : X
aff.−−→ R and a symmetric positive




∣∣∣∣∣ < ε. (5.1)
The proof, found in Appendix B, contains a straightforward combination of Mercer’s
Theorem [108] and the Universal Approximation Theorem, attributed to Cybenko, Hornik,
Leshno, and Pinkus [34, 72, 93, 119]. Although for clarity only scalar kernels are considered
in this work, multivariate versions of Thm. 5.1 are easily obtained with minor modifications
to the proof. Note that the approximation in Thm. 5.1 requires a possibly large number
H of affine functions βi, but that in DEKL we replace the functions x → σ(βi(x)) with a
distributed collection of strictly more flexible deep neural networks.
Theorem 5.1 defines a meaningful notion of universality that is distinct from and should
not be confused with the existing notion of a “universal kernel”. A kernel is called universal
if it can be used to approximate under the sup-norm any continuous function as a kernel-
weighted sum of values assigned at points in the domain [110]. In contrast, Thm. 5.1 defines
universality of a class of kernels, K, to mean that K is a dense set in the space of all continuous
kernels (including those that are universal kernels), under the sup-norm on a compact domain.
Drawing an analogy with deep ensembles [87], we refer to the H neural networks ϕ(·; θi)
for i = 1, . . . , H as “learners” and collectively as an “ensemble”. The learners ϕ(·; θi) differ
from the simpler functions x→ σ(βi(x)) in Thm. 5.1 in two key respects: First, the learners
ϕ(·; θi) may be significantly more flexible than the simple learners, which can help to reduce
the number H of learners required to approximate a target kernel within a given error ε.
In the proof of Thm. 5.1, we approximate each eigenfunction of the target kernel κ with a
linear combination of the learners; if the learners are sufficiently expressive, then it may take
only one learner per eigenfunction to approximate the target kernel. Second, each learner
ϕ(·; θi) may have multiple outputs M . In the case of the simple learners x → σ(βi(x)), a
learner with M outputs is simply a concatenation of M single-output learners, suggesting
that multi-output learners may help to further reduce the number H of required learners.
5.2.1 Exact inference
Consider a dataset {(xi, yi) ∈ RD × R}Ni=1. In DEKL, we model this data with likelihood
p(y | f) and GP prior GP(0,KDE(·, ·; θ, V )), where the kernel KDE(·, ·; θ, V ) : RD × RD 7→ R
is defined as
KDE(x1, x2; θ, V ) = Φ(x1; θ)>V Φ(x2; θ), (5.2)
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where V is an H ×H symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and Φ(x; θ) = {ϕ(x; θi}Hi=1 is
the concatenation of H DNN learners ϕ(·; θi) : RD 7→ R with common network architecture.
The DEKL model is thus a standard GP but with a special kernel, and thus one may proceed
following standard practices for GP inference. However, in contrast to other popular GP
kernels such as the RBF kernel, the kernel in Eq. (5.2) has rank at most H, and we can
leverage this property to derive a more efficient GP inference method by regarding it as
a Bayesian linear model (BLM) where the learners act as the BLM basis functions. More
precisely, our GP prior is equivalent to taking the latent function f : RD 7→ R to be a
generative model of the form
f(x) = Φ(x; θ)>a, a ∼ N (0, V ).
Now formulated as a BLM, we may perform Bayesian inference by inferring the posterior on
a; when the number of training points N is large, this approach is significantly more efficient
than direct GP inference, which requires a Cholesky decomposition of complexity O(N3).
In the case of regression with a Gaussian likelihood, the posterior on a admits a closed
form. Moreover, the evidence of the above model given the training data also admits a closed
form, allowing us to obtain maximum evidence estimates of the DEKL hyperparameters V
and θ as is standard practice in GP methods. However, the dependence of the evidence on
θ is in general complex, so that the maximum evidence estimates must be approximated.
Moreover, the evidence is not separable across the training data, so that optimization is not
amenable to SGD with minibatching and is thus not scalable to large datasets. Finally, in
the case of non-conjugate likelihoods such as in classification problems, exact inference on A
is intractable as well. We therefore perform approximate inference and maximum evidence
estimation in a variational framework, discussed in the next section. We reiterate that DEKL
admits exact inference on small datasets and that maximum evidence estimation can be
performed through non-stochastic gradient-based optimization methods; however, we consider
the variational framework as it can handle a larger class of problems.
5.2.2 Variational inference
In variational inference, we approximate the posterior distribution on the vector a with
a variational distribution by solving an optimization problem. In the GP literature, it is
standard to take the variational distribution to itself be a GP. In our DEKL model formulated
as a BLM, this corresponds to a normal variational distribution N (µ,Σ) on a, where µ ∈ RH
and Σ ∈ RH×H . We now minimize the KL divergence between the variational and posterior
distributions on a, which is equivalent to minimizing the variational free energy loss function:
LVFE(µ,Σ, θ, V ) =
N∑
i=1
NELLi(µ,Σ, θ) + KL(µ,Σ, V ) (5.3)
NELLi(µ,Σ, θ) = −Eai∼N (µ,Σ)
[
log p(yi | Φ(xi; θ)>ai)
]
(5.4)













Observe that we optimize both the variational parameters µ and Σ as well as the kernel
hyperparameters θ and V as is standard in GP inference. Note also that this loss function
is separable over the training data and is thus amenable to optimization with SGD and
minibatching; using a minibatch size B, we define the loss on one minibatch as the variational
free energy over the batch normalized by the minibatch size:









In this paper, we focus on regression tasks with Gaussian likelihood p(y | f) = N (y; f, τ−1)















Note that in practice, we parameterize Σ with its positive-definite lower-triangular Cholesky
factor in order to guarantee the symmetric positive-definiteness of Σ.
For scalability to large training sets, DKL inference is usually performed using the inducing
points approximation in a sparse variational framework [139, 64]. In the case of DEKL,
however, due to using a linear base kernel, the inducing points approximation is not necessary,
as seen above. Instead, our parameters µ and Σ take the place of the inducing parameters in
the sparse variational GP framework, and we are able to maintain an exact model for the
posterior GP.
5.2.3 Optimal prior covariance
The variational free energy depends on the prior covariance V only through the KL term,
which has a tractable form. This allows us to optimize V in closed form; we find the optimal
prior covariance to be
V∗(µ,Σ) = Σ + µµ
>. (5.7)
Next, we substitute this optimal prior covariance back into the KL term, thereby eliminating
the prior covariance from the variational free energy altogether. After some simplification,
the KL term takes the following form:
KLO(µ,Σ) = KL(µ,Σ, V∗(µ,Σ)) =
1
2
log(1 + µ>Σ−1µ). (5.8)
(See Appendix C for derivations of Eqs. 5.7-5.8). During training, this term drives down the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) µΣ−1µ, encouraging the model to learn a more robust fit to the
data.
We contrast the form of Eq. (5.8) with the KL term obtained by fixing the prior covariance
to the identity V = I:










We note that while Eq. (5.9) includes a quadratic penalty on µ, Eq. (5.8) includes only a
logarithmic penalty; optimizing the prior covariance therefore results in weaker regularization
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of µ. The same is true with respect to Σ; both Eqs. 5.8-5.9 include roughly logarithmic
penalties on Σ−1 that encourage larger Σ, but Eq. (5.9) additionally includes a linear penalty
on Σ, resulting in stronger regularization of Σ. We note that in regression, the NELL term
already favors small Σ (see Eq. (5.6)), so that the KL term is the only thing preventing Σ
from degenerating. By weakening the regularization on Σ, we suspect the KL term with
optimal prior covariance to be beneficial in practice.
5.3 Experiments
In our experiments, we evaluate DEKL on various regression datasets, comparing it to two
key baselines– DE and DKL (with linear base kernel). For both DKL and DEKL, we also
compare the effect of the KL term with optimal prior covariance, KLO (see Eq. (5.8)), to
that of an identity prior covariance, KLI (see Eq. (5.9)).
5.3.1 Synthetic data
For our first experiment, we consider a simple regression problem with one-dimensional inputs
and outputs, as it allows for easy visualization of the posterior predictive distribution. For this
purpose, we generate data via y = x3 + ε where ε ∼ N (0, 32) as in Lakshminarayanan et al.
[87]. We sample twenty (x, y) pairs with x ∼ Unif(−4, 4). As already stated, we compare
the DEKL model to the DKL and DE baselines. For DE, we follow the implementation
of Lakshminarayanan et al. [87], except that we do not use adversarial samples, which the
authors say is optional. For the DEKL and DE models, we use either one learner (H = 1) or
five learners (H = 5), where each learner is a shallow MLP with rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation and 50 hidden neurons. For the DKL model, we use a shallow MLP feature network
with ReLU activation and 250 hidden and five output neurons, so that it has the same total
hidden width as the five-learner DE and DEKL models. Note that the only difference between
the file-learner DEKL and DKL models is that—compared to the DKL model—the DEKL
model is missing some connections in its second layer.
We train all models on the training set using the Adam optimizer with learning rate 10−3
and full batches for 1000 epochs. For the DEKL and DKL models, we set the noise precision
to its true value τ = 1
9
.
The predictive distributions of all models on their input domain are visualized in Fig. 5.2.
We make a number of observations: First, the DKL and DEKL models with fixed prior display
better uncertainty quantification than DE, having lower variance within the training domain
(interpolation) and higher variance outside the training domain (extrapolation). Second,
DE and DEKL with one learner have less flexible means compared to their five-learner
counterparts, which we expect due to reduced expressivity. However, DE is more confident
with one learner while DEKL is less confident. This highlights the difference in the uncertainty
quantification mechanisms of the two models; while DE relies on multiple learners for its
predictive variance, DEKL offers some predictive uncertainty even with one learner thanks
to Bayesian inference. Third, using the optimal prior covariance results in overconfidence.
We suspect this is because theKL term in Eq. (5.8) imposes weaker regularization on µ
than does the KL term in Eq. (5.9), which may be critical on a dataset of only 20 training
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Figure 5.2: Synthetic cubic dataset. The first column shows a single DE learner and a
DE model of five learners. The second and third columns show one DEKL learner and a
DEKL model of five learners, both with and without optimal prior covariance. The fourth
column shows a DKL model of the same width as the five-learner DEKL, both with and
without optimal prior covariance. The predictive mean function (blue) with three units of
standard deviation is shown for each model trained on the cubic dataset (red), with ground
truth (black). Although the five-learner DEKL has far fewer parameters than DKL due to
partitioning of the feature network, it approximates the full DKL well on this dataset, and
improves over the equivalent DE model.
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points. Finally, the five-learner DEKL predictive distribution is very similar to that of DKL,
indicating that the partitioning of the feature network in DEKL grants efficiency without
hurting predictive performance.
5.3.2 Real-World data
We test our DEKL model on a set of regression tasks from the UCI repository that has become
a popular benchmark in the Bayesian DL literature, starting with the work of Hernández-
Lobato and Adams [68]. We again compare DEKL to the DE and DKL baselines as in
Sec. 5.3.1, and we use the same experimental setup as in Lakshminarayanan et al. [87]. We
only consider DE and DEKL with five learners, with each learner having 50 hidden neurons,
except on the Protein dataset, where we use 100 hidden neurons (and correspondingly, 500
hidden neurons in the DKL models).
We consider 20 random train-test splits of each dataset except Protein, where we use
only 5 train-test splits. For each split, we use 20% of the training set for validation. We
train all models on the training sets using the Adam optimizer with learning rate 10−3 and
minibatch size 128 for 1000 epochs. For the DEKL and DKL models, we set the noise
precision τ by performing a grid search and selecting the value that results in the lowest
negative log-likelihood (NLL) on the validation set. For all models, we find the epoch where
NLL is minimized on the validation set, then retrain all models on the full dataset up to that
number of epochs, and finally evaluate the models on the test sets.
We report the test root mean square error (RMSE) and test NLL averaged over all
train-test splits, as is standard for the UCI benchmarks in Bayesian DL (Tables 5.1-5.2).
Given a test set with N∗ data points, if yi is the true output of the ith point and µi and σ
2
i
are a model’s predictive mean and variance (including the noise), then the RMSE and NLL























where we note that the NLL is normalized by the number of data points. We see that DEKL
often outperforms DE, especially in terms of RMSE, suggesting that joint ensemble Bayesian
training can often be beneficial. A further comparison of DE and DEKL may be found in
Appendix D, where we examine predictive performance as a function of number of learners
and find that the performance gap between DE and DEKL is largely independent of the
number of learners, at least up to five learners. More surprisingly, DEKL often outperforms
DKL, indicating that the benefit of DEKL over DKL goes beyond simple efficiency or ease
of parallelization; partitioning the feature network can often lead to a significant boost in
predictive performance as well.
5.3.3 Diversity of learners
To see if joint ensemble training in a Bayesian framework promotes diversity among the
learners, we compare the diversity of learners in DEKL to that in DE on the UCI datasets.
Given an ensemble of learners, we measure its diversity in terms of the functional correlation
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Table 5.1: Test-RMSE (mean and std. dev. across 20 train-test splits) on UCI datasets,
using deep ensembles (DE), deep kernel learning (DKL) and deep ensemble kernel learning
(DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)), respectively.
Dataset DE DKL-I DKL-O DEKL-I DEKL-O
Boston housing 3.29± 1.01 3.13± 0.77 3.43± 1.68 3.03± 0.87 3.03± 0.86
Concrete 5.79± 0.82 4.93± 0.80 4.79± 0.67 4.52± 0.59 4.57± 0.64
Energy 2.04± 0.31 0.61± 0.22 0.94± 0.96 0.48± 0.06 0.47± 0.05
Kin8nm 0.08± 0.00 0.08± 0.00 0.08± 0.01 0.07± 0.00 0.07± 0.00
Naval Propulsion 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00
Power plant 3.95± 0.16 3.83± 0.25 3.85± 0.23 3.91± 0.20 3.91± 0.18
Protein 4.40± 0.12 4.06± 0.10 3.94± 0.07 3.99± 0.11 3.95± 0.02
Wine 0.63± 0.03 0.68± 0.14 0.67± 0.06 0.63± 0.05 0.64± 0.05
Yacht 0.72± 0.24 2.92± 3.06 2.52± 2.78 0.61± 0.22 0.62± 0.22
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Table 5.2: Test-NLL (mean and std. dev. across 20 train-test splits) on UCI datasets,
using deep ensembles (DE), deep kernel learning (DKL) and deep ensemble kernel learning
(DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)), respectively.
Dataset DE DKL-I DKL-O DEKL-I DEKL-O
Boston housing 2.51± 0.23 2.59± 0.19 2.66± 0.40 2.54± 0.21 2.54± 0.21
Concrete 3.08± 0.28 3.01± 0.14 2.99± 0.13 2.94± 0.11 2.95± 0.12
Energy 1.66± 1.38 1.13± 0.55 1.24± 0.66 0.68± 0.09 0.67± 0.07
Kin8nm −1.26± 0.02 −1.13± 0.04 −1.12± 0.05 −1.16± 0.02 −1.16± 0.02
Naval Propulsion −6.69± 0.13 −5.65± 4.24 −6.28± 1.01 −6.52± 0.96 −6.78± 0.60
Power plant 2.77± 0.05 2.76± 0.07 2.77± 0.06 2.78± 0.06 2.78± 0.05
Protein 2.75± 0.05 2.82± 0.03 2.79± 0.02 2.81± 0.03 2.79± 0.01
Wine 0.96± 0.10 1.03± 0.23 1.01± 0.09 0.96± 0.07 0.97± 0.07
Yacht 0.21± 0.17 2.06± 1.33 1.78± 0.81 1.07± 0.06 1.08± 0.07
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matrix of its learners; we say that the ensemble is more diverse if the learners have lower
correlation. We base this notion of diversity on the work of Brown et al. [22], who showed that
extending the classic bias-variance decomposition of the mean squared error to an ensemble
of learners requires an additional term in the decomposition that quantifies the average
covariance between distinct learners.
For each UCI dataset and each train-test split, we load the DE and DEKL models (with
and without optimal prior covariance) already trained as in Sec. 5.3.2 and evaluate their
feature matrices on the entire dataset (including both training and test points). Each row of a
feature matrix corresponds to an observation, and each column corresponds to the output of
one of five learners. For DE, we use the mean output of each learner as one of the features. For
DEKL, we multiply each column of the feature matrix (Φ(X; θ) in the notation of Sec. 5.2.2
with X the dataset) by the corresponding element of the parameter mean µ of the final BLM
layer, and we additionally scale all columns by the number of learners (five); doing this, the
DE and DEKL feature matrices are comparable in the sense that the predictive means of
both models can be obtained as the average of the feature matrix columns. Finally, for each
dataset, train-test split, and model, we calculate the correlation matrix of the feature matrix
and then average all correlation matrices across the train-test splits; the result is one (mean)
correlation matrix for each dataset and model.
We visualize the correlation matrices in Fig. 5.3. We show only two datasets here for
brevity; results for all datasets may be found in Appendix E. Overall, DEKL results in
lower correlation between learners and thus greater diversity, as hypothesized, and using the
optimal prior covariance often boosts diversity further. However, more diversity does not
necessarily imply better predictive performance, as the results on the Kin8nm and Naval
propulsion datasets indicate. Elucidating the relationship between diversity and predictive
performance is a topic we leave for future work.
5.4 Discussion
We have introduced the DEKL model: a special case of DKL that is more easily parallelizable
and thus more efficient than other DKL models of comparable network complexity. We have
seen that DEKL often achieves better predictive performance than deep ensembles, which
are also highly parallelizable. Even with a linear base kernel, we have shown that DEKL
is a universal kernel approximator if the feature network is allowed to be arbitrarily wide,
and we handle the complexity of the feature network by partitioning it into an ensemble of
learners. In our experiments, we found that DEKL often outperforms DE and promotes more
diversity, suggesting that jointly training learners in a Bayesian framework can be beneficial.
Interestingly, we also observed that DEKL often outperforms DKL of the same width,
suggesting that partitioning the feature network not only grants computational efficiency
through model parallelism but may also boost performance by reducing the parameter count
compared to a fully-connected DKL.
We are considering several avenues for future work. We plan to study the scalability of
DEKL to a very large number of learners in a distributed setting, which may be necessary
to approximate a kernel of very high or infinite rank. A key challenge in this endeavor is
that the size of the variational covariance Σ grows quadraticly with the number of learners;
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Figure 5.3: Correlation matrices of learners averaged over all train-test splits on the
Kin8nm and Naval propulsion datasets using deep ensembles (DE) and deep ensemble kernel
learning (DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)),
respectively.
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to deal with this, we will consider asymptotic regimes where efficient approximations of Σ
are justified, namely the many-simple-learners regime and the complex-learners regime. In
the first of these regimes, the dimension R of the span of H learners is much less than H,
which allows us to assume that Σ is of low rank, specifically R. In the second regime, the
learners may be sufficiently flexible to be orthogonal to one another, allowing us to assume
Σ is diagonal. This could lead to an approach similar to that of Dasgupta et al. [38], but
with distributed computation and using our variational framework. More generally, we may
consider to approximate Σ as a sum of a low-rank matrix and a diagonal matrix, possibly
striking a balance between the two asymptotic regimes.
Another interesting topic of investigation is the mechanism by which DEKL achieves
performance often superior to that of DE. In DE, the learners are trained independently,
and thus any diversity among the learners is solely due to random initialization and the
nonconvexity of the loss function. In contrast, in DEKL, the learners are able to “communicate”
with one another through the common final GP layer, and thus we hypothesize that the
learners may “coordinate” with one another to ensure diversity. Indeed, in our experiments,
we found that DEKL does lead to greater diversity, but the precise mechanism by which this
diversity emerges and how it impacts predictive performance are less clear. We believe that
diversity in DEKL may be linked to the posterior covariance, which is generally nonzero in
this Bayesian setting.
It is also tempting to extend DEKL to deep Gaussian processes (DGPs), which are models
defined as compositions of GPs [36, 33, 129]. This will result in a DGP inference method
that again does not require an inducing points approximation, similar to the random features
expansion approach of Cutajar et al. [33], except that the features are trainable DNNs that
need not be orthogonal. Given that DEKL is a universal kernel approximator, we conjecture
that a DGP with DEKL kernels can approximate any DGP with continuous kernels, under
some distance metric on stochastic processes. Such a result would suggest a universal model
for stochastic processes (or some suitably well-behaved subspace of them), arguably the most
general universality theorem we can imagine in predictive modeling.
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Chapter 6
Wide Neural Networks with
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Abstract
There has recently been much work on the “wide limit” of neural networks, where Bayesian
neural networks (BNNs) are shown to converge to a Gaussian process (GP) as all hidden
layers are sent to infinite width. However, these results do not apply to architectures that
require one or more of the hidden layers to remain narrow. In this paper, we consider the
wide limit of BNNs where some hidden layers, called “bottlenecks”, are held at finite width.
The result is a composition of GPs that we term a “bottleneck neural network Gaussian
process” (bottleneck NNGP). Although intuitive, the subtlety of the proof is in showing that
the wide limit of a composition of networks is in fact the composition of the limiting GPs.
We also analyze theoretically a single-bottleneck NNGP, finding that the bottleneck induces
dependence between the outputs of a multi-output network that persists through extreme
post-bottleneck depths, and prevents the kernel of the network from losing discriminative
power at extreme post-bottleneck depths.
6.1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have found great empirical success, achieving state-of-the-art
performance on a variety of tasks such as those in computer vision and natural language
understanding [84, 9, 97]. There is considerable interest in understanding the theoretical
aspects of deep neural networks both to establish guarantees on the behavior of these models
on certain classes of problems as well as to guide architecture design and optimization.
One avenue of pursuit in this endeavor leads to the study of Bayesian neural networks
(BNNs), where the parameters of the network are random variables following some probability
distributions. BNNs thus bring the formalism and machinery of probability theory to bear
on neural networks.
It is a foundational result that a BNN converges to a Gaussian process (GP) in the “wide
limit”—i.e., as the widths of all hidden layers are sent to infinity while the prior distributions
on weights are sharpened accordingly [113]. The resulting GP is called a “neural network
Gaussian process” (NNGP). Although NNGP limits have been derived from various BNN
architectures, they cannot be obtained from architectures requiring some hidden layers to
remain narrow, such as certain autoencoders. It seems intuitive that the wide limit of a
BNN with some hidden layers restricted to finite-width “bottlenecks” is a composition of
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NNGPs, but until now this claim has not been proven. Such a composition of GPs is called
a “deep Gaussian process” (DGP) in the literature [36]. Although DGPs were inspired by
the compositional structure of deep neural networks, their connection to BNNs has not been
established formally.
In this paper, we give a formal proof of the convergence of BNNs with bottleneck layers
to a DGP in the wide limit, where the DGP is a composition of NNGPs. In doing so, we
unify the two major approaches to making GPs “deeper”—NNGPs and DGPs, thus allowing
NNGPs to be examined in the DGP framework. We will refer to the limiting DGP as a
“bottleneck NNGP”. Even though the result is intuitive, the proof is nontrivial as it requires
us to formally justify that the limit of a composition of BNNs equals the composition of the
limiting NNGPs.
In the bottleneck NNGP limit, we consider a sequence of BNNs all having the same
architecture except that some hidden layers are growing to infinite width (Fig. 6.1). We call
the hidden layers held to finite widths “bottleneck layers” or simply “bottlenecks”, and we
call each network in the sequence a “bottleneck BNN”. We use the term “component” to
refer to any subnetwork that is either (1) between the input layer and the first bottleneck
layer, (2) between two bottleneck layers with no bottlenecks in between, or (3) between the
last bottleneck layer and the output layer; each BNN is thus a composition of components,
and each component maintains constant input and output dimensions with only its hidden
layers growing in width over the sequence of networks.
We know that each sequence of corresponding components converges to an NNGP in the
wide limit. It is therefore intuitive to expect that the sequence of bottleneck BNNs (each
BNN being a composition of components) converges to the composition of NNGPs—i.e., a
bottleneck NNGP. However, this fact is not immediate, and care must be taken to verify that
the limit procedure can be exchanged with the composition of components. In particular,
we find that this exchangeability holds if each post-bottleneck component converges to an
NNGP with a sufficient amount of uniformity with respect to its inputs.
We demonstrate the utility of bottleneck NNGPs and their link to no-bottleneck NNGPs
empirically, showing that restricting a hidden layer of an NNGP to a bottleneck can boost
its model likelihood on three example datasets1.
We also characterize the effect of a bottleneck layer theoretically by analyzing an example
multi-output single-bottleneck NNGP with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation. We find
that the bottleneck induces dependence between distinct response variables and derive a
closed-form expression for the correlation between the squares (i.e., quadratic correlation)
of the response variables. We show that in the deep post-bottleneck limit (infinitely many
infinite-width hidden layers after the bottleneck), the quadratic correlation tends to 0 when
the network is in the “disordered phase”—so that response variables decouple—but remains
a nontrivial function of the inputs in the “ordered phase”—so that information about the
inputs can be recovered. We identify the prior variance of the network weights as the order
parameter responsible for the phase transition.
Similarly, in the deep post-bottleneck limit, we obtain a closed-form expression for the
quadratic correlation of outputs of a single response variable given two inputs. We find that













Figure 6.1: Depiction of various NNGP architectures with three predictors (green nodes)
and two response variables (red nodes). Blue nodes indicate hidden layers, with ellipses
indicating layers that increase in width toward infinity. In our bottleneck NNGP model,
one or more bottlenecks (finite-width hidden layers with orange nodes) are surrounded by
infinite-width hidden layers. In the historical development of NNGP architectures, MLPs
(sub-figure (a)) have been succeeded by shallow NNGPs (sub-figure (b), see Neal [113]), which
in turn have been succeeded by deep NNGPs (sub-figure (c), see Lee et al., 2017, Matthews
et al., 2018). In our paper, we propose bottleneck NNGPs (sub-figure (d)).
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the quadratic correlation is 100% in the “disordered phase”—so that the network has lost all
discriminative power at infinite depth—but is surprisingly a nontrivial function of the inputs
in the “ordered phase”. This behavior in the ordered phase stands in stark contrast to that
of no-bottleneck NNGPs and indicates that bottleneck layers are essential for a very deep
network to maintain discriminative power.
6.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we review prior work on DGPs and NNGPs to contextualize and motivate
the bottleneck NNGP model. We also review the main theorem of Matthews et al., 2018 in
Sec. 6.2.3, introducing notation that will be essential to stating our main result in Sec. 6.3.1.
6.2.1 Deep Gaussian processes
Compositions of GPs are known as deep Gaussian processes (DGPs) in the literature and
were originally motivated by the success of deep neural networks and the hope to obtain
similar success on small data sets where Bayesian methods generally shine [36]. DGPs have
indeed been shown to outperform shallow GPs on a variety of regression and classification
tasks [36, 129]. Damianou and Lawrence [36] implement DGPs in a sparse variational inducing
points framework based on the work of Titsias [139] in order to simplify the composition of
GPs to a set of separate but coupled GPs, but their implementation is restricted to small
data sets with only a few hundred entries. Much of the DGP literature has therefore been
dedicated to developing more efficient and scalable implementations [65, 35, 23, 146, 129].
Salimbeni and Deisenroth [129] in particular show that DGPs can be put into a stochastic
variational framework as in Hensman et al. [64], allowing the models to be applied to much
larger data sets.
DGPs offer the additional advantage that they can capture correlation between multiple
outputs [146]. In contrast, the outputs of a shallow multi-output GP are by default
independent, which can limit predictive performance for multi-output problems. Although
methods have been proposed to model correlation in a shallow multi-output GP, such as
through linear mixing of latent outputs [20, 7], DGPs capture correlation naturally through
shared feature representations in the latent “bottleneck space”—similar to the approach
taken with multi-task deep neural networks [127]. DGPs have therefore been applied to
problems that can benefit from modeling correlation between multiple outputs, such as
multi-task regression [4] and tasks involving partially observed multivariate outputs—i.e.,
missing values [146].
The mechanism by which the outputs of a DGP are made dependent predates the DGP
model itself, as it was first introduced in the context of the Bayesian Gaussian process
latent variable model (GP-LVM), where a Gaussian prior is placed on the latent inputs
of a GP [88, 140]; for regression, each input is concatenated with such a latent random
variable before it is fed into the GP [44]. The outputs then become dependent through
their dependence on the common set of latent random variable inputs, which are analogous
to the bottleneck activations of a DGP. However, it still remains quantitatively unclear
how the introduction of a bottleneck layer—or in the case of an NNGP, the restriction of
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a layer to finite width—induces correlation between multiple outputs under the prior and
how this translates to correlation under the posterior. Moreover, although this mechanism is
well-established for the GP-LVM and DGP models, it is conspicuously absent in the NNGP
literature and thus its implications for NNGPs are not fully understood.
The DGP prior has been studied by Lu et al. [101], who show that for a single-bottleneck
DGP with a single response variable, the prior has heavy tails, in contrast to shallow GPs.
Their calculation of the prior kurtosis is similar to that of the quadratic correlation between
distinct response variables of a multi-output DGP, but this connection is not discussed.
Moreover, they only consider a bottleneck of width one and primarily focus on stationary
kernels that do not arise from NNGP limits with common activation functions.
There is considerable interest in understanding the “deep limit” of DGPs—i.e. when
arbitrarily many GPs are composed together. Duvenaud et al. [45] and Dunlop et al. [43]
show that DGPs with a certain class of kernels have trivial, pathological, or convergent deep
limits, meaning that increasing the depth of a DGP beyond some point is either detrimental
to performance or diminishingly beneficial. However, they do not consider NNGP kernels and
thus do not analyze deep limits of architectures with both bottlenecks and infinitely many
infinite-width hidden layers.
Although DGPs were inspired by deep neural networks, there is little literature concretely
establishing their connection. Duvenaud et al. [45] discuss the connection between DGPs
and neural networks at a high level to motivate studying the deep limit of DGPs with radial
basis function (RBF) kernels, but the implication for neural networks is not treated formally.
Gal and Ghahramani [48] consider a DGP where the kernel of each GP layer is an integral as
in Williams [151]. They show that a Monte Carlo estimation of the kernels leads to a BNN
approximation of the DGP, where the width of a hidden layer corresponds to the size of the
Monte Carlo sample. However, they do not formally verify convergence of a BNN to a DGP
in the limit of infinite width. Moreover, their bottleneck layers have no activation function
and are not scaled to allow an NNGP to be recovered as the bottlenecks are sent to infinite
width.
6.2.2 Wide neural networks as GPs
A foundational result in the study of BNNs came when Neal [113] showed that a BNN with
one hidden layer converges to a GP in the “wide limit”—i.e., as the number of hidden neurons
is sent to infinity. Shortly after, Williams [151] derived analytic expressions for the kernel
of the GPs corresponding to neural networks with sigmoidal and Gaussian hidden units.
These works connected neural networks to the world of Bayesian nonparametrics and kernel
methods and thus offered a new perspective to interrogate and probe the behavior of neural
networks. In particular, while training neural networks is challenging since it requires the
optimization of highly non-convex objective functions, GPs are nonparametric models that
admit exact Bayesian inference, where the predictive posterior distribution can be written in
closed form [125].
Since the works of Neal [113], Williams [151], new insights into BNNs have steadily
emerged. Cho and Saul [28] interpreted a BNN as a feature embedding map and derived
the equations for the propagation of a kernel through the layers of a deep neural network
with rectified polynomial unit activations. Subsequent works built upon these findings to
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elucidate key theoretical aspects of neural networks including expressivity [121], generalization
power [62], initialization [37], and trainability [130]. More recently, the original result by
Neal [113] has been extended to deep architectures by showing that a deep BNN converges
to a GP as the widths of all hidden layers are simultaneously sent to infinity [Lee et al.,
2017, Matthews et al., 2018]. We refer to GPs that arise from such a limit as “neural network
Gaussian processes” (NNGPs). As the work of Matthews et al., 2018 illustrates, this extension
is nontrivial; the proof by Neal [113] relies on the Central Limit Theorem, but the assumption
of independent and identically distributed (IID) random variables necessary for the Central
Limit Theorem does not hold for deep architectures. The proof by Matthews et al., 2018 for
deep architectures is instead based on a more exotic central limit theorem as given in Blum
et al. [18].
Since the extension of the NNGP limit to deep architectures, there have been a number
of works establishing and analyzing analogous wide-limit results for more modern neural
network architectures that are used in practice today. These include convolutional neural
networks [54, 117], weight-tied autoencoders [95], and most generally any network that can
be represented as a “tensor program”—including recurrent neural networks and attention
networks among others [159]. Alongside these works, new insights into the trainability and
generalization power of neural networks have continued to emerge, based on the tractable
learning dynamics of neural networks in the wide limit [75, 92, 10].
One application of the NNGP limit that is of particular note is that it can make the analysis
of the “deep limit”—i.e., as the number of hidden layers is sent to infinity—tractable [121,
130, 161, 89]. Poole et al. [121] and Schoenholz et al. [130] show that the correlation between
two inputs transformed through an NNGP with sigmoidal activation function has a fixed point
at 100% in the deep limit that transitions from stable to unstable (i.e., ordered to chaotic)
when the variances of the Gaussian weights and biases cross a certain phase boundary; the
network is shown to be highly expressive in the chaotic phase and optimally trainable near
the phase boundary. In contrast, for networks with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations,
the correlation between transformed inputs has a stable fixed point at 100% regardless of the
weight variance, implying that an NNGP with ReLU activation has no discriminative power
at infinite depth [89].
The works described above all consider BNNs in the wide limit, and thus the results and
insights therein do not apply to neural network architectures that require one or more finite
width or “bottleneck” layers. One of the most important classes of neural networks that
frequently require bottleneck layers is that of autoencoders [69, 80]. Another example is neural
networks with a word embedding layer, which is currently key to the successful application of
neural networks to natural language understanding [111]. Both word embedding layers and
many autoencoder models aim to find dense feature representations and therefore depend on
low-dimensional spaces. Even for neural network architectures that are not directly meant
for dense representation learning, it has still been argued and demonstrated that bottleneck
layers perform data compression and therefore help to boost generalization power [138].
Particularly for fully-connected architectures, which is what we consider in this work, it has
been shown that the insertion of linear bottleneck layers between two linear ReLU layers
boosts predictive performance by reducing sparsity and improving gradient flow [98]. This
prompts the question: How can insights based on very wide BNNs be generalized to networks
in which one or more hidden layers are held fixed to a finite width? The first step in addressing
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this question is to understand what happens if we let all but finitely many hidden layers of a
BNN grow to infinite width. We call these finite-width hidden layers “bottleneck layers”. It
is already established that the component networks between consecutive bottleneck layers
converge to GPs, and thus we intuitively expect a BNN with bottleneck layers to converge in
the wide limit to a composition of GPs. In Sec. 6.3.1, we formally verify that this is the case.
6.2.3 The no-bottleneck NNGP limit
The bottleneck NNGP limit is a generalization of the (no-bottleneck) NNGP result proved
by Matthews et al., 2018. Moreover, one component of our proof is verifying that BNNs
converge in distribution uniformly on compact sets, and our approach to proving this closely
follows the proof of Matthews et al., 2018. In this section, we state the NNGP limit result by
Matthews et al., 2018, which also allows us to introduce key concepts and notation along the
way.
We consider a traditional fully-connected network mapping RM to RL with D hidden
layers and nonlinearity φ. Let Hµ be the width of the µ-th hidden layer. The propagation of
an input x through the network is then governed by a recursion with initial step
f
(1)








and for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
g
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In Eq. (6.2), i ranges from 1 to Hµ. In Eq. (6.3), i ranges from 1 to Hµ+1 for µ = 1, . . . , D−1,
and from 1 to L for µ = D. We refer to f (µ)(x) and the g(µ)(x) as the preactivations into and
activations out of the µ-th hidden layer, respectively. The top-most preactivations f (D+1)(x)
are the outputs of the network.
We require mild assumptions on the nonlinearity φ for our main theorem to hold; these are
the same assumptions made by Matthews et al., 2018, namely the linear envelope condition.
Definition 6.1 (Linear envelope condition). A nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R is said to satisfy the
linear envelope condition if it is continuous and there exist positive constants C and M such
that
|φ(x)| < C +M |x| for all x ∈ R.
Many popular activation functions such as tanh, ReLU, and leaky ReLU satisfy the
linear envelope condition, and thus our result is quite general with regards to the choice of
nonlinearity.
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We now turn the above network into a random network by placing IID normal distributions














i ∼ N (0, v
(µ)
b ), (6.5)
where we set H0 = 1 for the purpose of defining these distributions. The variance of the
weights after the first layer are scaled inversely to the preceding hidden layer width so that
the Central Limit Theorem can be applied to the convergence of BNNs to a GP. With a




b “weight and bias variance
hyperparameters” even though v
(µ)
w is not the actual variance of the weights.
The output f (D+1)(x) is now a random vector of dimension L for each input x, and we
therefore understand a BNN as an instance of a stochastic process. We give a formal definition
next, after we introduce some notation. If Ω is a probability space and E is a measurable
space, then an E-valued stochastic process F with index set X is a function F : X × Ω 7→ E
such that F (x, ·) is a measurable function for each x ∈ X. By the notation F (x), we refer to
the random variable F (x) : Ω 7→ E defined by F (x)(ω) = F (x, ω).
Definition 6.2 (Bayesian neural network). A Bayesian neural network (BNN) F mapping
RM to RL with D hidden layers of widths Hµ, µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R
is a stochastic process F : RM × Ω 7→ RL defined such that F (x) = f (D+1)(x), where f (D+1)
is the neural network output defined through the recursion of preactivations and activations
of Eqs. (6.2)-(6.3).
Matthews et al., 2018 prove the following theorem concerning the convergence of BNNs
with no bottleneck layers.
Theorem 6.3 (NNGP theorem, Matthews et al., 2018). Let {F [n]}∞n=1 be a sequence of
BNNs mapping RM to RL each with D hidden layers of widths Hµ[n], µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and
nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R that satisfies the linear envelope condition. If Hµ[n] is strictly
increasing in n for each µ, then {F [n]}∞n=1 restricted to a countable index set X ⊂ RM
converges in distribution to the Gaussian process GP(0, K), where K is a kernel defined
recursively by Eqs. (6.6)-(6.7).
Note that we use the suffix [n] instead of a subscript to index a sequence of stochastic
processes. Convergence in distribution is defined in the measurable space ((RL)∞,A) of RL-
valued sequences; details are provided in Appendix F. The limiting GP in Thm. 6.3 is called
a neural network Gaussian process (NNGP). If f
(µ)
i is the limiting NNGP of {f
(µ)
i [n]}∞n=1,
then the NNGP kernel is defined through a recursion with initial step
K
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w x1 · x2), (6.6)
and for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
K
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where C(µ) is the 2× 2 matrix with entries c(µ)ab = K
(µ)
11 (xa, xb); here we could have used K
(µ)
ii
in place of K
(µ)
11 for any i since the NNGP preactivations f
(µ)
i (x) into the µ-th hidden layer
are IID over i. The (countably infinite) kernel matrix K(µ)(X ,X ) is therefore block-diagonal
with the (i, j)-th block K
(µ)
ij (X ,X ).
The kernel K : RM × RM 7→ RL×L in Thm. 6.3 is given by K = K(D+1). Observe that
the L outputs of the BNNs converge to IID GPs so that all correlations between the outputs
of the networks are lost in the infinite width limit. We will see that bottleneck layers help to
preserve some correlations between outputs.
6.3 The bottleneck NNGP theorem
In this section, we state and prove the bottleneck NNGP theorem, we show that a single-
bottleneck NNGP approximates a no-bottleneck NNGP as the bottleneck width is increased,
and we explore the effect of depth and width on bottleneck NNGPs using three example
datasets.
6.3.1 Statement of main theorem
We now state our main theorem, which is a direct generalization of Thm. 6.3 to compositions
of BNNs. Given two stochastic processes F (1) : X × Ω(1) 7→ Y and F (2) : Y × Ω(2) 7→ Z, we
define the composition F (2) ◦F (1) as the stochastic process F (2) ◦F (1) : X× (Ω(1)×Ω(2)) 7→ Z
with
(F (2) ◦ F (1))(x, (ω1, ω2)) = F (2)(F (1)(x, ω1), ω2).
Theorem 6.4 (Bottleneck NNGP theorem). Let {Bd ∈ N}Dd=0 for D ∈ N with B0 = M
and BD = L. For each d ∈ {1, . . . , D}, let {F (d)[n]}∞n=1 be a sequence of BNNs mapping
RBd−1 to RBd with Dd hidden layers of widths H(d)µ [n] , µ ∈ {1, . . . , Dd}, and nonlinearity
φ that satisfies the linear envelope condition. If H
(d)
µ [n] is strictly increasing in n for each
d ∈ {1, . . . , D} and µ ∈ {1, . . . , Dd}, then the sequence of bottleneck random neural networks
{F (D)[n]◦· · ·◦F (1)[n]}∞n=1 restricted to a countable index set X ∈ RM converges in distribution
in ((RL)∞,A) to F (D) ◦ · · · ◦ F (1), where F (d) is the limiting NNGP of {F (d)[n]}∞n=1.
Remark 6.5 (Nonlinear bottleneck). Theorem 6.4 as stated above assumes no nonlinearity
on the bottleneck layers. However, the theorem also holds when we replace F (d)[n] and F (d)












respectively for d ∈ {2, . . . , D}, that is when
we scale the weights after each bottleneck layer by layer width in the same way as all other
weights after a hidden layer and and we place nonlinearities φ on the bottleneck layers. The
proof is nearly identical to the proof of Thm. 6.4 (see Remark .11 in Appendix G.2 for details).
Remark 6.6 (Discontinuous nonlinearity). Theorem 6.4 holds even if the nonlinearity
φ : R 7→ R is continuous only almost everywhere, as long as φ is continuous at 0 or vb > 0.
Each of these two conditions ensures that the Continuous Mapping Theorem is still applicable
in Lemmas .14-.16 (see Remark .12 in Appendix G.2 for details). This extends the class of
allowable nonlinearities to include such prominent examples as the Heaviside step function
used in the first perceptron model [126].
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Remark 6.7 (Converse of the main theorem). The converse of Thm. 6.4—that every DGP is
the bottleneck NNGP limit of a BNN with IID priors and a nonlinearity satisfying the linear
envelope condition—does not hold. A simple counterexample is a no-bottleneck single-hidden-
layer NNGP with the rectified polynomial unit activation φ(x) = max(0, x)n for n ≥ 2 [28];
this is a GP that can only result from a wide limit if the linear envelope condition is violated.
A more trivial counterexample is any GP with a linear kernel k(x1, x2) = x
>
1 Gx2 where G is a
symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix not proportional to the identity matrix. By Eq. (6.6),
the NNGP kernel depends on its inputs only through their dot product and is thus invariant
under rotations. The kernel k with metric G can therefore only arise from a wide limit if the
“IID priors” condition is violated.
Here we consider a sequence of BNNs with D−1 bottleneck layers of widths B1, . . . , BD−1.
As all hidden layers except the bottleneck layers tend to infinite width, each component
network converges to an NNGP by Thm. 6.3, but it is less obvious that the composition
of components tends to the composition of the limiting NNGPs. Our proof depends on
several original lemmas (Lemmas .7-.10 in Appendix G.2). However, Lemma .10 is a simple
generalization of Lemma 12 in Matthews et al., 2018, and its proof therefore runs in parallel
to that in Matthews et al., 2018. The complete proof of the main theorem as well as proofs
for all supporting lemmas can be found in Appendix G; we recommend readers to start at
the introduction of Appendix G, where we provide a detailed sketch of the proof and discuss
the high-level function of each lemma. Definitions and properties of the various modes of
convergence of stochastic processes pertinent to the proof are discussed in Appendix F.
6.3.2 Correspondence to the no-bottleneck NNGP
We expect that in the limit as bottlenecks are sent to infinite width, the bottleneck NNGP
converges to the (no-bottleneck) NNGP with the same number of hidden layers. The next
theorem gives this result for the case of a bottleneck NNGP with one bottleneck layer.
Theorem 6.8 (Wide bottleneck correspondence). Let {F (H)}∞H=1 be a sequence of single-
bottleneck NNGPs mapping RM to RL with D1 hidden layers and D2 hidden layers before
and after the bottleneck of width H and with nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R that satisfies the linear
envelope condition. Suppose the nonlinearity φ is also applied to the bottleneck and that its
activations are scaled by 1√
H
, in accordance with Remark 6.5. Suppose also that IID Gaussian
noise N (0, vn) is added to the networks for any vn > 0. Then
(a) {F (H)}∞H=1 restricted to a countable index set X ⊂ RM converges in distribution in
((RL)∞,A) to an NNGP F with D1 +D2 +1 hidden layers and Gaussian noise N (0, vn).
(b) For every finite set of inputs X ⊂ RM , the sequence of probability density functions
(PDFs) of {F (H)}∞H=1 converges pointwise to the PDF of the NNGP F .
Remark 6.9. Statement (a) of Thm. 6.8 holds even if there is no additive Gaussian noise
(vn = 0); the proof uses the technique in the proof of Lemma .7, where the function X →
Pr(F (X) ∈ U) is shown to be continuous for an NNGP F and a continuity set U .
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The proof of Thm. 6.8 is given in Appendix H. It is based on the observation that the
activations in the bottleneck layer of a single-bottleneck NNGP are IID. Since the post-
bottleneck NNGP depends on these activations through their Gram matrix only and since
the activations are inversely scaled by the bottleneck width, then the post-bottleneck NNGP
is a function of the sample covariance of bottleneck activations, which converges to the
pre-bottleneck NNGP kernel in the limit of infinite bottleneck width by the Law of Large
Numbers. Extending this result to the case of multiple bottlenecks is left for future work.
6.3.3 Experiments
Statement (b) of Thm. 6.8 implies that the marginal log-likelihood (MLL) of a single-bottleneck
NNGP architecture given data (X, Y ) and fixed variance hyperparameters vn, vb, vw converges
to the MLL of the corresponding NNGP as the bottleneck is sent to infinite width. The MLL
of the bottleneck NNGP is just the logarithm of the PDF given in Eq. (23) evaluated at the
dataset. This formally validates the intuition that a bottleneck NNGP with a sufficiently wide
bottleneck is a similar model to a no-bottleneck NNGP. However, the utility of bottleneck
NNGPs with narrower bottlenecks as measured by MLL is less clear. We investigate this
question on a simulated dataset that we call Rings and on two publicly available datasets—
Fisher’s Iris data set [8, 46] and the US Census Boston housing prices dataset [60].
The Rings dataset consists of 120 points lying on two interlocked cylindrical bands or
“rings” orthogonal to one another and passing through one another’s centers (Fig. 6.2). We







and mapped it onto one of the
rings in R3 by
(θ, z) 7→ (cos θ, sin θ, z).
To generate the second ring, we rotated a copy of the first by 90◦ in the xz-plane and
translated it by 1 along the y-axis. We assigned a label of 0 to the 60 points on the first ring
and a label of 1 to the 60 points on the second. The Rings dataset is therefore a non-linearly
separable binary classification problem where the dimension of the data manifold is less than
that of the linear span of the data points.
We also considered the Iris and Boston House-Prices datasets. Like Rings, Iris is a
classification problem, but we one-hot encoded its labels to include a multivariate dataset
with strongly correlated labels. For simplicity, following Lee et al. [89], we implemented all
three problems as regression tasks. We standardized both the input and target sets of all
three datasets to help place the three problems on similar scales, as well as to set a reasonable
scale for the variance hyperparameters vb and vw.
We used a single-bottleneck NNGP with one infinitely wide hidden layer before the
bottleneck, bottleneck width H, and post-bottleneck depth D (i.e., D infinitely wide hidden
layers after the bottleneck) for various values of H and D. We equipped all hidden neurons
with the normalized ReLU activation
φ(x) =
√
2 max(0, x). (6.8)
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Figure 6.2: Visualization of the simulated Rings dataset. We take 60 regularly spaced
points from each ring. We assign a binary label to each point based on the ring to which it
belongs.
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The propagation of the NNGP kernel through the hidden layers given in Eq. (6.7) admits a
closed form for the normalized ReLU activation and is given by [28]:
K
(µ+1)
ij (x1, x2) = δij
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where the function J1 is defined as
J1(θ) = sin θ + (π − θ) cos θ.
Our goal is to find the bottleneck NNGP architecture (i.e., combination of bottleneck
width H and post-bottleneck depth D) with the greatest likelihood given a dataset (X, Y ) of
N observations. We calculated the MLL of each bottleneck NNGP architecture (H,D) using
MLL(H,D;X, Y ) = log p(Y ;X,H,D, vb∗(H,D), vw∗(H,D), vn∗(H,D)), (6.10)
where on the right-hand side, p is the PDF in Eq. (23) of the data outputs given the data
inputs and network architecture, and where the variance hyperparameters are set to their
maximum likelihood estimates. We found the optimal variance hyperparameters iteratively
through gradient descent. During the forward pass through the network in each iteration,
we estimated the integral in Eq. (23) by drawing 100 IID Monte Carlo (MC) samples—each
an N ×H matrix with IID columns—from the pre-bottleneck NNGP. We did so using the
local reparameterization trick [82], so that each sample is a transformation of a draw from
the (N ×H)-dimensional standard normal distribution. We used the Adam optimizer [81] to
take advantage of the gradient noise generated by MC sampling during optimization; we set
the initial learning rate to 0.1. In order to ensure that the noise observed in the learning
curves was due only to MC sampling and not due to a large learning rate, we decayed the
learning rate as follows: After the backward pass of each iteration, we re-evaluated the MLL
using the same draw from the (N ×H)-dimensional standard normal distribution for the MC
samples; if the new MLL was less than the value obtained from the initial forward pass of the
iteration, then we multiplied the learning rate by 0.9. We iterated the optimization procedure
until convergence of the MLL learning curves; once complete, we evaluated Eq. (6.10) once
more—this time with 1000 MC samples—to obtain the final MLL estimate for each network
architecture.
On all three datasets, the maximum MLL is attained at a finite bottleneck width and
post-bottleneck depth ( H∗ = 1024 and D∗ = 1 for Rings; H∗ = 8 and D∗ = 5 for Iris;
H∗ = 64 and D∗ = 7 for Boston), thus demonstrating the utility of bottleneck layers in NNGP
models (Fig. 6.3). On Rings and Boston, we also observe that the optimal post-bottleneck
depth conditional on a bottleneck width roughly decreases as the bottleneck width increases.
Since the no-bottleneck NNGP kernel with ReLU activation is known to degenerate to a
constant kernel with no discriminative power [89], it makes sense that a deeper network may
require a narrower bottleneck to help information propagate through the network. Although
not conclusive from the figures alone, this observation at least warrants further investigation.
In Sec. 6.4, we do just that and find that when the variance hyperparameters are fixed, then
the bottleneck width and post-bottleneck depth are indeed intimately related.
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(a) Rings (b) Iris (c) Boston
Figure 6.3: Marginal log-likelihoods (MLL) of three datasets normalized by number of
observations (data points) under a bottleneck NNGP for various bottleneck widths and
post-bottleneck depths. Infinite bottleneck width corresponds to the limiting no-bottleneck
NNGP. On all three datasets, the maximum MLL is attained at some finite bottleneck width
and post-bottleneck depth.
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6.4 Bottleneck layers induce dependence
In Sec. 6.3.3, we showed empirically that the model likelihood of an NNGP is improved if
one of the hidden layers is restricted to a finite-width bottleneck and speculated that the
optimal post-bottleneck depth may increase as the bottleneck is narrowed. In this section,
we investigate possible mechanisms underlying these observed trends in model performance.
We start by showing that although linear correlations between distinct response variables
or “output neurons” of an NNGP remain zero even in the presence of bottlenecks, the
corresponding quadratic correlations are often non-zero. We also analyze the behavior of this
quadratic correlation in the deep post-bottleneck limit—i.e., as the post-bottleneck depth
is sent to infinity. This deep limit is distinct from the ones typically considered for DGPs,
where the number of GP components is sent to infinity, and for NNGPs, where the depth of
a single GP component is sent to infinity. Proposition 6.14 provides a striking result, which
implies that bottleneck layers help a network retain discriminative power even at extreme
post-bottleneck depths.
Note that in this section, we primarily consider the ReLU activation defined in Eq. (6.8)
as it is by far the most common nonlinearity used in deep learning today. In Sec. 6.4.5, we
briefly consider other nonlinearities and contrast their deep limit behaviors with that of the
ReLU activation, thereby highlighting the peculiarities of the ReLU activation.
6.4.1 An exact formula for quadratic correlation
The outputs of a multi-output GP prior are IID, and it follows that the outputs of the
corresponding posterior remain independent (though not necessarily identically distributed).
This is a limitation of GPs for multi-task learning applications, since information cannot
be shared across tasks. One method to solve this problem was proposed by Bonilla et al.
[20] who introduce a coupling matrix hyperparameter through which distinct output neurons
or tasks can interact. This method, if applied to finite-width neural networks, would be
superfluous since tasks could share information through a common set of features learned in
the earlier layers of the network.
The key to correlating tasks in neural networks is clearly not depth alone, since the
outputs of a (no-bottleneck) NNGP—however deep—are independent. Rather, following from
the DGP framework as discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, the outputs of an NNGP become correlated
if bottleneck layers are introduced, so that bottleneck NNGPs support multi-task learning
out of the box. Correlation arising from finite-width bottleneck layers is exactly the type of
behavior we expect in neural network architectures such as word embedding layers and many
kinds of autoencoders, where the bottleneck width forces dense feature representations (i.e.,
feature representations that capture correlation) to be learned. The correlation structure that
is induced in an NNGP prior through bottleneck layers is, however, subtle; distinct outputs
of a bottleneck NNGP prior remain linearly uncorrelated (i.e., have zero covariance) but can
be quadratically correlated (i.e., the squares of the outputs have non-zero covariance).
The expression for the quadratic correlation of outputs in a single-bottleneck NNGP
prior can be obtained in closed form. Consider a bottleneck NNGP F : RM × Ω 7→ R2 with
one bottleneck layer of width H, any number of infinitely wide hidden layers before the
bottleneck, and D − 1 infinitely wide hidden layers after the bottleneck. Suppose all hidden
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neurons (including in the bottleneck) are equipped with the normalized ReLU activation
defined in Eq. (6.8). We also scale the bottleneck activations by 1
H
in accordance with
Remark 6.5. Let vb and vw be the bias variance and weight variance hyperparameters of both
the pre-bottleneck and post-bottleneck components of the bottleneck NNGP defined as in
Eqs. (6.4)-(6.5). Suppose the bottleneck NNGP is fed two inputs x1, x2 ∈ RM . Then the
preactivations into the H neurons in the bottleneck layer are IID with common 2D normal







As is commonly done with DGPs [36, 129], we assume that IID Gaussian noise N (0, vn) (with
vn arbitrarily small) is added to the preactivations of the bottleneck layer; We include the
variance of the noise in the covariance matrix C, so that C is invertible. We also add IID
Gaussian noise N (0, vn) to each of the two outputs of the bottleneck NNGP.
It is easy to verify that the two outputs F1(xa) and F2(xb) (for any a, b ∈ {1, 2}) are
linearly uncorrelated; this immediately follows from the conditional independence of outputs
given the bottleneck activations. The relationship between the squares of the outputs is,
however, less trivial. Let Q× denote the matrix of correlations between the squares of the
two outputs of F (the superscript × is used to emphasize that the correlation is between
distinct output neurons).
Proposition 6.10 (Quadratic correlation between outputs). Consider the single-bottleneck


















where β = cab√
caacbb
and the function J2 is defined as [28]:
J2(β) = 3 sin β cos β + (π − β)(1 + 2 cos2 β).








































Remark 6.11 (Quadratic correlation for stationary kernels). In Prop. 6.10, if we instead
consider a single-bottleneck DGP F where the post-bottleneck GP has a stationary kernel
(such as the RBF kernel), then the quadratic correlation between outputs is q×ab = 0. The
non-stationarity of the NNGP kernel is therefore key to capturing some amount of correlation.
The proof of Prop. 6.10 as well as the proofs of all other propositions in Sec. 6.4 are given
in Appendix I. The significance of Prop. 6.10 is two-fold. First, quadratic correlation under
the prior—although subtle—may translate to stronger dependence (such as linear correlation)
under the posterior. Indeed, as stated in Remark 6.11, a DGP with RBF kernel captures
less correlation under its prior than does a bottleneck NNGP with ReLU activation, and yet
the former has been shown to be useful in modeling dependence in practice [4, 146]. This
suggests that a bottleneck NNGP with ReLU activation may be just as useful in modeling
dependence. Second, the ability of the network to capture quadratic correlation is closely
linked to its ability to operate effectively at extreme depths; we discuss this in more detail in
Sec. 6.4.4;
The pre-bottleneck component of the bottleneck NNGP is a map that sends input vectors
in RM to normally distributed real-valued random variables (preactivations of bottleneck
neurons). By understanding covariance as an inner product on the space of finite-variance
random variables, we can see that the covariance matrix C is the Gram matrix of bottleneck
preactivations, and the angle β appearing in Prop. 6.10 is the angle between the preactivations
of two inputs at one bottleneck neuron; we will call β the bottleneck angle.
The quadratic correlation (Eq. (6.12)) varies with the bottleneck width H roughly as 1
H
and thus vanishes in the limit of infinite bottleneck width, recovering the independence of
outputs of an NNGP with no bottlenecks. We empirically verified Eq. (6.12) for a bottleneck
NNGP prior with one hidden layer before the bottleneck, one hidden layer after the bottleneck
(D = 2), and with variance parameters vb = vw = 1 and vn = 10
−4. We fed the example
bottleneck NNGP two inputs x1 = (1, 0) and x2 = (0, 1). Then for each bottleneck width
H ∈ {1, . . . , 10}, we generated 106 IID samples of (F1(x1), F2(x2)) and used them to estimate
q×12. We repeated this simulation 10 times, and we report the mean estimate of q
×
12 along
with its standard deviation for each bottleneck width (Fig. 6.4). The empirical quadratic
correlation estimates are very close to the theoretical values predicted by Eq. (6.12), with
standard deviations all on the order of 10−3.
We performed additional simulations to understand how multiple bottleneck layers affect
the correlation of outputs, as we found this to be intractable theoretically. We still consider
a bottleneck NNGP with vb = vw = 1 and vn = 10
−4 that is fed two 2D inputs x1 = (1, 0)
and x2 = (0, 1), but now we suppose the bottleneck NNGP has 11 hidden layers (including
all bottleneck layers). We chose 11 hidden layers since it allows us to restrict zero to three
hidden layers to bottlenecks such that the bottlenecks are equally spaced in depth. For each
of the zero to three bottleneck layers, we ran the experiment described above for a single
bottleneck and estimated the quadratic correlation q×12 along with its standard deviation
over ten runs for various bottleneck widths (all bottleneck layers have the same width). The
quadratic correlation tends to zero with increasing bottleneck width regardless of the number
of bottleneck layers, as we expect (Fig. 6.5). We additionally observe that for bottleneck
widths H ≥ 2, the quadratic correlation increases with the number of bottlenecks even if the
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Figure 6.4: Empirical estimates with standard errors of the quadratic correlation of the
outputs of an example bottleneck NNGP with one bottleneck surrounded by two infinite
hidden layers, compared to theory (Eq. (6.12)) for various widths of the bottleneck layer.
The theoretical values are all within one standard error of the empirical mean value.
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Figure 6.5: Empirical quadratic correlation of the outputs of an example bottleneck NNGP
with 11 hidden layers, some of which are restricted to regularly spaced bottlenecks. Quadratic
correlation increases with more numerous and narrower bottlenecks.
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overall depth of the bottleneck NNGP remains the same, suggesting that bottlenecking more
layers has a similar effect to further narrowing existing bottlenecks.
6.4.2 Quadratic correlation as a function of depth
The inverse dependence of the quadratic correlation on bottleneck width is intuitive since we
know that the outputs of an NNGP are independent in the absence of bottlenecks. There
is also an interesting and less obvious dependence of the quadratic correlation on the post-
bottleneck depth D (where there are D − 1 post-bottleneck hidden layers of infinite width)
as well as on the angle β between the random bottleneck preactivations of the inputs xa
(a = 1, 2) in the bottleneck layer, as captured by the covariance matrix C. We denote the
quadratic correlation by q
×(D)
ab to make explicit its dependence on the post-bottleneck depth
D and will sometimes write q
×(D)
ab (β) to further clarify its dependence on the bottleneck angle
β. By Prop. 6.10, it is easy to verify that q
×(D)
ab (β) is strictly decreasing in β on [0, π] with
β < π
2
giving positive correlation, β = π
2
giving zero correlation, and β > π
2
giving negative
correlation at all depths D. The quadratic correlation between outputs therefore encodes
the correlation of inputs in the bottleneck layer. By Eq. (6.13), rD is strictly increasing in
D regardless of the values of vb, vw > 0. It follows that the absolute quadratic correlation
|q×(D)ab (β)| strictly decreases with D for β 6= 0 (and remains 0 otherwise). A final property of
the quadratic correlation is its range of possible values, which easily follows from the ranges









These properties are apparent in the plot of q
×(D)
ab (β) over D for an example single-bottleneck
NNGP (H = 2, vb = 0.09, vw = 1.1) with no pre-bottleneck hidden layers that is fed two
inputs x1 = (1, 0) and x2 = (cosα, sinα) for various values of the input angle α (Fig. 6.6);
Since there are no pre-bottleneck hidden layers, the input angle α and bottleneck angle β are
related through the equation
cos β =
vb + vw cosα
vb + vw
.
Orthogonal bottleneck preactivations (β = π
2
) and thus 0 quadratic correlation in the example
bottleneck NNGP are then achieved at an input angle α ≈ 0.526π. Observe in general that
if vb > 0, then β < α and the range of β is strictly smaller than [0, π], indicating that bias
units promote positive quadratic correlation.
The behavior of rD (Eq. (6.13)) in the limit of infinite post-bottleneck depth (D →∞) is






vw−1 if vw > 1
∞ otherwise.
(6.15)
This lets us determine what happens to the quadratic correlation of outputs as the number
of post-bottleneck hidden layers grows to infinity.
Proposition 6.12 (Infinite-depth quadratic correlation between outputs). Consider the
single-bottleneck NNGP F with normalized ReLU activation from Prop. 6.10, and suppose we
send the post-bottleneck depth to infinity.
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Figure 6.6: Theoretical quadratic correlation between outputs of a single-bottleneck NNGP
over the post-bottleneck depth D for various angles α between the inputs. These quadratic
correlations are asymptotically non-zero whenever vw > 1 and the bottleneck preactivations
(as random variables) of the inputs are not orthogonal (bottleneck orthogonality occurs at
α ≈ 0.526π).
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)2 if vw > 1
0 otherwise.
(6.16)
(b) Let G be the Gram matrix of inputs with entries gab = x
>
a xb. If vw > 1, then the
mapping G 7→ Q×(∞) is invertible.
We visualize the infinite-depth quadratic correlation by plotting Eq. (6.16) as a function
of vw for a single-bottleneck NNGP (H = 2, vb = 0.09) with no pre-bottleneck hidden layers
that is fed two inputs x1 = (1, 0) and x2 = (cosα, sinα) for various values of the input
angle α (Fig. 6.7). Note that the covariance matrix C and hence the bottleneck angle β are
themselves functions of vw, which is why we plot the quadratic correlation for fixed values of
α instead of β. The infinite-depth quadratic correlation exhibits interesting behavior around
vw = 1; it is continuous but not differentiable at vw = 1. The bottleneck NNGP therefore
undergoes a phase transition at vw = 1. The quadratic correlation tends to 0 in the vw ≤ 1
regime—meaning that the outputs of a bottleneck NNGP decouple (up through second order
correlations) at infinite depth—while quadratic correlation is maintained through infinitely
many, infinitely wide hidden layers in the regime vw > 1, though even then the limiting
correlation is weak (Eq. (6.14)).
A phase transition at vw = 1 has already been noted in the literature in the behavior of
no-bottleneck NNGP models at infinite depth [130, 121, 89]. Specifically, the kernel of an
NNGP with normalized ReLU activation degenerates to a constant kernel at infinite depth
with a value of either vb
1−vw if vw < 1 and ∞ otherwise. Bottleneck layers help to reveal a
richer structure of this phase transition, as we explain next. Drawing an analogy to the
classical Ising model in statistical mechanics [13], the hyperparameter vw operates as an
inverse temperature with a critical value at vw = 1. The quadratic correlation is then an
order parameter analogous to magnetization whose derivative contains a discontinuity at
the phase boundary vw = 1. In the vw < 1 phase, the infinite-depth quadratic correlation
is 0 regardless of the bottleneck angle β; information about the inputs into the bottleneck
NNGP is therefore lost, analogous to a disordered system at large scale. However, as vw
crosses the phase boundary from below, the system undergoes a symmetry breaking with
the infinite-depth quadratic correlation taking a distinct value for each bottleneck angle β as
well as for each input angle α. This lets us recover information about the inputs from the
infinite-depth quadratic correlation, indicating that bottlenecks help information propagate
to extreme depths (Prop. 6.12 (b)).
The symmetry breaking discussed above is not apparent in the phase transition of
degenerate NNGP kernels noted in the literature; i.e., all information about the inputs
are lost in an infinite-depth (no-bottleneck) NNGP in either phase. We see, however, that
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Figure 6.7: The infinite-depth quadratic correlation between outputs as a function of the
weight-variance hyperparameter vw for an example bottleneck NNGP for various angles α
between the inputs.
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the restriction of just one hidden layer to a bottleneck is sufficient to break this symmetry.
Moreover, the symmetry can be recovered by sending the bottleneck width to infinity
(Thm. 6.8); the bottleneck is therefore analogous to an external magnetic field in the Ising
model.
6.4.3 A divergent depth scale
Schoenholz et al. [130] show that the characteristic depth scale on which the kernel of a (no-
bottleneck) NNGP degenerates exponentially to its deep limit diverges at a phase boundary
in (vb, vw)-space, and they use this result to argue that values of (vb, vw) near criticality or
“at the edge of chaos” optimize trainability by maximizing the depth to which information
can penetrate in an NNGP. We show that the depth scale on which the quadratic correlation
Q×(D) converges to its limit also diverges at the phase boundary vw = 1.
Proposition 6.13 (Characteristic depth scale). Consider the single-bottleneck NNGP F
with normalized ReLU activation from Prop. 6.10, and suppose it is fed two inputs x1 and
x2 with ‖x1‖ = ‖x2‖ and bottleneck angle β 6= π2 . Then for all positive vw 6= 1, the quadratic
correlation q
×(D)



















if vw < 1
ln(vw)
−1 if vw > 1.
(6.18)
In the case vw = 1, the limit L is infinite for all finite λ > 0.
Proposition 6.13 excludes the case of orthogonal bottleneck preactivations (β = π
2
) since it
leads to trivial asymptotic behavior (q
×(D)
ab = 0 for all D). The quantity λ given in Eq. (6.18)
is called the characteristic depth scale and is proportional to the “half-life” of quadratic
correlation at large depth. The divergence of the depth scale at vw = 1 gives us another
perspective on the phase transition in bottleneck NNGP models (Fig. 6.8). Based on this, we
expect optimal values of the vw hyperparameter to be greater than but close to 1; although
vw = 1 gives the smallest decay rate (i.e., largest depth scale) to the infinite-depth quadratic
correlation, this limiting value is 0. Larger values of vw admit non-zero infinite-depth quadratic
correlations, but values that are too large lead to fast decay rates (i.e., small depth scales).
We hypothesize that this tension between large depth scales (near vw = 1) and non-zero
quadratic correlations (vw  1) is the main driving force determining the optimal value of
vw in the vw > 1 phase.
6.4.4 Non-degenerate kernels at extreme depths
The non-trivial dependence of the infinite-depth quadratic correlation q
×(∞)
ab (β) on the
bottleneck angle β has remarkable implications for the kernel or covariance matrix K(∞)
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Figure 6.8: Characteristic depth scale of the convergence of the quadratic correlation
between outputs to its infinite-depth limit as a function of the weight-variance hyperparameter
vw.
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of individual output neurons of a bottleneck NNGP at infinite depth. Consider again the
single-bottleneck NNGP F described at the beginning of Sec. 6.4.1, and suppose it is fed
two linearly independent inputs x1 and x2. Assume that the infinite-depth kernel K
(∞) is
degenerate so that the associated correlation matrix K̂(∞) is a matrix of ones; this is indeed
the case when there are no bottlenecks, where the correlations in K̂ tend to 100% even when
all elements of the kernel K grow to infinity at infinite depth. Then the outputs Fi(x1) and
Fi(x2) of a single output neuron i at infinite depth are linearly dependent and are in fact
equal. It follows that the elements q
×(∞)
ab of the quadratic correlation matrix Q
×(∞) between
distinct output neurons are all equal, but this is impossible in the vw > 1 phase since q
×(∞)
12 (β)
is a one-one function of β (Fig. 6.7) and the diagonal elements assume β = 0 while the
off-diagonal elements assume β > 0 (since x1 and x2 are linearly independent). We therefore
learn that the kernel of an NNGP does not degenerate to a constant in the vw > 1 phase if at
least one hidden layer is bottlenecked.
Unfortunately, the kernel—and thus the associated correlation matrix—of each output
neuron of a bottleneck NNGP do not admit closed forms, even in the infinite depth limit.
The quadratic correlation matrix Q(D) (without a superscript ×) for individual outputs is
intractable as well, but its infinite depth limit does admit an elegant closed form.
Proposition 6.14 (Infinite-depth quadratic correlation for single output). Consider the
single-bottleneck NNGP F with normalized ReLU activation from Prop. 6.10, and suppose we
send the post-bottleneck depth to infinity.
(a) The infinite-depth quadratic correlation matrix Q(∞) of a single output neuron has
(a, b)-th element q
(∞)


























)2 if vw > 1
1 otherwise.
(6.19)
(b) Let G be the Gram matrix of inputs with entries gab = x
>
a xb. If vw > 1, then the
mapping G 7→ (Q(∞), diag(G)) is invertible.
The infinite-depth single-output quadratic correlation Q(∞) carries many of the same
properties as the infinite-depth between-output quadratic correlation Q×(∞). Recalling that
q
×(∞)
ab → 0 as H → ∞, it is easy to verify that q
(∞)
ab → 1. The single-output quadratic
correlation also exhibits the same symmetry breaking at the phase boundary vw = 1 as the
between-output quadratic correlation; this is evident in the example plot of q
(∞)
12 (β) as a
function of vw, using the same setup as for Fig. 6.7 (see Fig. 6.9).
In the phase vw < 1, the single-output quadratic correlation is 100%, suggesting degeneracy
at infinite depth. In contrast, in the phase vw > 1—where symmetry breaks—q
(∞)
ab becomes
a strictly increasing function of the input angle α, allowing us to recover some information
about the inputs (Prop. 6.14 (b)). In particular, Prop. 6.14 (b) implies that in the ordered
phase vw > 1, if the norms of the inputs are known (if the inputs are constrained to a
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Figure 6.9: The infinite-depth quadratic correlation of a single output as a function of the
vw hyperparameter for an example bottleneck NNGP.
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sphere, for example), then the input angle can be recovered from the single-output quadratic
correlation even at infinite depth. This stands in stark contrast to no-bottleneck NNGP
models, where all information is lost at infinite depth regardless of the phase, and it suggests
that bottleneck layers are vital for the trainability of very deep models.
6.4.5 Other nonlinearities
The behavior described in Prop. 6.14 does not extend to other common nonlinearities and is
thus all the more striking. Two notable examples are the sigmoidal nonlinearity φ(x) = tanhx
and the sinusoidal nonlinearity
φ(x) = cos x+ sinx. (6.20)
The significance of the latter is that the corresponding NNGP has an RBF kernel; the random
features literature [123, 33] hints at this connection but does not discuss it in the context of
NNGPs or neural network nonlinearities. We make this connection more precise in the next
proposition and subsequent remark (see Appendix I.1 for the proofs of both Props. 6.15, 6.17).
Proposition 6.15 (RBF-NNGP kernel recursion). Consider an NNGP mapping RM to R
with D hidden layers and the sinusoidal nonlinearity in Eq. (6.20).
(a) The NNGP kernel K(µ) : RM × RM 7→ R for the µ-th hidden layer is given recursively
as
K(1)(x, x′) = vb + vwx
>x′ (6.21)
K(µ+1)(x, x′) = vb + vwe
− 1
2 [K(µ)(x,x)+K(µ)(x′,x′)−2K(µ)(x,x′)], (6.22)
for µ = 1, . . . , D where K(D+1) is the kernel of the output layer.
(b) In the deep limit D →∞, the NNGP kernel converges pointwise to
K(∞)(x, x′) = v∗(vb, vw)
{




v∗(vb, vw) = vb + vw (6.24)
c∗(vb, vw) =
{
1, if vw < 1
c′, if vw > 1.
(6.25)
Remark 6.16 (RBF-DGP as a bottleneck NNGP). Since the sinusoidal nonlinearity in
Eq. (6.20) clearly satisfies the linear envelope condition, then we can apply Thm. 6.4 to a BNN
with the sinusoidal nonlinearity and obtain a bottleneck NNGP limit. If no bottlenecks are
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imposed, then the wide limit of such a BNN is the NNGP described in Prop. 6.15. In particular,
using Eqs. (6.21)-(6.22), the single-hidden-layer NNGP with sinusoidal nonlinearity has kernel












which we recognize as the RBF kernel. More generally, if the BNN with sinusoidal nonlinearity
has an odd number of hidden layers D and the µ-th hidden layers are restricted to bottlenecks
for µ = 2, 4, 6, . . . , D− 1, then the bottleneck NNGP limit is a DGP with D+1
2
GP components
each with RBF kernel (and sinusoidal nonlinearities applied to the bottleneck layers).
The deep limit of an NNGP with sinusoidal nonlinearity is described in Prop. 6.15 (b). It
is identical to the behavior of an NNGP with sigmoidal nonlinearity as described by Poole
et al. [121], except that v∗(vb, vw) and c∗(vb, vw) take different forms and the phase boundary
has a different location. In one phase (vw < 1 for the sinusoidal nonlinearity), all inputs tend
to 100% correlation as depth is increased without bound—similar to the ReLU activation.
However, in the other phase (vw > 1 for the sinusoidal nonlinearity)—the “chaotic phase”—
the infinite-depth correlation for distinct inputs is a constant less than 100%; thus, unlike the
ReLU activation, the sigmoidal and sinusoidal nonlinearities allow distinct inputs to remain
distinct through infinite depth, although all information about the distince between distinct
inputs is lost. Moreover, the introduction of a bottleneck does not remove this degeneracy—in
sharp contrast to Prop. 6.14. We substantiate this with the next proposition.
Proposition 6.17 (Deep post-bottleneck limit for sigmoidal and sinusoidal nonlinearities).
Consider a single-bottleneck NNGP F mapping RM to R with either sigmoidal or sinusoidal
nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R. Suppose IID Gaussian noise N (0, vn) is added to the outputs for
any vn > 0. Given two distinct inputs x1, x2 ∈ RM , let p(D) : R2 7→ [0,∞) be the PDF of
{F (x1), F (x2)}, where D is the post-bottleneck depth. Then in the deep post-bottleneck limit
D →∞, the PDF converges pointwise to
p(∞)(y) = N (y; 0, K(∞)(X,X) + vnI), (6.26)
where K(∞)(X,X) is a 2× 2 matrix with entries K(∞)(xa, xb) with K(∞) given in Eq. (6.23).
Note that Eq. (6.26) is independent of bottleneck width; in fact, it is exactly the PDF
of a no-bottleneck NNGP, indicating that the bottleneck has no effect at all on the deep
post-bottleneck limit given either the sigmoidal or sinusoidal nonlinearity. In contrast to
Prop. 6.14 (b) for the ReLU activation, the only information about the inputs that can be
recovered from the deep post-bottleneck limit is whether the inputs are distinct. This suggests
a fundamental difference between the ReLU activation and the sigmoidal nonlinearity and
between the NNGP kernel with ReLU activation and the RBF kernel—namely, that the
ReLU activation allows a network to operate at very large depths as long as one bottleneck is
present. Classifying activation functions based on their deep limit and deep post-bottleneck
limit behaviors could help to better understand which activation functions are useful in
practice and is a topic for future work.
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6.4.6 Other deep limits
Besides the deep post-bottleneck limit discussed in Secs. 6.4.2-6.4.4, there are two other
limits we could have considered: 1) The deep pre-bottleneck limit where a single-bottleneck
NNGP has infinitely many infinitely wide hidden layers before its bottleneck but only finitely
many after, and 2) the doubly deep bottleneck limit where the single-bottleneck NNGP
has infinitely many infinitely wide hidden layers both before and after its bottleneck. The
quadratic correlation between the activations of distinct output neurons can be analyzed in
both of these limits by replacing the pre-bottleneck NNGP covariance matrix C in Prop. (6.10)
with a sequence of such covariance matrices indexed by the pre-bottleneck depth. Since the
NNGP kernel with ReLU activation tends to a constant in the deep limit, then the bottleneck
angle β tends to 0 in both the deep pre-bottleneck limit and doubly deep bottleneck limit.
Although the quadratic correlation remains nontrivial in both limits and even exhibits a
first-order phase transition at vw = 1 in the doubly deep bottleneck limit, these results are
uninteresting as all information about the original inputs into the network is lost due to
vanishing bottleneck angle.
The quadratic correlation between the activations of a single output neuron at two different
inputs can also be analyzed in both the deep pre-bottleneck and doubly deep bottleneck
limits; calculations proceed similarly as in the proof of Prop. 6.14. Again, since the bottleneck
angle tends to 0, we find that the quadratic correlation tends to 100% in both limits at every
post-bottleneck depth; the bottleneck NNGP kernel therefore degenerates, unlike in the deep
post-bottleneck limit. We conclude that out of the three possible deep limits, only the deep
post-bottleneck limit is interesting since it is the only one that admits a phase (vw > 1) in
which information about network inputs is preserved.
6.5 Discussion
Our main theorem, Thm. 6.4, generalizes the result of Matthews et al., 2018 concerning
deep neural networks whose hidden layer widths are increased without bound to a setting
in which some intermediate hidden layers, called bottlenecks, are fixed to a finite width.
From a theoretical perspective, this result connects the NNGP literature with that of DGPs,
as the resulting probability model is in fact a DGP consisting of a composition of NNGP
components. Additionally, we have explored the effect of these bottleneck layers on the
resulting probability model from a practical perspective, showing that model likelihood peaks
at a finite bottleneck width and is superior to that of no-bottleneck NNGPs.
Surprisingly, in contrast to no-bottleneck NNGP models, the behavior of a bottleneck
NNGP with ReLU activation at extreme post-bottleneck depths is not always degenerate
(Props. 6.12, 6.14); in particular, the input Gram matrix can be fully recovered from
the between-output quadratic correlation matrix of the bottleneck NNGP at infinite post-
bottleneck depth, and the input angle can be recovered even from the single-output quadratic
correlation matrix at infinite depth if the input norms are known. Bottleneck layers are
therefore fundamental as they allow networks to “go deeper”. However, this non-degeneracy
in the deep limit manifests only when the network weight prior is weaker than a standard
normal. We have just begun to explore the dependence of the deep post-bottleneck limit on
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the prior weight variance, showing that convergence to the limit is asymptotically exponential
in depth and that the characteristic depth scale diverges at a critical value of the weight prior
variance.
So far, we have not directly connected bottleneck NNGPs with BNNs, aside from studying
the limits of BNNs in the wide regime. However, an interesting special case of bottleneck
NNGPs emerges when every hidden layer is fixed at finite width. The result is a BNN,
but our result lends an interesting perspective that suggests that one might approach BNN
inference with a non-parametric DGP-based approach. Indeed, in follow-up work we intend
to explore the practicality of such a method. Moreover, we believe that our main theorem
can easily be extended to convolutional architectures (by introducing a second index for each
hidden layer), and thus we plan to explore the implications of our work for convolutional
BNNs.
Finally, in this work we did not consider the implications of the bottleneck NNGP for
the learning dynamics of Gaussian-initialized deterministic neural networks (DNNs). It is
now a celebrated result that the evolution over training time of a Gaussian-initialized DNN
is described in the wide limit by an exactly solvable linear ODE, where the time evolution
operator is termed the neural tangent kernel (NTK) and is related to the NNGP kernel [75].
As part of additional follow-up work, we plan to investigate the “bottleneck NTK”, where the
wide limit is relaxed to allow for some bottleneck layers. The result is a system of coupled
ODEs that is more challenging to analyze but carries potential for a more refined description





The works in this thesis show that Bayesian DL can be beneficial for robust scientific
data analysis and is rich with new classes of methods that promise practical benefit in future
applications. Chapters 3-4 show that DKL and BNNs are beneficial for text classification,
with BNNs now the new state-of-the-art method for classifying cancer pathology reports.
The DKL work also demonstrates the effectiveness of the linear kernel in the final layer,
in contrast to the more popular RBF kernel. We speculate that this is because the linear
kernel is non-local, which prevents it from degenerating in high dimensions due to the curse
of dimensionality [14]. Future directions for the DKL and BNN works focus on practical
issues of trainability and pretraining for DKL as well as the development of a Bayesian
HiSAN model with Bayesian word2vec, which could improve predictive performance on the
cancerpathology reports classification problem even further.
Chapter 5 shows the benefits of DEKL– a hybrid of DKL and deep ensembles. DEKL
allows us to parallelize and thus scale the DKL paradigm, which could be critical to tackling
more complex scientific problems. As additional future work, we plan to investigate the
connection between posterior variance in DKL and diversity in deep ensembles– a key question
at the intersection of GP and DL methods. understanding this connection could help us
explain the benefit of DEKL and could offer insight into how we could improve it further.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we introduce the bottleneck NNGP, which we see as a foundation
or springboard for both theoretical and practical work in the future. For example, the
no-bottleneck NNGP has been used to understand the learning dynamics of NNs and to
obtain generalization bounds; could we refine these results with bottlenecks, obtaining tighter
generalization bounds and a more accurate description of NN dynamics? More practically,
can we characterize the datasets or problems for which the bottleneck NNGP is a better
model than the traditional DGP with RBF kernels? In previous work [2], we found that a no-
bottleneck NNGP outperforms an RBF-GP for thoracic disease detection on the ChestXRay14
dataset [145]. As with the linear kernel, we surmise that this is because the NNGP kernel
is non-local and thus does not degenerate in high dimensions (each x-ray in the dataset is
1024 × 1024). These works therefore support the hypothesis that DKL with a linear base
kernel or a DGP with NNGP kernels (i.e., a bottleneck NNGP) may be more suitable for
high-dimensional scientific data analysis than traditional GP or kernel methods.
The experiments in this thesis are limited to supervised learning problems, but the
methods we have presented could also be useful in other learning paradigms– perhaps more so.
For example, we could use our methods for active learning, where a model identifies regions
in input space where new labeled training examples would be most beneficial to boost model
performance. We could interpret high predictive variance of a DKL model or the bottleneck
NNGP, for instance, as indication that a region of input space needs additional exploration.
Active learning is relevant to the problem of automated information extraction from cancer
pathology reports [78]; since annotation of reports by human experts is expensive, developing
a model that can identify which reports should be manually annotated next and added to
the training corpus would be a significant contribution. Similar to active learning, we could
also apply our methods to Bayesian optimization and surrogate modeling, which are highly
relevant in the computational sciences and where GP models are ubiquitous [131]. DKL
may be particularly well-suited as it will embed the input space—which is typically discrete
(e.g., space of model hyperparameters)—into a Euclidean space where relationships between
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inputs (e.g., different hyperparameter combinations) may be encoded, analogous to word
embeddings in NLP.
As a final future direction, although Bayesian methods are typically beneficial on smaller
datasets requiring more robust models, Bayesian DL may ironically hold the key to large-scale
distributed DL. We have already mentioned the scalability of DEKL as a topic for future
work, but more generally, Bayesian DL may allow us to perform SGD with larger minibatches
and thus greater data parallelism, while maintaining the stochasticity needed for robust
training. Indeed, Bayesian DL is not just about limited data and UQ but is more generally
about trainability and generalizability– two of the most important topics in DL.
The future directions outlined above only serve to showcase the broad applicability of
Bayesian DL, covering multiple priority research directions laid out in the 2019 OSTI report
on SciML. As this thesis demonstrates, the cross-pollenation of GP and DL methods is not
only effective but is rich with possibilities for new methods and foundational insight that
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A Results for additional DKL models
Here we list the results for the CNN-2 and DKL-RBF models and their pretrained variants
(Tables 1-2). These models have more complex classifiers than the CNN-1 and DKL-lin
models. The DKL-RBF model often outperforms the CNN-2 baselines, though pretraining
appears more critical when using an RBF kernel instead of a linear kernel. These models
cannot match the performances of the CNN-1 and DKL-lin models, indicating that more
complex classifiers are not necessary for the tasks at hand. Moreover, it indicates that the
success of the DKL-lin model is not solely due to its more flexible nonparametric classifier at
test time.
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Table 1: Mean test Fmicro scores (as percentages) with standard deviations for each model
and dataset. A score is in bold if the mean performance of the model is greater than that
of all other listed models for a given dataset, at a level of significance α = 0.0011. The
DKL-RBF model (either unpretrained or pretrained with CNN) often outperforms the CNN-1
baselines (unpretrained and pretrained with CNN) on all datasets. All scores are less than










EPR 85.7± 0.7 85.6± 0.7 86.2± 0.5 83.4± 0.6
20News-22 67.1± 0.7 66.6± 0.9 73.2± 0.9 67.8± 1.4
IMDB-1 72.4± 1.4 72.0± 1.5 73.5± 1.6 63.6± 4.4
20News-100 77.2± 0.9 76.8± 0.6 82.8± 0.7 77.2± 0.9
IMDB-5 79.9± 1.0 79.8± 0.7 76.8± 1.0 82.1± 1.3
IMDB-100 88.4± 0.3 88.1± 0.4 88.7± 0.3 55.7± 13.6
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Table 2: Mean test Fmacro scores (as percentages) with standard deviations for each model
and dataset. A score is in bold if the mean performance of the model is greater than that of
all other listed models for a given dataset, at a level of significance α = 0.0011. The Fmacro
scores on the 20-Newsgroups and IMDB datasets are approximately equal to the Fmicro scores
(Table 1) since the test set and test predictions are both nearly class-balanced. The Fmacro
scores on EPR are lower than the Fmicro scores due to class imbalance but display the same










EPR 82.0± 1.0 82.2± 1.0 82.7± 0.7 78.7± 1.3
20News-22 66.9± 0.8 66.2± 0.9 73.1± 0.8 67.7± 1.4
IMDB-1 72.2± 1.5 71.8± 1.5 73.4± 1.6 62.5± 5.3
20News-100 76.8± 0.8 76.4± 0.7 82.3± 0.7 77.0± 0.8
IMDB-5 79.9± 1.1 79.8± 0.7 76.8± 1.0 82.1± 1.3
IMDB-100 88.4± 0.3 88.1± 0.4 88.7± 0.3 55.7± 13.6
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B Proof of universal kernel approximation theorem
Proof of Thm. 5.1. By Mercer’s Theorem [108, Sec. 29], there exist non-negative scalars
{λr}∞r=1 and an orthonormal basis of continuous functions {er : X 7→ R}∞r=1 called “feature





where the sum on the righthand side converges absolutely and uniformly on the compact set
X . Selecting 0 < δ < ε, uniform convergence guarantees the existence of an integer R such




∣∣∣∣∣ < δ. (2)
By continuity of the feature maps er and compactness of X, the feature maps are bounded,
so there exists a finite positive B > maxr=1,...,R
√
λr supx∈X |er(x)|. By the classic Universal
Approximation Theorem [119], there exists a shallow MLP ψ : X 7→ RR of width H and



















∣∣∣∣∣ < (ε− δ) + δ = ε. (7)






∣∣∣∣∣ < ε. (8)
Letting vij =
∑R
r=1 uirujr, the bound takes the form claimed in the statement of the theorem.
Since this matrix V is of the form UUT , it is clearly symmetric and positive semi-definite.
C Derivation of the KL term with optimal prior
covariance
Here we derive the optimal prior covariance V∗ with respect to the variational free energy
in Eq. (5.3) and use it to eliminate the prior covariance V from the loss function entirely.
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We note that V appears only in the KL term (Eq. (5.5)) and only through its inverse V −1.
Minimizing the KL term with respect to V −1, we obtain Eq. (5.7) as follows:
∂
∂V −1
KL(µ,Σ, V ) |V=V∗ = 0
µµ> + Σ− (V −1∗ )−1 = 0
V∗ = µµ
> + Σ.
Substituting this back into Eq. (5.5) and applying the Matrix Inversion Lemma, we obtain
Eq. (5.8) as follows:







tr[(µµ> + Σ)−1Σ]− 1
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D Regression results for various numbers of DEKL
learners
On the UCI datasets, we evaluate DE and DEKL (both with and without optimal prior
covariance) for a varying number of learners to see its effect on test performance (Figs. 1-2).
DEKL often maintains superior performance over DE in terms of RMSE as the number of
learners is increased, although any trends in the performance gap itself are unclear. We
believe an in-depth study on more complex problems and a much greater number of learners
is required to see clearer trends, which we leave for future work.
E Diversity of learners on all UCI datasets
Here we present the results of the experiment described in Sec. 5.3.3 on all UCI
datasets (Figs. 3-5). Overall, DEKL tends to have more diversity than DE, sometimes
by a very large margin; for example, on Kin8nm, the DE learners are almost perfectly
correlated while the DEKL learners are almost orthogonal. However, the relationship between
diversity and predictive performance is more nebulous. On Boston housing, Concrete, Power
plant, and Protein, DEKL has both more diversity and lower RMSE (Table 5.1) than DE.
However, on Energy and Yacht, both DE and DEKL have almost perfect correlation among
their respective learners, but DEKL achieves lower RMSE; on the other hand, on Kin8nm,
Naval propulsion, and Wine, DEKL has greater diversity but not lower RMSE. Understanding
when diversity is beneficial for predictive performance is a topic we leave for future work.
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Figure 1: Mean test RMSE (across all train-test splits) of the DE (red, solid), DEKL-I
(green, dotted), and DEKL-O (blue, dashed) models on nine UCI datasets as a function of
the number of learners.
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Figure 2: Mean test NLL (across all train-test splits) of the DE (red, solid), DEKL-I
(green, dotted), and DEKL-O (blue, dashed) models on nine UCI datasets as a function of
the number of learners.
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Figure 3: Correlation matrices of learners averaged over all train-test splits on the Boston
housing, Concrete, and Energy datasets using deep ensembles (DE) and deep ensemble kernel
learning (DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)),
respectively.
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Figure 4: Correlation matrices of learners averaged over all train-test splits on the Kin8nm,
Naval propulsion, and Power plant datasets using deep ensembles (DE) and deep ensemble
kernel learning (DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)),
respectively.
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Figure 5: Correlation matrices of learners averaged over all train-test splits on the Protein,
Wine, and Yacht datasets using deep ensembles (DE) and deep ensemble kernel learning
(DEKL). Suffices -I and -O indicate using KLI (Eq. (5.9)) and KLO (Eq. (5.8)), respectively.
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F Convergence of stochastic processes
Here we define three notions of convergence that are important for formally stating and
proving the bottleneck NNGP limit. The first notion of convergence is the one that Matthews
et al., 2018 employ to prove the (no-bottleneck) NNGP limit. They consider a sequence of
BNNs mapping RM to RL restricted to a countable set of inputs X ⊂ RM . Each BNN is then
equivalent to a random sequence of L-vectors, i.e. a random variable taking values in (RL)∞.





2−k min(1, ‖sk − tk‖),
where s, t ∈ (RL)∞. The metric ρ induces the Euclidean topology on (RL)∞, and we endow
(RL)∞ with the associated Borel algebra A, giving us a measurable space of sequences.
Demonstrating convergence in ((RL)∞,A) can prove challenging, but Matthews et al., 2018
simplify the task by invoking the following theorem.
Theorem .1 (Billingsley [16]). A sequence of stochastic processes {F [n] : X × Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1
with countable index set X converges in distribution to a stochastic process F : X ×Ω 7→ RL on
the measurable space ((RL)∞,A) if and only if every sequence of finite-dimensional marginals
{(F (x1)[n], . . . , F (xT )[n])}∞n=1 converges in distribution to the corresponding limiting marginal
(F (x1), . . . , F (xT )).
Theorem .1 effectively reduces the task of proving the convergence of a sequence of random
sequences to that of a sequence of random vectors. When looking at the convergence of
T -dimensional marginal distributions, it is convenient to introduce the following notation.
Definition .2 (Batch stochastic process). Let F : RM × Ω 7→ RL be a stochastic process.
Then the batch stochastic process of size T ∈ N associated with F is the stochastic process
F̃ : (RM)T × Ω 7→ (RL)T defined by
F̃ ({xt}Tt=1, ω) = {F (xt, ω)}Tt=1.
By working with batch stochastic processes, we can think of T inputs as constituting a
single input. Thus, to show {F [n]}∞n=1 → F , it is enough to show {F̃ (x)[n]}∞n=1 → F̃ (x) for
each input x for every batch size T .
Our proof of the bottleneck NNGP limit takes the approach of showing that each
component of a BNN after the first bottleneck layer converges to an NNGP in the wide limit
with some uniformity. We specify the appropriate notion of uniform convergence next.
Definition .3 (Uniform convergence in distribution [137]). A sequence of stochastic processes
{F [n] : X × Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1 is said to converge in distribution to {F : X × Ω 7→ RL} uniformly
on X if for every continuity set U ⊆ RL of F , i.e., a set satisfying
Pr(F (x) ∈ ∂U) = 0 for all x ∈ X,
we have the limit
lim
n→∞
Pr(F (x)[n] ∈ U) = Pr(F (x) ∈ U) uniformly for all x ∈ X.
We denote this by F [n]
UD−−→ F .
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Note that uniform convergence in distribution is distinct from and is not a stronger
version of convergence in distribution in ((RL)∞,A) since the former notion concerns only
the singly-indexed marginals of a stochastic process while the latter deals with the joint
distribution of all elements of a stochastic process. However, the uniform convergence in
distribution of the batch stochastic processes {F̃ [n]}∞n=1 is stronger than the convergence in
distribution of the original stochastic processes {F [n]}∞n=1. Proving uniform convergence in
distribution can be challenging, but fortunately there is another closely related notion of
convergence, which we define next.
Definition .4 (Continuous convergence in distribution [137]). Let X be a topological space.
A sequence of stochastic processes {F [n] : X ×Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1 is said to converge in distribution
to {F : X × Ω 7→ RL} continuously on X if for every x ∈ X and sequence {xn ∈ X}∞n=1
converging to x, the sequence of random variables {F (xn)[n]}∞n=1 converges in distribution to
F (x). We denote this by F [n]
CD−−→ F .
Uniform and continuous convergence in distribution are related through the following
proposition.
Proposition .5 (Saikkonen [128]). Let X be a topological space. Let {F [n] : X×Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1
be a sequence of stochastic processes and {F : X × Ω 7→ RL} a stochastic process. Then the




UD−−→ F on every compact subset of X and x 7→ Pr(F (x) ∈ U) is a continuous
function for every continuity set U of F .
We should mention that Sweeting [137] and Saikkonen [128] do not state Defs. .3-.4 and
Prop. .5 directly but instead define and work with the equivalent notions of uniform and
continuous weak convergence of probability measures. The proof of Prop. .5 is a simple
application of the equivalence of uniform and continuous convergence of real-valued functions
on compact sets.
G The bottleneck NNGP theorem
Here we list the proof of our main theorem (Thm. 6.4) along with all supporting lemmas.
We give a sketch of the proof next, highlighting the role of each lemma and its position in
the general proof strategy.
The first step is to apply Thm. .1 so that it is sufficient to prove convergence of BNNs
to a bottleneck NNGP restricted to an arbitrary finite set of inputs. Since each component
F (d)[n] in Thm. 6.4 is being evaluated at T inputs, then it is convenient to utilize the concept
of a batch stochastic process of size T (Def. .2). By working with batch BNNs, we can think
of T inputs as constituting a single “batch” input. This reduces our task to proving the
convergence of batch BNNs to a batch bottleneck NNGP given a single arbitrary input.
The next step is to find sufficient conditions under which the distributional limit of an
element-wise composition of a sequence of stochastic processes with a sequence of random
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variables equals the composition of the limiting stochastic process with the limiting random
variable. This trick can then be iterated via induction to prove that the limit of compositions
is the composition of limits for stochastic processes. Lemma .7 provides such sufficient
conditions, which include a notion of uniform convergence in distribution (Def. .3).
Proving Thm. 6.4 now comes down to verifying the conditions of Lemma .7. Condition (a)
is given to us by Thm. 6.3 for single-bottleneck networks and holds by induction for multi-
bottleneck networks. Condition (b) is also immediate in the single-bottleneck case, although
it is less obvious for multi-bottleneck architectures. We verify condition (b) directly in the
proof of Thm. 6.4 but take aid from Lemma .8. Lemma .9 establishes condition (c), which
amounts to showing that the NNGP kernel is a continuous function. Condition (d) is the
trickiest to verify; it states that the outer sequence of stochastic processes (that is composed
with an inner sequence of random variables) must converge in distribution uniformly (Def. .3)
on compact sets, meaning that the rate of convergence in distribution should be independent
of the input to the stochastic processes. Condition (d) is verified with the help of Lemma .10.
Lemma .10 is a direct generalization of Lemma 12 in Matthews et al., 2018; the latter states
that given a fixed finite batch of inputs, BNNs with no bottlenecks converge in distribution
to an NNGP in the wide limit. In Lemma .10, we strengthen the mode of convergence to
continuous convergence in distribution (Def. .4). More specifically, Lemma .10 states that a
BNN converges in distribution to an NNGP even if we replace the fixed batch of inputs with
a convergent sequence of input batches. Continuous convergence in distribution is in fact
equivalent to uniform convergence in distribution on compact sets (Prop. .5), thus granting
condition (d).
The proof of Lemma .10 runs in parallel to the proof of Lemma 12 in Matthews et al.,
2018. It depends on several lemmas (Appendices G.3-G.4) that are all simple extensions of
(or help to extend) the lemmas in Matthews et al., 2018; at each step, we simply replace the
fixed batch of inputs in Matthews et al., 2018 with a convergent sequence of input batches
and verify that convergence in distribution still holds. Only a few key modifications are made
to the lemmas establishing uniform integrability (Appendix G.4).
G.1 Notation
We start with some notation. Let {F [n] : RM × Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1 be a sequence of BNNs each
with D hidden layers of widths Hµ[n], µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and nonlinearity φ : R 7→ R that
satisfies the linear envelope condition. Let F : RM × Ω 7→ RL be the limiting NNGP of
the sequence of BNNs. Let f
(µ)
i (x)[n] (resp. f
(µ)
i (x)) and g
(µ)
i (x)[n] (resp. g
(µ)
i (x)) be the
preactivation and activation of the i-th neuron in the µ-th hidden layer of F [n] (resp. F ).
For each n ∈ N, let X[n] = {xt[n] ∈ RM}Tt=1 be a batch of T inputs, and suppose the
sequence of batches {X[n]}∞n=1 converges to some finite X = {xt}Tt=1. Let α ∈ RT×|N| be a
countably infinite block vector whose blocks are indexed by N and where each block has T
elements. Let α have finite support {1, . . . , T} × I, where I is a finite subset of N; i.e., only
finitely many blocks indexed by I are permitted to have non-zero elements. Let αti denote
the t-th element in the i-th block. For each µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1}, define the preactivation
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projections of a BNN and its limiting NNGP as
















Let k(µ) : RM ×RM 7→ R be the NNGP kernel of f (µ)i . The kernel k(µ) relates to the block
kernel K(µ) (Eqs. (6.6)-(6.7)) through the equation
K(µ)(X,X) =
{
k(µ)(X,X)⊗ I∞ for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}
k(µ)(X,X)⊗ IL for µ = D + 1,
where IL is the L× L identity matrix, I∞ is the countably infinite identity matrix, and ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product. We also define
L
(µ)









which satisfies the relation
K
(µ+1)
ij (x1, x2) = vbδij + vwL
(µ)
ij (x1, x2).
We let L(µ)(X,X) denote a block matrix where L
(µ)
ij (X,X) is the (i, j)-th block. The block
matrices K(µ)(X,X) and L(µ)(X,X) for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D} have infinitely many blocks since
the NNGP has infinitely wide hidden layers. However, given a block vector α ∈ RT×|N| of


















We define a quadratic form for L(µ)(X,X) similarly.
Next we define the quantities that are at the heart of the proof of Lemma .10. This
definition is similar to Definition 7 in Matthews et al., 2018. We discuss the purpose of this
definition in more detail in Appendix G.3 in the context of the Central Limit Theorem.
Definition .6 (Projections and summands). For each µ ∈ {2, . . . , D+ 1} and for each n ∈ N
and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define the summands
γ
(µ)




































Finally, for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1}, define the variances
σ2(µ)(X[n], α)[n] = V[γ
(µ)








G.2 Main lemmas and theorem
This section contains the proof of the main theorem (Thm. 6.4) as well as all original lemmas
supporting it. See the proof sketch in Sec. 6.3.1 for an overview and guide to the logical
flow of the lemmas. We start with a lemma that gives sufficient conditions under which the
distributional limit of a sequence of compositions of stochastic processes and random variable
indices equals the composition of limits.
Lemma .7 (Limit of stochastic process compositions). Let {X[n]}∞n=1 be a sequence of random
vectors and X a random vector of dimension B. Let {F [n] : RB ×Ω 7→ RL}∞n=1 be a sequence
of stochastic processes and F : RB ×Ω 7→ RL a stochastic process with F (x) ∼ N (0,Σ(x)). If
(a) X[n] converges in distribution to X, denoted X[n]
D−→ X,
(b) {E{|X[n]|2}}∞n=1 is eventually bounded,
(c) Σ : RB 7→ RL×L is a continuous function, and
(d) F [n]
UD−−→ F on every compact ball in RB centered at 0,
then the sequence of random variables F (X[n])[n]
D−→ F (X).
Proof. We first prove the claim for the case that F [n] and F are real-valued stochastic
processes (L = 1) and Σ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ RB. For this case, we will use the notation σ2(x)
in place of Σ(x) to emphasize that Σ(x) is a scalar.
Let c be a continuity point of F (X). We want to show that
lim
n→∞
Pr(F (X[n])[n] < c) = Pr(F (X) < c).
Let ε > 0. We have
|Pr(F (X[n])[n] < c)− Pr(F (X) < c)|
= |Pr(F (X[n])[n] < c)− Pr(F (X[n]) < c) + Pr(F (X[n]) < c)− Pr(F (X) < c)|
≤ |Pr(F (X[n])[n] < c)− Pr(F (X[n]) < c)|+ |Pr(F (X[n]) < c)− Pr(F (X) < c)|.
(13)
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We will show that both terms on the right-hand side of Inequality (13) tend to 0.
We start with the second term. Let µ[n] and µ be the probability distributions associated
with X[n] and X, respectively. Then the second term becomes
|Pr(F (X[n]) < c}−Pr(F (X) < c}| =
∣∣∣ ∫
RB
Pr(F (x) < c) dµ(x)[n]−
∫
RB
Pr(F (x) < c) dµ(x)
∣∣∣.
Since F (x) ∼ N (0, σ2(x)) with σ2(x) > 0, then we have






where Φ is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the standard normal distribution.
Since σ is continuous, then the map x 7→ Pr(F (x) < c) is immediately seen to be continuous
as well. Moreover, Pr(F (x) < c) is clearly bounded. Since X[n]
D−→ X, then {µ[n]}∞n=1





Pr(F (x) < c) dµ(x)[n] =
∫
RB
Pr(F (x) < c) dµ(x).
Therefore, there exists an integer N2 such that
|Pr(F (X[n]) < c)− Pr(F (X) < c)| < ε
2
for all n > N2. (14)
We next bound the first term on the right-hand side of Inequality (13). We have




Pr(F (x)[n] < c) dµ(x)[n]−
∫
RB





|Pr(F (x)[n] < c)− Pr(F (x) < c)| dµ(x)[n].
(15)
We will bound the integrand. Since {E{|X[n]|2}}∞n=1 is eventually bounded, then there exists
V > 0 and an integer NV such that









(1 + V )− 1
)
.
Rε is defined such that ‖x‖ > Rε implies
ε
2





|Pr(F [n](x) < c)− Pr(F (x) < c)| ≤ 1 < ε
2
· 1 + ‖x‖
2
1 + V
for all x | ‖x‖ > Rε. (16)
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Since F (x) follows a normal distribution, then c is trivially a continuity point of F (x) for every
x ∈ RB. Since {F [n]}∞n=1 converges in distribution to F uniformly on every zero-centered
compact ball, then there exists an integer N1 > NV such that




for all n > N1 and ‖x‖ ≤ Rε.
Since ‖x‖2 ≥ 0, then we have the weaker bound
|Pr(F (x)[n] < c)− Pr(F (x) < c)| < ε
2
· 1 + ‖x‖
2
1 + V
for all n > N1 and ‖x‖ ≤ Rε.
Combining this with Eq. (16) gives
|Pr(F (x)[n] < c)− Pr(F (x) < c)| < ε
2
· 1 + ‖x‖
2
1 + V
for all n > N1 and x ∈ RB.
Using this bound in Inequality (15), we get






















for all n > N1.
(17)
Let N = max(N1, N2). Combining Inequalities (13), (14), and (17), we obtain the bound





= ε for all n > N,
implying F (X[n])[n]
D−→ F (X).
Now consider the more general case where the processes F [n] and F take values in RL for
L ≥ 1 and where the kernel k of F is not necessarily strictly positive definite. Consider any
α ∈ RL, and define the processes
F̂ (x)[n] = Z + α>F (x)[n],
F̂ (x) = Z + α>F (x),
where Z ∼ N (0, 1) is independent of F [n] and F . F̂ [n] and F̂ are real-valued stochastic
processes and F̂ (x) is normally distributed with variance
σ̂2(x) = 1 + α>Σ(x)α > 0.
By the case already proven above, F̂ (X[n])[n]
D−→ F̂ (X). Since the addition of an
independent normally distributed random variable Z preserves convergence in distribution,
then α>F (X[n])[n]
D−→ αF (x). Since this holds for any vector α, then by the Cramér-Wold
Device [15], we obtain the conclusion F (X[n])[n]
D−→ F (X).
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Lemma .7 can be applied inductively to show that a sequence of compositions of stochastic
processes converges in distribution to the composition of limit processes. The next lemma
verifies condition (b) of Lemma .7.
Lemma .8 (Uniformly bounded neural network variances). Let {F [n]}∞n=1 be a sequence
of BNNs mapping RM to RL with D hidden layers of widths Hµ[n], µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and
nonlinearity φµ on the µ-th hidden layer satisfying the linear envelope condition. Then for
every x ∈ RM , the sequence of second moments E[‖F (x)[n]‖2]}∞n=1 is uniformly bounded by
A+B‖x‖2 for some constants A,B > 0.
Proof. Let x ∈ RM . The claimed uniform bound on E[‖F (x)[n]‖2] holds if we can uniformly
bound {E[‖Fi(x)[n]‖2]}∞n=1 for each i. Since Fi(x)[n] = f
(D+1)




2] ≤ A+B‖x‖2 for sufficiently large n. We proceed by induction on µ. In the
case µ = 1, we have
E[f
(1)
i (x)[n]] = vb + vw‖x‖2.
Taking A = vb and B = vw, this is clearly bounded by A + B‖x‖2 independently of n. By
exchangeability, this same bound holds for all i.
Now suppose for some µ that the claimed uniform bound holds. We then need to establish
the bound E[f
(µ+1)





















where µn is the probability distribution of f
(µ)




2] ≤ vb + vw
∫ ∞
−∞
(C +M |z|)2 dµn(z)









≤ vb + 2vw(C2 +M2(A+B‖x‖2)),
which is clearly bounded by an expression of the form A′ + B′‖x‖2 independently of n for
some A′, B′ > 0. The claim then follows by induction.
The next lemma verifies condition (c) of Lemma .7, which amounts to showing that the
NNGP kernel is continuous.
Lemma .9 (Continuity of batch NNGP kernel). Let F : RM × Ω 7→ RL be an NNGP with
D hidden layers and nonlinearity φ that satisfies the linear envelope condition. Then the
associated batch NNGP F̃ : (RM )T ×Ω 7→ (RL)T of size T has marginal F̃ (X) ∼ N (0,Σ(X)),
where the batch NNGP kernel Σ : (RM)T 7→ RLT×LT given by Σ(X) = K(X,X) is a
continuous function.
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Proof. All we need to show is that Σ is a continuous function. Since Σ(X) = K(X,X) =
k(X,X) ⊗ IL, then it is sufficient to show that the NNGP kernel k : RM × RM 7→ R is
continuous. We do so inductively by showing that k(µ) is continuous for µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1},
where k = k(D+1).
For µ = 1, k(1)(x, x′) = vb + vwx · x′ is clearly continuous. Now suppose for some
µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, that k(µ) is continuous. We then need to show that k(µ+1) is continuous.
Let {Xn = (xn, x′n) ∈ RM × RM}∞n=1 be a convergent sequence of pairs of inputs such that
Xn → X = (x, x′). Since k(µ) is continuous, then k(µ)(Xn, Xn) → k(µ)(X,X). Let si(Xn)
(resp. si(X)) denote the i-th column of the symmetric positive semidefinite square root S(Xn)
(resp. S(X)) of k(µ)(Xn, Xn) (resp. k
(µ)(X,X)). Then by the work of Cho and Saul [28], the
kernel recursion in Eq. (6.7) can be expressed as
k(µ+1)(xn, x
′










and k(µ+1)(x, x′) is given similarly. To ensure continuity, we will show that k(µ+1)(xn, x
′
n)→
k(µ+1)(x, x′). We do so by verifying the conditions of the Dominated Convergence Theorem.
First, by the linear envelope condition, there exist positive constants C and M such that
φ(w>s1(Xn))φ(w
>s2(Xn)) ≤ [C +Mw>s1(Xn)][C +Mw>s2(Xn)]





















2 + (C +Mw>s2(Xn))
2
]





where ‖ ·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. Since the matrix square root operation is continuous
under the Frobenius norm, then ‖S(Xn)‖F is bounded by some B > 0. We therefore have
φ(w>s1(Xn))φ(w













where the bound on the right-hand side is clearly integrable over w ∈ R2. Moreover, since













2 pointwise in w.
(18)
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Therefore, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, k(µ+1)(xn, x
′
n) → k(µ+1)(x, x′) so that
k(µ+1) is continuous. The continuity of the kernel k then follows by induction.
The next lemma will help to verify condition (d) of Lemma .7. It is a generalization of
Lemma 12 in Matthews et al., 2018 and depends on several additional lemmas (Appendices G.3-
G.4) similar to those in Matthews et al., 2018.
Lemma .10 (Continuous convergence in distribution of batch BNNs). Consider a sequence
{F [n]}∞n=1 of BNNs mapping RM to RL with D hidden layers of widths Hµ[n], µ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
and nonlinearity φ that satisfies the linear envelope condition. Let F be the NNGP limit of
the BNNs as given by Thm. 6.3. Then for any T ∈ N, the corresponding sequence of batch
BNNs {F̃ [n]}∞n=1 converges in distribution to the batch NNGP F̃ continuously.
Proof. For each n ∈ N, let X[n] = {xt[n]}Tt=1 ∈ (RM)T be a batch of inputs such that the
sequence of batches {X[n]}∞n=1 converges to some finite X ∈ (RM)T . We need to show that
{F̃ [n]}∞n=1 converges in distribution to F̃ continuously, i.e. that the sequence of random
variables {F̃ (X[n])[n]}∞n=1 converges in distribution to F̃ (X) and thus
{f (D+1)(xt[n])[n]}Tt=1
D−→ {f (D+1)(xt)}Tt=1. (19)
We will do so by establishing {f (µ)(xt[n])[n]}Tt=1
D−→ {f (µ)(xt)}Tt=1 inductively for every µ ∈
{1, . . . , D + 1}.
For the case µ = 1, let α ∈ RT×|N| with finite support {1, . . . , T} × I.
By definition (Eq. (6.1)), it is straightforward to verify that
f (1)(X[n], α)[n] ∼ N (0, α>K(1)(X[n], X[n])α)
f (1)(X,α) ∼ N (0, α>K(1)(X,X)α).
Let c be a continuity point of f (1)(X,α) so that c 6= 0 if α>K(1)(X,X)α = 0. Extend the








is continuous on (0,∞) and is right-continuous at z = 0 if c 6= 0. Now since the kernel
is a continuous function (Lemma .9) and since X[n] → X, then α>K(1)(X[n], X[n])α →
α>K(1)(X,X)α. Moreover, since we just established that the map given by Eq. (20) is












and hence f (1)(X[n], α)[n]




D−→ f (1)I (X).
Now suppose that f
(µ)
I (X[n])[n]
D−→ f (µ)I (X) for every finite subset I ⊆ N and for some
µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}. We then want to show that this same convergence holds for µ + 1. Let
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α ∈ RT×|N| with finite support {1, . . . , T} × I. We view α as a block vector where αti
is the t-th element in the i-th block. By Lemmas .14-.16, the sequence of summands
{γ(µ+1)j (X[n], α)}
Hµ[n]
j=1 for n ∈ N satisfies the conditions of Thm. .13; condition 1 is immediate




j2 are independent and have mean 0. Theorem .13 then tells
us that the projections S(µ+1)(X[n], α)[n]
D−→ N (0, σ2(X,α)), where the limiting variance is






D−→ N (0, vwL(µ)II (X,X)),




D−→ F (µ+1)I (X) ∼ N (0, K
(µ+1)
II (X,X)).
Equation (19) then follows by induction, thus establishing continuous distributional
convergence.
Next is the proof of the bottleneck NNGP theorem, which is the main theorem of our
paper.
Proof of Thm. 6.4. We proceed by induction on d ∈ {1, . . . , D}. The case d = 1 is given
to us by Thm. 6.3 (i.e., no hidden bottlenecks). Now suppose the claim holds for some
d ∈ {1, . . . , D − 1}. We will prove the claim for the case d+ 1.
Let X = {xt}Tt=1 be a finite subset of X . Define the random variables
Z[n] = {(F (d)[n] ◦ · · · ◦ F (1)[n])(xt)}Tt=1,
Z = {(F (d) ◦ · · · ◦ F (1))(xt)}Tt=1.
Let F̃ (d+1)[n] (resp. F̃ (d+1)) be the batch BNN (resp. batch NNGP) corresponding to F (d+1)[n]
(resp. F (d+1)), and observe that
F̃ (d+1)(Z[n])[n] = {(F (d+1)[n] ◦ · · · ◦ F (1)[n])(xt)}Tt=1,
F̃ (d+1)(Z) = {(F (d+1) ◦ · · · ◦ F (1))(xt)}Tt=1.
We proceed to establish the four conditions of Lemma .7 in order to prove
F̃ (d+1)(Z[n])[n]
D−→ F̃ (d+1)(Z). (21)
By the inductive hypothesis, F (d)[n] ◦ · · · ◦ F (1)[n] D−→ F (d) ◦ · · · ◦ F (1) in ((RL)∞,A) and thus
in particular Z[n]




E[‖(f (d)[n] ◦ · · · ◦ F (1)[n])(xt)‖2].
Since a composition of BNNs is still a BNN (with some hidden layers having linear activation),






for some constants At, Bt > 0. In other words, the sequence of second moments of {Z[n]}∞n=1
is bounded, establishing condition (b). Lemma .9 gives us condition (c). Finally, Lemma .10
tells us that F̃ (d+1)[n]
CD−−→ F̃ (d+1). By Prop. .5, we immediately have F̃ (d+1)[n] UD−−→ F̃ (d+1) on
every compact subset of RT×Bd , establishing condition (d).
Having verified its four conditions, Lemma .7 implies Eq. (21) and hence
{(F (d+1)[n] ◦ · · · ◦ F (1)[n])(xt)}Tt=1
D−→ {(F (d+1) ◦ · · · ◦ F (1))(xt)}Tt=1.
Since this holds for any T inputs in X , then by Thm. .1 the desired convergence in ((RL)∞,A)
follows.
Remark .11 (Nonlinear bottleneck). Theorem 6.4 holds even if we replace F (d)[n] and F (d)












respectively for d ∈ {2, . . . , D}. The proof is
nearly identical, making the necessary replacements where appropriate. The only additional






in the inductive step;
by Lemma .7, F̃ (d+1)[n]
UD−−→ F̃ (d+1) and hence F̃ (d+1)[n] CD−−→ F̃ (d+1) by Prop. .5. Now since
x 7→ 1√
Bd


























Remark .12 (Discontinuous nonlinearity). Theorem 6.4 holds even if the nonlinearity
φ : R 7→ R is continuous only almost everywhere (AE), as long as φ is continuous at 0 or
vb > 0. If φ is continuous AE, then the pointwise convergence in Eq. (18) holds AE, which is
still sufficient for the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Moreover, the Continuous Mapping
Theorem used in Lemmas .14-.16 is still applicable as long as the set of discontinuities of φ
has measure 0 with respect to the distribution of the NNGP preactivation f
(µ)
i (x). If vb = 0,
then it becomes possible for the distribution of f
(µ)
i (x) to degenerate to a delta distribution
concentrated at 0; if φ is also discontinuous at 0, then its set of discontinuities will have
measure 1 with respect to the delta distribution, hence the requirement that vb > 0 if φ is
discontinuous at 0.
G.3 Verifying the conditions of the CLT for exchangeable pro-
cesses
The results in this section serve to support the proof of Lemma .10. Since Lemma .10 is
similar to Lemma 12 in Matthews et al., 2018, then the results in this section are also similar
to results in Matthews et al., 2018. The approach to proving Lemma .10 is to show that
in the (no-bottleneck) NNGP limit, if the preactivations into one hidden layer converge in
distribution continuously to a GP, then so do the preactivations into the next hidden layer.
This is done using a special central limit theorem. The challenge is that the preactivations
into any hidden layer after the first hidden layer are independent only in the wide limit.
Moreover, the distribution of each preactivation changes as the preceding hidden layer grows
in width. The following is a central limit theorem adapted specifically for this case; it is
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a restatement of Lemma 10 in Matthews et al., 2018, which is in turn an adaptation of a
central limit theorem for exchangeable processes by Blum et al. [18].
Theorem .13 (CLT for sequences of exchangeable sequences [Matthews et al., 2018]). For
each positive integer n, let {Xi[n]}∞i=1 be an exchangeable sequence of random variables with
mean 0, variance σ2[n], and finite absolute third moment. Suppose also that the variances
converge to the limit limn→∞ σ
2[n] = σ2. If
(a) E{X1[n]X2[n]} = 0,
(b) limn→∞E{X1[n]2X2[n]2} = σ4, and
(c) E{|X1[n]|3} = o(
√
n)








converges in distribution to N (0, σ2) , where N (0, 0) is interpreted as the constant 0.
We will apply Thm. .13 to the summands γ
(µ)
j (X[n], α)[n] (Eq. (9)) to show that the
projection S(µ)(X[n], α)[n] (Eq. (10)) converges to a GP. This requires us to verify the
conditions of Thm. .13. We verify the existence of the limit limn→∞ σ
2[n] = σ2 first. The
following lemma is analogous to Lemma 11 in Matthews et al., 2018. The main difference is
that the batch input X is replaced with a convergent sequence of input batches {X[n]}∞n=1.
We maintain the notation introduced in Sec. G.1.
Lemma .14. Suppose that f
(µ)
I (X[n])[n]
D−→ f (µ)I (X) for some µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and for every
finite set I ⊂ N. Then
lim
n→∞
σ2µ+1(X[n], α)[n] = σ
2
µ+1(X,α),
where these variances are defined in Eqs. (11)-(12).
Proof. It is clear that E[γ
(µ+1)
j (X[n], α)[n]] = 0 since the weights w
(µ+1)
ij have 0 mean. We
therefore have








































Theorem 3.5 in Billingsley [16] tells us that a limit can be moved inside an expectation operator
if the sequence inside the expectation converges in distribution and is uniformly integrable.
Since the preactivations f
(µ)
1 (X[n])[n] converge in distribution and since the nonlinearity φ
and multiplication mapping R2 to R are continuous functions, then the Continuous Mapping
Theorem implies that the products of activations in the above expectations also converge in
distribution. Uniform integrability holds by Cor. .22. We therefore have the limit
lim
n→∞






















Condition (a) of Thm. .13 is easily verified directly in the proof of Lemma .10. We thus
move to condition (b). The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 15 in Matthews et al.,
2018.
Lemma .15. Suppose that f
(µ)
I (X[n])[n]
D−→ f (µ)I (X) for some µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}. and for every
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Since the preactivations f
(µ)
I (X[n])[n] converge in distribution for I = {1, 2}, and since the
nonlinearity φ and multiplication from R4 to R are continuous functions, then the Continuous
Mapping Theorem implies the four-way products of activations in each expectation above
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converge in distribution as well. Corollary .21 also tells us that the set of these four-way

















































































Finally, we verify condition (c) of Thm. .13. The following lemma is analogous to Lemma
16 in Matthews et al., 2018.
Lemma .16. Suppose that f
(µ)
I (X[n])[n]
D−→ f (µ)I (X) for some µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, and for every
finite set I ⊂ N. Then
E[|γ(µ+1)1 (X[n], α)[n]|3] = o(
√
n).
Proof. We will prove the stronger result that the third absolute moment of γ
(µ+1)
1 (X[n], α)[n]
is bounded over n. By Hölder’s inequality,






Thus, to bound the left side independently of n, it is sufficient to do the same for the fourth
moment of γ
(µ+1)













where the right-hand side is similar to the quantity discussed in Lemma .15. Therefore,

























The right-hand side can be shown to be finite by applying Lemma .18 to bound the expectation
of the four-way product by a product of eighth moments, applying the linear envelope property
to obtain bounds in terms of preactivations, and finally noting that the eighth moment of a
normal distribution is finite; this gives us the desired bound on the fourth and hence third
absolute moment.
G.4 Establishing uniform integrability
The results in this section serve to support the proofs in Appendix G.3. As in Appendix G.3,
the results in this appendix are stronger versions of results appearing in Matthews et al.,
2018. The key results in this section are Lemma .18 and Cors. .21 and .22 and are the only
ones referenced outside of this section.
Lemma .17. Let X be a random variable. Then E[X4] ≤ E[X8] 12 .
Proof. By Hölder’s Inequality, we have







The following lemma is a stronger version of Lemma 18 in Matthews et al., 2018. Matthews




is uniformly bounded by a polynomial
in the eighth moments E[X8i ] < ∞ for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} without specifying the polynomial.






8 , which is a polynomial in the
eighth moments. This bound is important when proving uniform convergence with respect to
the inputs of a random neural network, since the coefficients and exponents in the bound are
independent of the network’s input.
Lemma .18. Let Xi be random variables with E[X
8
i ] <∞ for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then for any














Proof. Using Hölder’s inequality twice, we have
























































4 = 1, which can be written as E[X8i ]
0. If pi = 1, then by
Lemma .17, E[X4pii ]
1
4 ≤ E[X8i ]
1




4 = E[X8i ]
2
8 . We
therefore see that for any pi ∈ {0, 1, 2}, E[X4pii ]
1
4 = E[X8i ]
pi
8 . Substituting this into the above
product yields the desired bound.
The following lemma extends Lemma 20 in Matthews et al., 2018 to stochastic processes
in the sense that the input into the BNN is now a variable. We can achieve a uniform bound
if we assume that the input space is compact.
Lemma .19. Let X ⊂ RM be a compact input space. Then for each µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1}, the
eighth moments of the normally distributed random variables f
(µ)
i (x)[n] defined by equation
(6.1) are uniformly bounded over all i ∈ {1, . . . , hµ(n)}, n ∈ N and x ∈ X .
Proof. We proceed by induction on µ. The case µ = 1 is trivial; the random variables
f
(1)


















8] <∞. The eighth moments are therefore uniformly bounded over i, n
and x.
Now assume that the eighth moments of f
(µ)
i (x)[n] are uniformly bounded over i, n and
x for all µ ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1} and for some t ∈ {2, . . . , D + 1}. We wish to prove that the
eighth moments of f
(t)
i (x)[n] are uniformly bounded over i, n and x. Using the inequality
|u(x) + v(x)|p ≤ 2p−1(|u(x)|p + |v(x)|p) for elements u and v of the Lp space for p ≥ 1, which














is first established. The term E[(b
(t)
i )
8] is bounded since the biases are normally distributed.
Moreover, the biases are IID over i and are independent of n. Therefore, to achieve the






















where c,m > 0 are constants from the linear envelope property of the activation function.










|f (t−1)i (x)[n]|p · |f
(t−1)
j (x)[n]|q
· |f (t−1)k (x)[n]|




















Using Lemma .18 and the fact that the moments of f
(t−1)









































































and note that a and the mj are independent of the hidden width index n, the hidden neuron
index i, and the input x. Moreover, ψ is increasing on the interval (0,∞). Since we assumed
as our inductive hypothesis that E[f
(t−1)
i (x)[n]












8] <∞ uniformly over i n, and x, thereby completing the proof.
The following lemma extends Lemma 21 in Matthews et al., 2018 to stochastic processes
in the same sense as Lemma .19 above.
Lemma .20. Let X ⊂ RM be a compact input space. Then for any µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1} and
indices i, j, k, ` ∈ N, the set of random variables






` (x4)[n] : n ∈ N and x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ X}
is uniformly integrable.











1+ε] <∞ for some ε > 0.











































































It thus suffices to show that the supremum in the last line is finite. By the linear envelope












By Lemma .19, the right-hand side is uniformly bounded over all n ∈ N and x ∈ X , completing
the proof.
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Cors. .21 and .22 of Lemma .20, below, are used in Lemmas .15 and .14, respectively.
Corollary .21. Let {xq[n] ∈ RM}∞n=1 for q ∈ {1, . . . , 4} be four convergent sequences with
finite limits. Then for any µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1} and indices i, j, k, ` ∈ N, the set of random
variables






` (x4[n])[n] : n ∈ N}
is uniformly integrable.
Proof. Since the sequences {xq[n]}∞n=1 for q ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, converge to finite limits, then there























Uniform integrability then follows by the de la Vallee-Poussin Theorem.
Corollary .22. Let {xq[n] ∈ RM}∞n=1 for q ∈ {1, 2}, be two convergent sequences with finite
limits. Then for any µ ∈ {1, . . . , D + 1} and indices i, j ∈ N, the set of random variables
S = {g(µ)i (x1[n])[n]g
(µ)
j (x2[n])[n] : n ∈ N}
is uniformly integrable.





j (x2)[n]|1+ε] <∞ for some ε > 0.





















which is finite by (the proof of) Cor. .21. The claim then follows.
H Correspondence to the no-bottleneck NNGP
The following is our proof of the Wide Bottleneck Correspondence Theorem for the case of a
single-bottleneck NNGP.
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Proof of Thm. 6.8. First we prove statement (b). We will do so for L = 1; the case L > 1
proceeds similarly. Let X = {xt}Tt=1 be a finite set of inputs. Let pH : RT 7→ R and p : RT 7→ R
be the PDFs of F (H) and F , respectively. Let k(D1) : RM×RM 7→ R and k(D2) : RH×RH 7→ R
be the NNGP kernels of the pre-bottleneck and post-bottleneck components (with respective
depths D1 and D2) of F


























where hi ∈ RT is the vector of preactivations into the i-th hidden neuron in the bottleneck,
and where we use the notation N (z;µ,Σ) to mean the normal PDF in the variable z with
mean µ and covariance Σ. Observing that the NNGP kernel in Eqs. (6.6)-(6.7) depends on
its inputs only through their Gram matrix and writing the kernel of the first layer explicitly,
we can define a function k̃(D2) on the space of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices such
that
k̃(D2)(vb + vwA) = k
(D2)(B,B), A = BB>.







>, hi ∼ N (0, k(D1)(X,X)) IID, (24)





N (y; 0, k̃(D2)(vb + vwz) + vnIT ) dµH(z).
Here z is a dummy variable. Now since the hi in Eq. (24) are IID, then so are the matrices
φ(hi)φ(hi)
>. Therefore, ZH is an empirical average of H IID random matrices. By the Law
of Large Numbers, we have
{ZH}∞H=1
P−→ Z = Eh∼N (0,k(D1)(X,X)[φ(h)φ(h)>],
where the convergence is in probability. In particular, {ZH}∞H=1
D−→ Z so that the sequence of
measures {µH}∞H=1 weakly converges to the probability measure µ associated with Z. Note
that µ is a delta distribution concentrated at Z. Furthermore, thanks to the Gaussian noise,
the function z → N (y; 0, k̃(D2)(z) + vnIT ) is bounded over RT×T ; it is continuous as well, as
the matrix inversion and determination operations and the NNGP kernel (Lemma .9) are all
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= N (y; 0, k(D1+D2+1)(X,X) + vnIT )
= p(y),
which is the PDF of an NNGP with D1 +D2 + 1 hidden layers.
To prove statement (a) of the theorem, we first note that the pointwise convergence
pH → p ensures the convegence in distribution F (H)(X)
D−→ F (X) according to Scheffé’s
Lemma. Since this holds for any finite set of inputs X and in particular any finite subset of a
countable set X ⊂ RM , then by Thm. .1, we have that {F (H)}∞H=1
D−→ F in ((RL)∞,A) for
inputs restricted to X as claimed.
I Bottleneck layers induce correlation
Recall the single-bottleneck NNGP F defined in Sec. 6.4.1. Each output (Fi(x1), Fi(x2))
conditional on the activations of the bottleneck layer follow the two-dimensional normal







It can be shown that the diagonal entries of K are given by














The expression for the off-diagonals k12, k21 will not be important.
The proof of Prop. 6.10 regarding the quadratic correlation between bottleneck NNGP
outputs follows.
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2N (y1; 0, K)N (y2; 0, K)
H∏
m=1
























































2] = bD + wDEz∼N (0,cbb)[φ(z)
2]. (26)




= b2D + bDwDEz∼N (0,caa)[φ(z)



















y2N (y; 0, K)
H∏
m=1

























N (hm; 0, C) dh
= b2D + bDwDEz∼N (0,caa)[φ(z)











2N (hi; 0, C)N (hj; 0, C) dhi dhj
= E[F1(xa)
2] E[F2(xb)





















2N (hi; 0, C)N (hj; 0, C) dhi dhj
= E[F1(xa)
2] E[F2(xb)












































On the right-hand side, we have the covariance of two rectified quadratic units with respect
to the Gaussian measure N (0, C). By the work of Cho and Saul [28] and by adjusting for
differences in normalization, we have the expectations
Ez∼N (0,caa)[φ(z)












and J2(β) = 3 sin β cos β + (π − β)(1 + 2 cos2 β). Using also the
fact that wD = v
D





























We already know the numerator on the right-hand side, but we need to calculate the
variances in the denominator. Using the fact that F1(xa) and F2(xb) are identically (but not














N (yi; 0, K)
H∏
m=1























2] + 2 E[F1(xa)
2]2.




































+ 2 (bD + wDcbb)
2 .
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establishing Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13).
Proof of Prop. 6.12. For part (a), Eq. (6.16) follows by substitution of Eq. (6.15) into
Eq. (6.12).
For part (b), the map G 7→ Q×(∞) is a composition of the maps G 7→ C and C 7→ Q×(∞),
and thus it suffices to show that these two maps are invertible. The map G 7→ C sends the
input Gram matrix to the NNGP kernel at the bottleneck layer. Inverting Eq. (6.9) for the
case i = j, we obtain the recursion for the backward propagation of the NNGP kernel:
K
(µ−1)








ii (xa, xa)− vb
)
cos J−11





ii (xa, xa)− vb
 ,
where we note J1 is strictly decreasing on [0, π]. Applying this recursion to C d times (where
d is the depth of the pre-bottleneck NNGP) gives K
(1)
ii (x1, x2), and by solving Eq. (6.6) we
obtain G. Thus, G 7→ C is invertible.
To show C 7→ Q×(∞) is invertible, we inspect Eq. (6.16) for the case vw > 1 in Prop. 6.12
and observe that q
×(∞)
aa depends only on caa (the bottleneck angle β is 0 when the two inputs
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are identical). We may then solve for caa. Substituting caa for a ∈ {1, 2} into Eq. (6.16) and
noting that J2 is strictly decreasing, we may solve for the bottleneck angle β from q
×(∞)
12 and
thus obtain c12, recovering C.
















We will find a λ > 0 such that the limit L in Eq. (6.17) is finite and non-zero. Note that while
evaluating the limit, we will drop (non-zero) constants of proportionality. Observing that
both the numerator and denominator inside the limit L in Eq. (6.17) tend to 0 as D →∞




























































































In the case vw > 1, rD tends to a finite positive limit as D → ∞, so that the second












= 1, implying λ = ln(vw)
−1.
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]3 ∝ limD→∞ v2Dw eDλ ,
which is finite and non-zero (and exists) if and only if v2we
1






In the case vw = 1, we again have rD → ∞ as D → ∞ and thus still obtain Eq. (32).








which is infinite for all finite λ > 0.




N (hm; 0, C) dh.






















kaakbb dµ(h)− E[F1(xa)2] E[F1(xb)2].
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k2ab dµ(h) + Cov[F1(xa)
2, F2(xb)
2].









































































)2) dµ(h) + q×(D)ab .





























)2) dµ(h) + q×(∞)ab .
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The limit can be moved inside the integral. To justify this, observe that the integrand (as a












































































































































































































Recall that rD → vbvw−1 if vw > 1 and rD →∞ otherwise. In either case, it is easy to verify
that the first term and the denominator of the second term converge to non-negative numbers
independent of D. Therefore, there exist positive constants A and B such that
ID(h) < A+Bφ(max(h))
4 for sufficiently large D.
Note the right-hand side is integrable with respect to the non-degenerate Gaussian measure
µ since it is a piecewise polynomial in h (with finitely many pieces). We can therefore use
the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Recall also that the NNGP kernel (post-bottleneck)
degenerates to a constant-element kernel corresponding to a correlation matrix of 1’s given
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any fixed input h from the bottleneck layer. Using the Dominated Convergence Theorem



























































































































































)2 + 3q×(∞)ab .
Evaluating the limit by recalling the limit of rD, we obtain Eq. (6.19) as desired.
For part (b), given (Q(∞), diag(G)), we will show that we recover G. We can obtain
diag(C) from diag(G) by applying the NNGP kernel propagation defined in Eq. (6.9). Given
diag(C), we can solve for Q×(∞) using Eq. (6.19) for the case vw > 1 in Prop. 6.14. We can
then obtain G by Prop. 6.12 (b).
I.1 Other nonlinearities
The following is the proof for the proposition linking the sinusoidal nonlinearity in Eq. (6.20)
to the RBF kernel.
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Proof of Prop. 6.15. First we prove part (a). The case µ = 0 is trivial. So, consider µ ≥ 1.
Define the function Fφ : R3 7→ R by


















The NNGP kernel recursion can then be written as
K(µ+1)(x, x′) = vb + vwFφ[K
(µ)(x, x), K(µ)(x, x′), K(µ)(x′, x′)].
All we need to show is that











Such a matrix X exists since the matrix on the right side is symmetric positive semidefinite.
Performing the change of variables z = X>w, Eq. (33) becomes















The product of activations in the integrand can be rewritten as
φ(w · x1)φ(w · x2) = [cos(w · x1) + sin(w · x1)][cos(w · x2) + sin(w · x2)]
= cos(w · x1) cos(w · x2) + sin(w · x1) sin(w · x2)
+ cos(w · x1) sin(w · x2) + sin(w · x1) cos(w · x2)
= cos[w · (x1 − x2)] + sin[w · (x1 + x2)].
We therefore have


















The integrand of the second integral on the right side is odd in w for all x1 and x2, and thus
this integral is zero. We can therefore replace x1 + x2 with x1 − x2 in the second integral and
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multiply the integral by the imaginary unit i without changing its value:








































where the last line holds because the Gaussian is an eigenfunction of the Fourier transform.
Using Eq. (35), this becomes








giving us Eq. (34) as desired.
For part (b), consider two distinct inputs x, x′ ∈ RM and define




All we need to show is that (v(µ), c(µ)) has a globally attractive fixed point (v∗, c∗) of the form
given in the statement of the proposition. The dynamics of v(µ) is given by v(µ+1) = fv(v
(µ))
where fv : (0,∞) 7→ (0,∞) is given by
fv(v) = vb + vwFφ(v, v, v)
= vb + vw.
It is thus trivial that the global fixed point of fv is v∗(vb, vw) = vb + vw. The dynamics of c
(µ)
is given by c(µ+1) = fc(c
(µ)) where fc : [−1, 1] 7→ [−1, 1] is given by
fc(c) = vb + vwFφ(v∗, v∗c, v∗),
where we approximate v(µ) with v∗; this approximation becomes exact in the deep limit.








We make use of the fact that if a function f : R 7→ R has strictly positive first and second
derivatives, then f has either no fixed points, one fixed point that is neither stable nor
unstable, or two fixed points c1 < c2 where c1 is stable with basin of attraction (−∞, c2) and
c2 is unstable. Observe that fc(1) = 1 and f
′
c(1) = vw. If vw < 1, then c = 1 is a stable fixed
162
point and is thus globally attractive on [−1, 1], thus establishing c∗(vb, vw) = 1 for vw < 1.
On the other hand, if vw > 1, then c = 1 is an unstable fixed point. Since fc(0) > 0 and
fc(1) = 1, then by the Intermediate Value Theorem, fc has a stable fixed point c
′ ∈ (0, 1)
that is globally attractive on [−1, 1). Given the initial condition c(0) = x>x′‖x‖‖x′‖ < 1 (since
x 6= x′) and that c = 1 is an unstable fixed point, then we must have c∗(vb, vw) < 1 for vw > 1
and thus in particular c∗(vb, vw) = c
′, concluding the proof.
Proof of Prop. 6.17. Let H be the bottleneck width, and let h1, h2 ∈ RH be the bottleneck
preactivations—i.e., the outputs of the pre-bottleneck NNGP component—given network
inputs x1, x2 ∈ RM . Let µ be the (Gaussian) probability measure associated to (h1, h2). Let
z1, z2 ∈ RH be the corresponding bottleneck activations that are fed into the post-bottleneck
NNGP component, where za =
1√
H
φ(ha) for a = 1, 2. Finally, let K
(D) : RH × RH 7→ R be
the kernel of the post-bottleneck NNGP component assuming post-bottleneck depth D. Then




N (y; 0, K(D)(Z,Z) + vnI) dµ(h1, h2),
where K(D)(Z,Z) is a 2 × 2 matrix with entries K(D)(za, zb) for a, b = 1, 2. Using the fact
that for any 2× 2 positive semidefinite matrix A with eigenvalues λ1, λ2 ≥ 0,
det(A+ vnI) = (λ1 + vn)(λ2 + vn) ≥ v2n,
we have the bound















Since the bound is clearly an integrable function with respect to µ and since the bound holds
for all D, then we may apply the Bounded Convergence Theorem. By the continuity of the







N (y; 0, lim
D→∞





















= {(h1, h2) ∈ (RH)2 : φ(h1) = φ(h2)}




{(h, h+ 2nπ) : h ∈ RH}.
We see that S is a countable disjoint union of H-dimensional planes embedded in a 2h-
dimensional space. Since the network inputs x1 and x2 are distinct, then µ is a non-degenerate
Gaussian distribution on (RH)2 so that µ(S) = 0. We can therefore remove S from the
region of integration in Eq. (36), so that z1 and z2 are distinct inputs into K
(∞) under the
integral. We thus evaluate the covariance of the integrand in Eq. (36) using Prop. 6.15 (b)




























which according to Prop. 6.15 (b) is precisely the deep limit with no bottleneck given two
distinct inputs, thus establishing Eq. (6.26).
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